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Dear Aspirants,
  We feel delighted to present to you the "January 2021" edition of "Master in Current Affairs". MICA is a 
comprehensive magazine focused on both the intellectual and competitive nature of learning. Apart from the competitive 
edge, MICA is intended to provide you with a vision of self-enhancement. MICA includes highly acclaimed sections 
such as, Newsletters, News Diary, One Liner, World of English, which are directly related to your preparation for 
competitive examinations. Chalte - Chalte is one of the most steering elements of MICA on the go, which is mentioned 
below every page. This edition creates a forum where all candidates and guidance personnel can meet the important 
issues of this month which may play a vital role in the forthcoming examination. The important topics covered in this 
edition are: 
HDI Report 2020: India’s slipped one rank to 131 among 189 countries in the Human Development Index for 
2019 compared to 130 the previous year, according to United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) Human 
Development Report 2020 released. 
19th SCO Summit: 19th Summit of SCO Council of Heads of Government has been held first time by India. Hon’ble 
Vice President of India Shri Venkaiah Naidu has Chair the 19th meeting of the SCO Council of Heads of 
Government to be hosted by India in virtual format on 30 November 2020.
2020 at a Glance: 2020 was heavily defined by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has led to global social 
and economic disruption, mass cancellations and postponements of events, worldwide lockdowns and the 
largest economic recession since the Great Depression of the 1930s.
In this edition as a wish for your bright and prosperous future we are providing “RRB PO MAINS 
MODEL PAPER 2020” and “RRB NTPC MODEL PAPER 2020” for your self-assessment. You can 
also test your Current Affairs by visiting the Quiz Time section for self-assessment, which 
includes all possible multiple-choice questions from the current affairs of this month. To serve 
you better we will diligently serve you our level best with various new topics and news that is 
important from the examination point of view.

Best of luck for your exams.
Your suggestions will be highly valuable and welcomed.
 
 With Best Wishes
 Editor : N.K. Jain                                        “Your Success is Our Success”

Editorial
“Life loses half its interest, if there is no struggle, if there are no risks to be 

taken.”

 - 'Netaji' Subhas Chandra Bose
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‘Himgiri’, the first of the three Project 17A ships being built at M/s Garden Reach 

Shipbuilders and Engineers Limited (GRSE), Kolkata was launched.

PERSONAL DETAILS

Father’s Name  :  Mr. Anil Mahobe
Mother’s Name :  Mrs. Anu Mahobe
Hobbies  :  Reading Books and Playing Football
Prior Selection  :  None
Name of the Exam : State Bank of India (PO)
Roll No. of Qualified Exam : 4181017476
Roll No. of Mahendra Institute : MUM0661526715

Payal Anil Mahobe

MICA : Mahendra's family expresses 
its heartfelt congratulations 
on your success.

Payal : Thank You!
MICA : To whom do you want 

to give the credit of your 
selection?

Payal : Foremost preference is my 
parents and then definitely 
Mahendra's Mumbai Branch.

MICA : After how many attempts 
did you succeed in this 
examination?

Payal : SBI PO was my first attempt. 
I have attempted IBPS PO 
& IBPS Clerk 2018.

MICA : What is the role of 
Mahendra's institute in your 
selection?

Payal : Mahendras team was very 
helpful. Faculties here are 
available for your doubts, 
a study room is allotted and 
MICA is provided every 
month.

MICA : How did you prepare for the 
examination?

Payal :  

English Language
By reading newspaper & practicing 

STs.

Reasoning Ability & 
Computer

By solving various types of problems 
and taking Speed Test on a regular 

basis.

Data Analysis & 
Interpretation

I used to give Speed Test daily and 
analyse it well. I would practice my 

weak topics individually.

General Awareness
I watched daily current affairs videos 
and read newspaper (Indian Express).
MICA : What would you say about 

“Master in Current Affairs” 
Magazine (MICA) and 
Mahendra Guru Website?

Payal : The magazine is precise, 
brief and well updated. Since 
digital content is easy to carry 
anywhere & it is available 
anytime so it helps a lot.

MICA : What is the best thing about 
our coaching institute, 
according to you?

Payal : Faculties here are extremely 
helpful. They guide on each 
& every topic and solve 
your doubts. You get study 
room. Faculties and staff are 
very supportive.

MICA : What is the role of “Time 
Management” in one’s 
success?

Payal : The biggest role is of time 
management as making a 
correct schedule can help 
you give attention to every 
section.

MICA : How did you prepare for the 
Interview?

Payal : Mahendra helped in it. 
Here, I was guided on every 
basic detail - grooming, 
presentation and knowledge.

MICA : Tell us about the Interview 
Board and the questions 
asked?

Payal : The interview level was 
moderate. Interviewers were 
helpful and many current 
affairs questions were asked.

The questions asked were:
I.  My Introduction, Educational 

background, Family background.
II.  Why are you interested in 

banking sector? (as I belong to 
computer field).

III.  Your opinion on GST. Tell us 
something about GDP.

IV.  What is NRC? Why is it 
implemented in Assam?

V.  What are your strengths and 
how can they be helpful for the 
organisation?

MICA : From whom did you get 
information of your selection 
and what was your reaction?

Payal : I checked the website and I 
was happy.

MICA : What message do you 
want to convey to other 
aspirants?

Payal : Stay focused, prepare a 
proper schedule and be 
honest towards your studies.

MICA : Congratulations! once again 
on your success. Your success 
is our success.

Payal : Thank You!
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ONE liner
PERSONS IN NEWS

 # Who has been appointed as the new Managing Director 
and CEO of ONGC Videsh Limited?   
 - AK Gupta 

 # The world's longest serving Prime Minister, Prince 
Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa has passed away, he 
was the Prime Minister of which country?  
 - Bahrain 

 # India's first Oscar winner who has passed away 
recently?  - Bhanu Athaiya 

 # Satish Prasad Singh has passed away, he was the 
Former Chief Minister of which state?   
 - Bihar 

 # Recently Ajay Kumar was appointed as the next 
ambassador of India to which country?   
 - Burundi 

 # Sudarshan Rattan has passed away due to COVID-19, 
he was renowned ______. - Film Director 

 # Recently "Diego Maradona" passed away related to which 
of the following game?  - Football 

 # Recently who has been elected ICC new chairman?  
 - Greg Barclay 

 # Noted actor, filmmaker and voiceover artiste, Ashish 
Kakkad, has passed away, he was associated with 
which film industry? - Gujarati 

 # K K Sharma was appointed the State Election 
Commissioner of which State/UT recently?    
 - Jammu and Kashmir 

 # Physicist Masatoshi Koshiba, who shared 2002 Nobel 
Prize for the detection of cosmic neutrinos, has passed 
away, he was related to which country?   
 - Japan 

 # Recently who was appointed as the first Chairperson 
of Reserve Bank Innovation Hub?   
 - Kris Gopalakrishnan 

 # Recently who was appointed chairperson of the 
Commission for Air Quality Management in National 
Capital Region and Adjoining Areas?   
 - M.M. Kutty

8 Track and Field Athletes were included in the core group of the Target Olympic Podium 
Scheme at the 50th MOC meeting held on November 26.

SCHEMES AND LAUNCHES

AWARDS

 # Recently which Tiger Reserve received first 
international award TX2? - Pilibhit Tiger Reserve 

 # Who was presented with the Tata Literature Live 
Lifetime Achievement Award recently?   
 - Ruskin Bond 

 # What is the name of Malayalam author, who has 
won the JCB Prize for Literature 2020 for his novel 
Moustache? - S Hareesh 

 # What is the Name of the Bangladeshi teen who has 
been awarded the International Children’s Peace Prize 
for his work to stop cyber bullying of teens?    
 - Sadat Rahman 

 # The Indian film ‘Natkhat’, starring and co-produced by 
Vidya Balan, has won the top prize at the third edition 
of Best of India Short Film Festival 2020, who is the 
director of this movie? - Shaan Vyas 

 # Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu virtually presented 
the Second National Water Awards, which state bagged 
the Best State Award? - Tamil Nadu 

 # Noted writer, Paul Zacharia has been selected for 
this year’s Ezhuthachan Puraskaram, the Kerala 
government’s highest literary honour, he is associated 
with which language? - Malayalam

 # Government has approved how many projects under 
Scheme for Integrated Cold Chain & Value Addition?  
 - 30

 # Recently Taxpayers pay Rs ____ crore tax under Vivaad 
Se Vishwas scheme. - 72480

 # RBI announced a draft scheme of amalgamation 
of Lakshmi Vilas Bank with which of the following 
bank? - BDS Bank 

 # Recently the Roshani Act is in news, related to which 
State/UT? - Jammu and Kashmir

 # Which city ranked second in the Swachh Survekshan 
Report 2020? - Surat
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NATIONAL & STATE

A 90-year-old woman Margaret Keenan from Northern Ireland become the first person in 
the world to receive the Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine.

 # Which state Government has entered into an agreement 
with Tata Technologies to upgrade 150 Government 
ITIs at a cost of 4,636.50 crore rupees?   
 - Karnataka 

 # Recently Union Minister of State for Tourism & 
Culture, Prahlad Singh Patel virtually inaugurated the 
“Tourist Facilitation Centre” facility at Guruvayur, in 
_________.  - Kerala 

 # Recently which state government has launched 
a pioneering eco-sustainable programme called 
‘Parivarthanam’, to improve the livelihood of the 
fishing community? - Kerala 

 # Recently which state government is set to have "gau 
Cabinet" for protection of cows in the state?    
 - Madhya Pradesh 

 # Recently which State Government planning to imposed 
“Guamata Tax”?  - Madhya Pradesh 

 # Who has launched the country’s first seaplane 
service between the Statue of Unity near Kevadiya in 
Gujarat’s Narmada district and Sabarmati Riverfront 
in Ahmedabad?  - Narendra Modi 

 # Recently which state launched the AMHUB (Advanced 
Manufacturing HUB)? - Tamil Nadu 

 # Recently, which state has India's first "moss garden" 
built?  - Uttarakhand 

 # Ministry of Road Transport and Highways has issued 
a notification making FASTags mandatory for all four 
wheel vehicles from ___________.   
 - 1st January 2021 

 # Recently how much India has set a target of reducing 
the carbon footprint? - 30-35% 

 # Recently how many app banned by ministry of 
electronics and information technology under section 
69A of Information Technology Act?   
 - 43 mobile app 

 # India’s border areas with Pakistan in Rajasthan would 
soon be illuminated with renewable energy. The park to 
be set up near borders areas will be of _____ megawatts 
(MW) capacity. - 8,000 megawatts 

 # Recently the 13th Urban Mobility India Conference 
was organized by which union minister?    
 - Hardeep S. Puri 

 # Recently which Union Minister launched Nurturing 
Neighbourhoods Challenge focusing on shaping cities 
for young children and their families?   
 - Hardeep Singh Puri 

 # India’s first Sandalwood Museum was established in 
which state? - Karnataka

 # Recently which State launched “Abhayam” app?  
 - Andhra Pradesh 

 # Union Jal Shakti Minister, Gajendra Singh Shekhawat 
has launched India’s first solar-based Integrated Multi-
Village Water Supply Project in which state recently?  
 - Arunachal Pradesh 

 # Pakke Tiger Reserve has become the first in the eight-
State northeast to provide insurance cover against 
Covid-19 for “green soldiers”, it is situated in which 
state? - Arunachal Pradesh 

 # Recently Agriculture and Processed Food Products 
Export Development Authority has announced Tezpur 
Litchi of which state has been given the geographical 
indication tag? - Assam

 # Recently which State Government has announced to 
constitute ‘Cow Cabinet’ to conserve and promote cow 
cattle in the state? - Madhya Pradesh

 # Recently who has launched the ‘SERB – POWER’ 
schemes which aim to encourage and support 
emerging as well as eminent women researchers to 
undertake R&D activities in frontier areas of science 
and engineering? - Dr Harsh Vardhan 

 # Recently which state government Introduced " Scheme 
For Chief Minister’s Award For Good Governance "?  
 - Manipur 

 # Who composed the “Mission Paani campaign” anthem 
titled 'Swachhta aur Paani' (Cleanliness and Water)?  
 - A R Rahaman 

 # Recently which state Government Launched “Digital 
SevaSetu Programme”?  - Gujarat 

 # Recently which state government has launched 
Mukhyamantri Sahari Slum Swasthya Yojana?    
 - Chhattisgarh

 # Recently “Ananda” first digital application launched 
by which Company? - Life Insurance   
  Corporation 

 # Recently which ministry launched ''Deep Ocean 
Mission''? - Ministry of Earth  
   Sciences

 # On the occasion of Children’s Day, a first-of-its-kind 
in the world, library on the tram for children was 
launched in which state? - West Bengal 

 # Recently which organisation has launched “Team 
Halo” initiative to counter the misinformation around 
Covid-19 vaccines? - World Health   
  Organisation
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FINANCIAL AWARENESS

 # Recently how much State Bank of India (SBI) revised 
their second-quarter (Q2) GDP ESTIMATES?  
 - -5.6

 # Reserve Bank of India will evaluate the impact of 
multi-media public awareness campaign ‘RBI Kehta 
Hai’, which was launched in how many languages to 
educate the public about safe banking and financial 
practices? - 14

 # Recently how much loan signing between Government 
of India and the World Bank for the implementation of 
Meghalaya Integrated Transport Project (MITP)?  
 - $120 million 

 # Recently from which country the 'Nine Apple units 
shifted to India’? - China 

 # Recently “K- curve” was in news, related to in which 
area. - Economic recovery 

 # HDFC Bank & which bank have been put in the ‘red 
flag’ list, a system used for monitoring foreign portfolio 
investor (FPI) limits? - IndusInd Bank 

 # Recently Reserve Bank of India imposed monetary 
penalty on DCB Bank and which Payments Bank for 
various rule violations? - Jio Payments Bank 

 # Recently Reserve Bank of India has placed cash-
strapped _________ under a moratorium for a period 
of one month. - Lakshmi Vilas Bank 

 # SBM Bank India, the wholly-owned subsidiary of 
State Bank of Mauritius has partnered with Fintech 
PayNearby to launch a neo banking platform, where is 
the headquarter of SBM Bank (India) Limited?   
 - Mumbai

 # The Reserve Bank of India has imposed a penalty of 
Rs 1 crore on which bank for violating the Payment 
and Settlement Systems Act, 2007 recently?    
 - Punjab National Bank 

 # The International Finance Corporation has so far 
extended _____________ to private sector businesses 
in the poorest countries to help fight the coronavirus 
pandemic - USD 4 billion 

 # Recently Paytm has launched “Payout Links” for 
businesses, enabling them to instantly process payouts 
to customers, employees and vendors, without 
collecting their bank details, where is the headquarter 
of Paytm? - Noida 

 # Recently how many MoUs have been signed between 
India and Maldives during the visit of Foreign 
Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla to the Maldives?  
 - 4

A webinar and Expo between India and Maldives were held. The Theme of webinar was 
‘Joint Indo Maldives High Level Defence Engagement’.

 # Recently in which country the virtual ceremony for the 
launch of RuPay card Phase-II?   
 - Bhutan 

 # Recently who has been unanimously elected to 
the board of global dairy body International Dairy 
Federation? - Dilip Rath 

 # Recently which IIT has been selected to lead the newly 
inaugurated AustraliaIndia Water Centre?  
 - IIT Guwahati 

 # Recently which Tiger Reserve has been included in 
the ‘World Network of Biosphere Reserves’ list of the 
UNESCO? - Panna Tiger Reserve 

 # Australian all-rounder, _________ has announced his 
retirement from all forms of cricket recently.    
 - Shane Watson 

 # Which organisation has approved USD 132.8 million 
loan to Meghalaya to improve and upgrade the power 
distribution network? - ADB 

 # Recently 27th edition of SIMBEX-2020 conducted 
which Sea? - Andaman Sea 

 # Recently which country has sent into space the world’s first 
6G experiment satellite?  - China 

 # Which country will be host G20 Summit in 2023?  
 - India

 # Which countries trilateral maritime exercise sitmex-20 
has held in Andaman Sea? - India, Singapore and  
  Thailand

 # As a part of Mission Sagar-II, the Indian Naval Ship 
(INS) _________ has reached Sudan with 100 tonnes 
of food aid. - INS Airavat 

 # Which Naval Warship has used in Malabar Naval 
Exercise Phase II from Indian side?   
 - INS Vikramaditya 

 # “Operation Calypso” run against to-   
 - International drugs  
  smuggling

 # India and which country signed 15 agreements in various 
sectors following a Virtual Bilateral Summit between 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his Italian counterpart 
Giuseppe Conte? - Italy 

 # India and which country held seventh round of foreign 
office consultations via video conference?    
 - Kazakhstan 

 # My Understanding of Gandhi is a special anthology 
was released by the President of which country 
recently? - Nepal

INTERNATIONAL
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SPORTS

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

MISCELLANEOUS

 # On which date the World Toilet Day is observed?  
 - 19-Nov

 # Public Service Broadcasting Day is celebrated on 
_______ every year. - 12th November 

 # Every year the National Naturopathy Day is observed 
in India on________. - 18th November 

 # Every year World Vegan Day is observed on _____ . 
 - 1st November 

 # Which place India emerged of renewable energy 
producer in world?  - 4th 

 # Every year World Tsunami Awareness Day is observed 
on _________. - 5th November 

 # World’s first scientoon book entitled “Bye Bye 
Corona”, was released by Anandiben Patel, this book 
was written by whom? - Dr Pradeep Srivastava 

 # What is the rank of Pram Shakti Supercomputer in the list 
of top 500 in the world? - 63

 # Every year World Science Day for Peace and 
Development is celebrated each year on _________. 
 - 10th November 

 # International Day of Radiology is observed globally 
on ________ every year. - 8th November 

 # Nitish Kumar was sworn-in as Chief Minister of Bihar 
for the seventh time, he is associated with which 
political party? - Janata Dal (United) 

 # Who has launched the book titled “Thavaasmi: Life 
and Skills through the lens of Ramayana” recently?  
 - M Venkaiah Naidu 

 # Recently which Indian Navy aircraft crashed?    
 - MiG-29K 

 # Recently who unveils e-books "The Republican Ethic 
Volume III" and ‘Loktantra Ke Swar’?   
 - Mr Raj Nath Singh 

 # What is the theme of 15th G20 Leaders’ Summit?  
 - Realising the   
  Opportunities of 21st  
  Century for All 

 # Who is the authored a book titled “Pandemonium: The 
Great Indian Banking Tragedy”?   
 - Tamal Bandyopadhyay

 # Who has won the Purple Cap in IPL 2020?     
 - Kagiso Rabada 

 # Daniil Medvedev has won Paris Master 2020, he is 
related to which country? - Russia 

 # All-rounder, Shane Watson has announced his 
retirement from all forms of cricket, he is related to 
which country? - Australia 

 # Who has won the elections for the post the President of 
the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) recently?   
 - Duarte Pacheco 

 # Who has has won the Emilia Romagna Grand Prix 
2020 at Autodromo Internazionale Enzo e Dino Ferrari 
race track, Italy? - Lewis Hamilton 

 # Which team has won the IPL 2020 Title?    
 - Mumbai Indians 

 # Which Indian wrestler has won her third consecutive 
MMA championship title in Singapore?   
 - Ritu Phogat 

 # Portugal MP, Duarte Pacheco has won the elections for 
the post the President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union 
(IPU), he is the ____________President of the IPU.  
 - 30th 

 # How many teams has been participated in Indian Super 
League 2020? - 11

 # Recently Sports Ministry has approved six centres 
as the Khelo India Centre of Excellence, who is the 
present sports minister? - Kiren Rijiju 

 # Which became the fastest Indian cricketer (60 innings) 
to reach 2,000 IPL runs? - KL Rahul

Administrator of Lakshadweep Dineshwar Sharma died in Chennai. He was 66.

 # Recently “Chang'e-5” moon mission was in news, 
related to which country? - China 

 # Recently, which organization developed Quick 
Reaction Surface-to-Air Missile (QRSAM)?    
 - DRDO 

 # Which organization developed Rustom Plane?    
 - DRDO 

 # The Research and Development Centre of Indian Oil 
Corporation Limited (IOCL) has collaborated with 
which institute to develop biomass gasification-based 
hydrogen generation technology recently?  
 - IISc Banglore 

 # A research team of which IIT has formulated efficient 
“pincer” catalytic systems that transform biomass wastes 
into valuable chemicals? - IIT Guwahati 

 # Recently which organization launched its 16th batch 
of Starlink Satellites? - SpaceX 

 # Recently “Sputnic V” the COVID-19 vaccine was in 
news, which country? - Russia
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ABBREVIATIONS IMPORTANT DAyS AND DATES

ECONOMIC GlOSSARy BOOKS & AUTHORS

01

03

05

02

04

DEBT CONSOLIDATION 

Debt generally refers to money owed 
by one party, the debtor, to a second 
party, the creditor. It is generally 
subject to repayments of principal 
and interest. Interest is the fee 
charged by the creditor to the debtor, 
generally calculated as a percentage 
of the principal sum per year known 
as an interest rate and generally paid 
periodically at intervals, such as 
monthly. Debt can be secured with 
collateral or unsecured.

Debt consolidation is a form of debt 
refinancing that entails taking out 
one loan to pay off many others. This 
commonly refers to a personal finance 
process of individuals addressing high 
consumer debt, but occasionally it 
can also refer to a country's fiscal 
approach to consolidate corporate 
debt or Government debt. The process 
can secure a lower overall interest rate 
to the entire debt load and provide the 
convenience of servicing only one loan 
or debt. The bulk of the consumer debt 
especially that with a high interest, is 
repaid by a new loan.

January 02 Guru Gobind Singh Jayanti
January 11 Death anniversary of Lal Bahadur Shastri
January 12 Swami Vivekananda birth anniversary
January 12 National Youth Day
January 15 Army Day
January 23 Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose Jayanti
January 24 National Girl Child Day
January 25 National Voters Day
January 26 Republic Day
January 29 Basant Panchmi, Saraswati Puja
January 30 World Leprosy Eradication Day

UDAY : Ujjwal Discom Assurance Yojna
FIPB : Foreign Investment Promotion Board
ASEAN : Association of South East Asian Nations
IGST : Integrated Goods and Services Tax
MSME : Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
NCLT : National Company Law Tribunal
NITI : National Institution for Transforming India
WIPO : World Intellectual Property Organization
UDAN : Udey Desh ka Aam Nagrik
IRNSS : Indian Regional Navigational Satellite System

MANAvTA kE PREDETA: 
MAHARISHI ARvIND

40 YEARS WITH ABDUL 
kALAM

FUTURE OF REGIONAL 
COOPERATION IN ASIA 

AND THE PACIFIC

DHARMA : DECODING THE 
EPICS FOR A MEANINGFUL 

LIFE

INDIAN ICON : A CULT 
CALLED ROYAL ENFIELD

:- Ramesh Pokhriyal

:- Amrit Raj

:- Amish & Bhavna Roy

:- Bambang Susantono
& Cyn-young park

:- A. Shivathanu Pillai

Amateur Sneha Singh wins in the seventh leg of Hero Women's Pro Golf Tour at the Noida 
Golf Course.
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The WHO Foundation, an independent grant-making 
agency headquartered in Geneva, was launched in May 
2020 to work alongside the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and the global health community to address the 
world's most pressing global health challenges.
Soni joins the Foundation from Viatris, a global healthcare 
company, where he served as Head of Global Infectious 
Diseases.
WHO Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 
described Soni as a proven innovator in global health who 
has spent two decades in service of communities affected 
by HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases.
He earned my trust when he and his team at the Clinton 
Health Access Initiative worked side-by-side with the 
Ministry of Health in Ethiopia to expand access to treatment 
and strengthen the management of our health centers, 
Ghebreyesus said adding that Soni has a 
unique" set of skills that spans the public 
and private sectors, and his leadership of 
the Foundation will provide invaluable 
support to the mission of the WHO and the 
billions of people who depend on it.

Kuldeep Handoo

First Dronacharya Awardee 
from the Union Territory of 

Jammu and Kashmir, Kuldeep 
Handoo has been appointed 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
‘Fit India’ Ambassador.
Mr Handoo, who is Wushu 
Coach of Team India is serving as 
Inspector in Jammu and Kashmir 
Police Department.
The ace player and coach, Mr 
Handoo has added another feather in his cap after he was 
appointed Ambassador of ‘Fit India’.
A letter in this regard has been issued by Ekta Vishnoi, 
Mission Director of ‘Fit India’ of Sports Authority of India 
(SAI), located at Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium Complex 
in New Delhi. It has been told that in the year 2019, the 
‘Fit India Movement’ was started by the Prime Minister, 
Narendra Modi. Its purpose is to make every section of the 
country health conscious.
This initiative received unique support across the country 
and people of all ages participated enthusiastically.
Since Mr Handoo is a well-known name in the field 
of sports. This is the reason that he has been made the 
ambassador of ‘Fit India’ this time so that he can inspire 
every section of the society to stay fit.

Shashi Shekhar Vempati

According to the Ministry 
of Information and 

Broadcasting, the CEO of Prasar 
Bharati, Shashi Shekhar Vempati 
on December 16, 2020, was 
elected as the Vice-president of 
the Asia Pacific Broadcasting 
Union. It is one of the largest 
broadcasting unions in the world.
Prakash Javadekar, the minister 
for Information and Broadcasting 
also congratulated Vempati on his election. He also thanked 
all the members of ABU who voted in favour of India. 
Vempati has been elected as the vice-president of ABU for 
three-years will the immediate effect.
The election for the Vice-President of Asia Pacific 
Broadcasting Union took place on December 16 during 
the union’s General Assembly which was held virtually 
because of the ongoing pandemic.
Before taking up the position as the CEO of Prasar Bharati, 
Vempati has worked with IT major Infosys and was the 
head of an online media firm. Vempati was associated 
with the public broadcasters group as a board’s part-time 
member since February 2016.
He was also associated as a member of the finance and 
accounts committee, chairman of the 
audit committee, sports rights committee, 
technology committee, and the HR 
committee in Prasar Bharati. He was 
appointed as the CEO of Prasar Bharati in 
June 2017 for the term of five years.

Anil Soni 

Indian-origin global health 
expert Anil Soni has been 

appointed as the first Chief 
Executive Officer of the newly 
launched The WHO Foundation, 
which works alongside the World 
Health Organization to address 
most pressing health challenges 
across the world.
Soni will assume his role as The 
WHO Foundation's inaugural Chief Executive Officer on 
January 1 next year. In his new role, Soni will accelerate 
the Foundation's "work to invest in innovative, evidence-
based initiatives that support WHO in delivering on its 
mission to ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for 
all," the Foundation said in a press statement.

Anil Agarwal Foundation has joined hands with Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to 
improve nutrition in India.
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His fellow finalists are Olasunkanmi Opeifa from Nigeria, 
Jamie Frost from the UK, Carlo Mazzone from Italy, 
Mokhudu Cynthia Machaba from South Africa, Leah 
Juelke from the US, Yun Jeong-hyun from South Korea, 
Samuel Isaiah from Malaysia, and Doani Emanuela Bertan 
from Brazil.
The prize money is paid in equal installments 
over 10 years and the Varkey Foundation 
also provides financial counselling 
and support to the winners through an 
ambassadorial role for the profession.

Senior Scientist Award

Dr. Samir Damare, Principal 
Scientist and Head Analytical 

Services Division, at CSIR-NIO, 
Goa has been selected for the Senior 
Scientist Award for the year 2020, by 
the Microbiologists Society, India. 
The award is presented annually to 
Microbiologists working in different 
fields.
Dr. Damare has received this award in recognition of his 
research in the field of Microbiology ,Extremophiles, 
Biotechnology & Molecular Biology. The award will 

Global Teacher Prize 

Ranjitsinh Disale, a 
government school 

teacher from Paritewadi, 
Maharashtra, had made 
history. This is not 
because he won the 1 
million USD Global 
Teacher Prize 2020 
which brings incredible 
honour and glory in itself, but because in a never-before-
seen instance, he decided to share half of his Rs 7.4 crore 
winnings with the rest of the nine finalists for the Global 
Teacher Prize to support the “incredible work” of the 
“change makers”.
Disale initially wanted to become an IT engineer but his 
father suggested teacher as a career when his time at an 
engineering college didn’t turn out as he had hoped. 
However, his experience in a teacher training college 
changed him.
About the Global Teacher Prize 2020
The Global Teacher Prize saw over 12,000 nominations 
and applications from over 140 countries. From among 
them, Ranjitsinh Disale made it to the top 10.

including staff Course at Defence Service Staff College, 
Wellington, Higher Command Course at Army War 
College, Mhow and the National Defence College, New 
Delhi. He is also an M-Tech from IISc Bangalore.
Before taking over as Director General Border Roads, he 
was holding the appointment of ADG LW&E in QMG’s 
Branch at Integrated Headquarters of Ministry of Defence 
(Army).
Lt Gen. Chaudhry was responsible for conceptualising 
and conducting the first-ever and only Engineer Brigade 
Exercise with US Engineer Brigade as part of EX YUDH 
ABHYAS. He was also nominated as Exercise Director 
of EX FORCE 18, a multinational exercise involving 18 
countries on Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA), in the 
year 2016.
The General Officer has held various staff, instructional 
and command appointments. Some of his 
important appointments include Command 
of an Independent Field Coy, Engineer Unit 
and Command of an Engineer Brigade. He 
has also tenanted the appointment of Chief 
Engineer Southern Command.

Arjun Munda, Union Minister for Tribal Affairs, launched the virtual edition of Aadi 
Mahotsav- Madhya Pradesh.

Mr Handoo however, have expressed happiness and said 
that it is a matter of great pride for him. “Till date the Prime 
Minister of any country has not given any credentials to 
stay fit and we are all fortunate that we have Mr Narendra 
Modi as our Prime Minister, who wants 
to see every section and age of society 
healthy,” said the Coach.
“If every citizen of the country is healthy, 
then only India will be able to progress,” 
he said and explained his routine to stay fit.

Lt Gen Rajeev Chaudhry

Lt Gen Rajeev Chaudhry 
assumed the charge as 27th 

Director General Border Roads 
(DGBR) on the 01 December 
2020.
Lt Gen Chaudhry was 
commissioned into the Corps of 
Engineers from Indian Military 
Academy, Dehradun in 1983 
and has attended all prestigious 
courses of the Indian Army 

AWARDS
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be presented during the Annual Meeting of Society. 
Microbiologists Society, India was established in March 
1996. It has over 30 sub-units all over India and 6 units 
outside India, and over 70 plus Student Units in different 
Colleges and Universities across India. The Society has 
over 528 Life Members.
Dr. Damare has 33 publications in reputed 
national and international journals. He has 
successfully guided 3 PhD students and 
23 students for Internship, Project Work 
and Dissertation. At present 4 students 
are registered for PhD with him at Goa 
University and AcSIR.

2020 United Nations Investment 
Promotion Award 

The United Nations 
Conference on 

Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) has declared 
'Invest India' as winner of 
the 2020 United Nations 
Investment Promotion 
Award in a ceremony 
at its headquarters in 
Geneva.
The Award recognises and celebrates the outstanding 
achievements of the world's best-practice investment 
promotion agencies. The evaluation was based on 
UNCTAD's assessment of work undertaken by 180 national 
investment promotion agencies across the world.
The Covid-19 pandemic had generated challenges for 
investment promotion agencies (IPAs), forcing them 
to shift focus from routine investment promotion and 
facilitation towards crisis management, notification of 
government emergency and economic relief measures, 
provision of crisis support services, and contribution to 
national Covid-19 business response efforts.
All this was being done while agencies had closed offices, 
moved functions online and asked staff to work from home. 
In March, UNCTAD constituted a team to monitor IPAs 
response to the pandemic.
UNCTAD reported best practices from investment 
promotion agencies in the IPA Observer publications in 
April and July. IPAs response to the pandemic became 
the basis for the evaluation of the 2020 United Nations 
Investment Promotion Award.
UNCTAD highlighted good practices followed by 'Invest 
India' such as the Business Immunity Platform, Exclusive 
Investment Forum webinar series, its social media 

engagement and focus Covid response teams (such as 
business reconstruction, stakeholder outreach and supplier 
outreach) created as a response to the pandemic in its 
publications.
Invest India has also shared long-term strategies and 
practices being followed for investment promotion, 
facilitation and retention at UNCTAD's high-level 
brainstorming sessions.
UNCTAD is the central agency which 
monitors performance of investment 
promotion agencies and identifies global 
best practices. Germany, South Korea, 
and Singapore have been some of the past 
winners of the award.

UN Population Award for 2020 

HelpAge India has 
been presented the 

UN Population Award 
for 2020 (institutional 
category), as per a 
release issued by the 
UNFPA (United Nations 
Population Fund). 
Established by the 
United Nations General 
Assembly in 1981, the United Nations Population Award 
recognises contributions in the fields of population and 
reproductive health. The Committee for the United Nations 
Population Award, which made the selections, is chaired 
by Ion Jinga, Permanent Representative of Romania to the 
United Nations, and is composed of representatives of nine 
other UN Member States.
“For the first time in the history of the UN Population Award, 
the honour is being conferred on an Indian institution. The 
last time the Award came to an Indian was 28 years ago, 
back in 1992, when it was awarded to Mr. J.R.D. Tata as an 
individual laureate. HelpAge India, which 
has been working for ‘the cause and care 
of disadvantaged older persons to improve 
their quality of life’ for over four decades, 
is the first Indian institution to receive this 
award,” added the release.

The Ramanujan Prize for Young 
Mathematicians 2020 

The Ramanujan Prize for Young Mathematicians 2020 
has been awarded to Carolina Araujo, Mathematician 

from the Institute for Pure and Applied Mathematics 
(IMPA), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in a virtual ceremony on 
December 9, 2020.

Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved a USD 500 million loan to construct new 
metro rail lines in Bengaluru.
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Background:
Every year, seven entrepreneurs under the age of 30 
win the “Young Champions of the Earth” award. These 
entrepreneurs should have bold ideas about sustainable 
environmental change. The winners of this award will 
receive guidance, seed funding, and communication 
support to expand their efforts. 
Prize Winners:

 # The following seven individuals have won the 2020 
Earth Youth Championships of the United Nations 
Environment Programme

 # Nzambi Matee from Kenya – He is a materials 
engineer and was awarded for using recycled plastic 
waste and sand to produce low-cost building materials.

 # Xiao Yuanren of China – He leads the MyH20 
organization, which tests and records the quality of 
groundwater in rural China. He won an award for 
developing an app that will educate communities in 
rural areas about clean water.

 # Vidyut Mohan from India – He is the co-founder of 
Takachar. He built affordable portable biomass upgrade 
equipment. It allows farmers to prevent open burning by 
converting crops into fuel, activated carbon and fertilizer.

 # Lefteris Arapakis in Greece – He founded Enaleia. 
It trains, empowers and inspires local fishing 
communities to collect plastic from the sea. The 
collected plastic is recycled into fashion goods, such 
as socks and swimsuits.

 # American Niria Alicia Garcia (Niria Alicia Garcia) – 
Niria coordinated with the indigenous activist community 
to bring the Sacramento Chinook Salmon back to life on 
a historical trip to California’s largest watershed.

 # Fatehmah Alzelzela in Kuwait – Fatehmah established 
Eco Star, a non-profit recycling program. It exchanges 
trees and plants for waste from schools, households and 
businesses in Kuwait. So far, the company has recycled 
130 tons of metal, plastic and paper.

 # Max Hidalgo Quinto from Peru – 
Max founded Yawa. He built a portable 
wind turbine that can harvest 300 liters 
of water per day from atmospheric 
humidity and fog. It uses air-water 
technology.

Ms Araujo, who is 
Vice President of 
the Committee for 
Women in Mathematics 
at the International 
Mathematical Union, is 
the first non-Indian to 
receive this prize.
Ms Araujo work area 
focuses on birational geometry, which aims to classify and 
describe the structure of algebraic varieties.
The prize awarded annually to a researcher from a 
developing country funded by the Department of Science 
and Technology of the Government of India in collaboration 
with ICTP (International Centre for Theoretical Physics), 
and the International Mathematical Union was given for 
her work in algebraic geometry.
Informing her about new programmes for women like 
Vigyan Jyoti, initiated by the Department of Science and 
Technology (DST), Prof Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary, 
DST invited Ms Araujo to India to encourage women 
mathematicians and inspire them by her own example.
The Ramanujan Prize is given every year to young 
mathematicians less than 45 years of age who have 
conducted outstanding research in a developing country.
The Prize has been instituted by DST in the memory of 
Srinivasa Ramanujan, a genius in pure 
mathematics who was essentially self-
taught and made spectacular contributions 
to elliptic functions, continued fractions, 
infinite series, and analytical theory of 
numbers.

Seven People Won UNEP 2020 
Young Championships

The U.N. Environment 
Programme has 

appointed seven energetic 
environmentalists as 
young champions of the 
planet. Every year, seven 
entrepreneurs under the 
age of 30 win the “Young 
Champions of the Earth” 
award.

BJP leader and former Maharashtra tribal development minister Vishnu Savara (70) died.
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OBITUARY
Dineshwar Sharma 

Lakshadweep Administrator 
Dineshwar Sharma, who 

earlier headed the Intelligence 
Bureau and was also the 
Interlocutor for Jammu and 
Kashmir, died in Chennai owing 
to a lung ailment. The 66-year-
old retired IPS officer of the 
Kerala cadre had been appointed 
administrator of the Lakshdweep 
Union Territory in October 2019.
Sources said Sharma was admitted to All India Institute 
of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) on November 25 with 
complaints of heavy coughing and complications in 
his lungs. On November 27, he was shifted to MGM 
Hospital in Chennai for a last minute lung transplant but 
his condition deteriorated sharply in the last 24 hours. He 
had been diagnosed with an irreversible condition called 
interstitial lungs, said sources.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Union Home Minister 
Amit Shah expressed grief on his death.
Shah said he was deeply anguished at the passing away 
Sharma. “He served the nation with utmost devotion as a 
dedicated officer of the Indian Police Service. My heartfelt 
condolences to his family in this hour of grief. Om Shanti,” 
Shah said in a tweet. Born in Bihar, Sharma had had a long 
stint in the Intelligence Bureau before he became its chief 
in 2014. Following his retirement in 2016, the government 
appointed him as the Interlocutor for Jammu and Kashmir 
in October 2017 owing to his long association with the 
region as an intelligence officer. Sharma was assistant 
director in the IB in Kashmir between 1994 and 1996 and 
then went on to serve on the Kashmir desk of the bureau in 
the national capital.

Motilal Vora

Veteran Congress leader 
Motilal Vora, who passed 

away, had helped revive the 
National Herald Group of 
publications. He remained active 
and alert till the very end and 
took a keen interest in political 
developments and in steering the 
National Herald. His capacity for 
hard work, integrity and ability to 
work with others set him apart.

Despite failing health in his 90s he remained curious, 
enthusiastic and tenacious. Very few leaders leaders have 
shown his mental agility to work in different positions in 
their 90s as he did. Grit and strength of character for a long 
haul marked his six-decade long political career.
Starting as a worker at a kerosene dealer’s firm in Raipur, 
Motilal Vora held key political positions like chief minister, 
governor and union minister by sheer diligence and 
adaptability. Power and authority never swayed him and 
he remained accessible and humble. He did not boast of 
stardom or charisma. But he earned the party leadership’s 
trust through three generations for invaluable contribution 
as a team man.
Motilal Vora was born on 20 December 1927 at Nimbi 
Jodha in Jodhpur State of British India's Rajputana Agency 
(present-day Nagaur district, Rajasthan) in a Pushkarna 
Brahmin family. He received his education at Raipur and 
Kolkata. He married Shanti Devi Vora. They have four 
daughters and two sons.
Motilal Vora had worked for several newspapers as a 
stringer before his foray into politics. His first stop was the 
Socialist Party in 1968 before he was drawn to Congress in 
1970 and won his first assembly election in 1972. The first 
reward came quite early in the form of ministerial status 
as vice-chairman of the state transport corporation. Vora 
who was inducted into Arjun's Singh's cabinet in 1983 also 
served as the Governor of Uttar Pradesh in 1993.

Vice Admiral Srikant 

Vice Admiral Srikant died 
due to COVID-19-related 

complications, officials said. The 
vice admiral, the Navy's senior-
most submariner, was due to 
retire on December 31.
Expressing his condolences, 
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh 
tweeted, "Deeply pained at the 
untimely and sudden demise of 
Director General Seabird, Vice 
Admiral Srikant."
The Ministry of Defence and the Indian Navy will always 
remember his stellar contributions and remarkable service 
to the nation, Singh noted.
"My deepest condolences to his bereaved family and 
friends. Om Shanti!" the minister stated. Officials said the 
vice admiral, who was the Navy's senior-most submariner, 
died due to COVID-19-related complications.
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Previously, he had held charge of Inspector General of 
Nuclear Safety and Commandant of the National Defence 
College, officials noted.

Aisha de Sequeira 

Top dealmaker and Morgan 
Stanley's co-head in India, 

Aisha de Sequeira died after a 
prolonged illness in New York, 
her family announced. She was 
51.
Sequeira, who was head of 
investment banking for the 
American institution in India, 
is survived by three children 
and husband, who announced 
her death on social media platforms. After graduating 
in engineering from a college in her home state of Goa, 
Sequeira went to Yale for further studies and later joined 
the investment banking major Morgan Stanley.
She rose through the ranks at the bank and came to India 
as the co-head in 2013. Since taking over, she ensured 
that Morgan Stanley stayed at top of the table for multiple 
years. She was involved in many marquee transactions, 
including investments by Facebook and Google into 
Mukesh Ambani-led Reliance Jio.
She also played an active role in other deals, including 
Japanese financial services major Nippon's investment 
into Reliance Life and Reliance Asset Management, as per 
reports. "Sadly my wife Aisha de Sequeira passed away 
early this morning in New York. She was a great person 
who was warm and loving," her husband Roy de Souza, 
who is the founder of internet advertising compant Zedo, 
said in a post.
Her fight against cancer lasted nearly five years before she 
breathed her last at a hospital in New York.

Hind Kesari Shripati Khanchanale 

The country’s first 
Hindkesari Shripati Shankar 

Khanchanale, once hailed by the 
Prime Minister of India Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru and rose to 
international prominence, passed 
away at 8.30 am on 14 Dec. at 
the age of 86. The death of this 
wrestler, who showed the sky to 
many veterans, has also brought 
tears to the red soil of Kolhapur.
Khanchanale was sick for the last few days. So he was 
admitted to a government hospital here for treatment. 

His condition had been worsening for several days due 
to old age and low back pain and some other ailments. 
The doctors treated him for a few days. However, after a 
fortnight’s treatment, he lost his life. He is survived by his 
wife Shanta, children Satyajit, Rohit and married daughter 
Pournima, son-in-law and grandchildren.
In the fight held on 3 May 1959 in New Delhi, Rustam-
e-Punjab Battasingh, the famous wrestler, became 
Hindkesari. The first wrestler of Kolhapur became 
Hindkesari and Khanchanale has since become a talisman 
for the people of Kolhapur. The then Prime Minister 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru also praised him. After becoming 
Hindkesari, he defeated Anant Shirgaonkar in a fight at 
Karad and became ‘Maharashtra Kesari’. His wrestling 
was honored by the Maharashtra government with the 
Shivchhatrapati award and the Karnataka government with 
the ‘Karnataka Bhushan’ award. He made many wrestlers 
while maintaining the wrestling umbilical cord till the last 
moment. He was the president of the National Training 
Team for five years.

Manglesh Dabral 

Noted Hindi poet, journalist 
and Sahitya Akademi Award 

winner Manglesh Dabral passed 
away in Delhi at the age of 72. He 
suffered a heart attack following 
coronavirus complications.
Dabral, who was awarded the 
Sahitya Akademi Award, India's 
National Academy of Letters, 
in 2000 for his poetry collection 
Ham Jo Dekhte Hain, was well 
known for works like Awaz Bhi Ek Jagah Hai and Pahar 
Par Lalten.
Dabral's poetry has been translated in all major Indian 
languages, and a number of foreign languages, including 
Russian, German, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, 
French, Polish and Bulgarian.
Uttarakhand Chief Minister Trivendra Singh Rawat 
expressed condolences over the demise of the popular poet 
in a tweet, saying that he would always live among the 
people through his creations.
"Have received the sad news of the death of Shri Manglesh 
Dabralji, winner of Sahitya Akademi Award, eminent Hindi 
language writer and most popular among contemporary 
Hindi poets. God bless the departed soul. You will always 
live among us through your creations. Om Shanti," Rawat 
tweeted.
Born in a remote village of Kafalpani, Tehri Garhwal in 
Uttarakhand, Dabral, who tested coronavirus positive a few 

Branded as XP100, the premium grade petrol was launched across ten cities by 
Dharmendra Pradhan, Minister of Petroleum & Natural Gas and Steel.
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weeks ago breathed his last at All India Medical Sciences 
in the national capital.

Mahashay Dharampal Gulati 

Mahashay Dharampal Gulati, 
the owner of Mahashian Di 

Hatti (popularly known as MDH), 
passed away at the age of 98.
According to reports, he was 
undergoing treatment at Chanan 
Devi Hospital for the past few 
weeks and suffered a cardiac 
arrest. Gulati was India's highest-
paid consumer products CEO for 
the year 2017. That year, he had 
taken home over Rs 21 crore as salary, outearning celebrity 
honchos like Adi Godrej and Vivek Gambhir of Godrej 
Consumer, Sanjiv Mehta of Hindustan Unilever and YC 
Deveshwar of ITC.
Gulati, who was also called Dadaji, was a fifth grade school 
dropout. He was known for diligently making daily rounds 
of factories, markets and dealers including on Sundays 
until he was satisfied everything was in order.
The company was started by the late Gulati's father Chuni Lal 
as a small shop in Sialkot, Pakistan back in 1919. After the 
partition of the country, Gulati moved to a shop in Karol Bagh 
in Delhi and opened 15 factories supplying 1000 dealers in 
India. It is now a sprawling Rs 1500 crore business empire 
which runs the masala company, a number of schools and a 
hospital. MDH has a number of overseas offices including in 
Dubai and London. The company exports its products to over 
100 countries. Gulati's son manages the overall operations 
now and six daughters handle distribution region wise.

Sunil Kothari

Eminent dance scholar 
and critic Sunil Kothari, 

87, passed away morning in 
a private hospital in Delhi 
because of COVID-19 related 
complications. A Sangeet Natak 
Akademi fellow, Kothari blazed a 
new trail in documenting Indian 
classical dance forms.
Born in Kheda district of Gujarat, 
Kothari qualified as a Chartered Accountant and taught in 
Mumbai’s Sydenham College for a brief while before turning 
to dance studies. He completed his Ph.D. on the dance 
drama traditions of South India, and Natyashastra in 1977 
from M.S. University, Baroda. He was awarded a D.Litt. 
by the Rabindra Bharti University for his research on dance 

sculptures in the medieval temples of north Gujarat. The 
Padma Shri wrote extensively on Bharatanatyam, Kathak 
and Manipuri dance forms. He would meet the gurus, visit 
the monasteries, spend hours in temples, studying mudras 
and rhythmic patterns before putting pen to paper. His 
scholarly work, Sattriya: Classical Dance of Assam, helped 
in creating a better understanding of the dance form in the 
national and global circuit. His other notable contributions 
include New Directions in Indian Dance and Kuchipudi 
Indian Classical Dance Art. Also unforgettable are his lucid 
pieces, knitting past and present trends in dance forms, in 
leading newspapers, including The Hindu.
Kothari was instrumental in establishing the School of Arts and 
Aesthetics at the Jawaharlal Nehru University and mentored 
many art scholars. Somebody who believed in nurturing 
relationships, Kothari was a globetrotter and seldom missed 
an event. “While documenting any art form, he inspired 
students to follow a ‘people-first’ approach to understand the 
artiste and their passion for the art first, emphasising that it 
will lead to a deeper understanding of their art form,” said arts 
writer Shrinkhla Sahai, a student of Kothari at JNU.

S L Dharme Gowda

Karnataka Legislative Council 
Deputy Chairman S L 

Dharme Gowda was found dead 
on a railway track in Karnataka’s 
Chikmagalur district. Police said 
they have found a suicide note 
near the body.
According to railway police, 
the JDS legislator’s body was 
found on a railway track near 
Gunasagara in Kadur taluk of 
Chikmagalur district, which is his hometown. Gowda had 
left his farmhouse in Sakkarayapattana village along with 
his driver in his personal car and did not return. His worried 
family started to search for him. Police found Gowda’s body.
According to reports, a death note was found near his body, 
which referred to the recent incident in the Legislative 
Council. Arasikere Railway Police have registered a case 
and an investigation is underway. Karnataka Chief Minister 
B S Yediyurappa paid his respect and expressed shock over 
Gowda’s death. “I pray that the Lord gives strength to his 
family and his fans, Om Shanti,” he tweeted. Dharmaraj, 
the car driver of Dharme Gowda, told reporters that the 
JD-S legislator had asked him to park the car near the 
railway track at Gunasagara as he had to meet someone. 
“Dharme Gowda told me to park the vehicle near the track 
around 6.30 pm. He told me he is going to meet someone 
and told me to be here only, but never returned.

Breakdancing became an official Olympic sport. The International Olympic Committee's 
officially added to the medal events program at the 2024 Paris Games.
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Burning Topics of the Month

& Many More...

Union Minister of  Ports, 
Shipping and Waterways 
announced that ‘Ramayan 

Cruise Tour’.

PM Narendra Modi has said 
that the PM-WANI (Wi-Fi 
Access Network Interface) 

scheme will revolutionise the 
tech world.

The Cabinet Committee has 
approved assistance of  three 
thousand 500 crore rupees 

for sugarcane farmers.

‘Ramayan Cruise Tour’ launched in 
Ayodhya      01 Dec' 20

Ra m a y a n 
Cruise Tour 
on the Saryu 

river in Ayodhya 
will be launched 
soon. Shri Mansukh 
Mandaviya, Minister 
of Ports, Shipping 
and Waterways 
chaired a review meeting for the implementation of cruise 
service.
It will be the first-ever luxury Cruise service on the 
Saryu river (Ghagra/National Waterways-40) in Ayodhya, 
Uttar Pradesh. It aims to give mesmerizing experience 
to devotees with one-of-its-kind spiritual journeys while 
cruising through the famous ghats of the holy river Saryu.
The cruise will be equipped with all luxury comfort 
and facilities along with all essential safety and security 
features at par with the global standard. The interiors of the 
cruise and the boarding point will be based on the theme 
of Ramcharitmanas. The fully air-conditioned 80-seater 
cruise will have large glass windows for experiencing the 
scenic beauty of Ghats. The cruise will be equipped with 
kitchen and pantry facilities for the comfort of the tourists. 
The cruise contains bio toilets and hybrid engines system 
for the ‘zero effect’ on environment.
Tourists will be taken on the ‘Ramcharitmanas Tour’, of 
1-1.5 hour duration, featuring an exclusively made video 
film of 45-60 minutes duration, based on Ramcharitmanas 
by Goswami Tulsidas, covering the period from the birth of 
Lord Ram to his Rajyabhishek. The entire tour will cover 
the approximately 15-16 Km distance.There will be several 
activities and selfie points inspired by different episodes 

Britain became the first country in the world to approve the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 
vaccine for use.

of Ramayan. The tour will be followed by Saryu Aarti, in 
which every member will be able to actively participate.
Ayodhya is the birthplace of Lord Ram, as mentioned in 
in the great Indian epic Ramayan. It is also the first of the 
seven most important pilgrimage sites (Mokshdayini Sapt 
Puris) for the Hindus. Approximately, 2 crore tourists visit 
Ayodhya every year as per the data of UP tourism, for the 
year 2019.After completion of the Ram Mandir, it is to be 
believed that the inflow of the tourists will be increased.
The ‘Ramayan Cruise Tour’ will not only attract a 
large number of tourists but it will also 
generate direct and indirect employment 
opportunities in the region. Ministry of 
ports, Shipping and Waterways will provide 
all necessary infrastructural support for the 
smooth operation of the cruise service.

India's first indigenously developed 
100 Octane premium petrol 

02 Dec' 20

Un i o n 
Minister for 
P e t r o l e u m 

and Natural 
Gas and Steel 
Dharmendra Pradhan 
launched India's 
first indigenously 
developed 100 
Octane premium petrol through video conferencing. He 
described the launch of the environment-friendly fuel as 
one more step towards facilitating ease of living for the 
citizens as envisioned by the union government under 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
The high octane premium grade petrol being marketed 
under the brand XP-100 will be made available in 10 
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and the contractor has mobilised on Site. Stating that the 
estimate for damage compensation is awaited he added that 
the same may be expedited by the State Government so that 
the Civil Work can be started at the earliest.
Chief Minister Shri Nephiu Rio requested the Union 
Minister to consider development of foothill roads in 
the State. Shri Gadkari informed that the same is under 
consideration. The CM also raised the issue of DIMAPUR-
KOHIMA ROAD, called as the lifeline of Nagaland. Shri 
Gadkari responded that work is in progress, and 70-80 per 
cent work on this road has been completed. NHIDCL has 
undertaken rigorous efforts to bring the projects on track 
and expedite the progress of work. Regular meetings at the 
highest level have been taken to expedite the progress of 
work on ground. Shri Gadkari also urged CM to further 
review the NH works to resolve the issue. 
NHIDCL: The National Highways and Infrastructure 
Development Corporation Limited (NHIDCL) is a fully 
owned company of the Government of India, set up in 
2014 and is responsible for management of a network of 
over 5,000 km of National Highways out of 
1,15,000 km in India. It is a nodal agency 
of the Ministry of Road Transport and 
Highways. K K Pathak (IAS), is the present 
Managing Director of NHIDCL since 05 
November 2019. 

PM-WANI scheme will improve WiFi 
availability across country      10 Dec' 20

Ac c o r d i n g 
to Prime 
M i n i s t e r 

Narendra Modi the 
historic PM-WANI 
(Wi-Fi Access 
Network Interface) 
scheme, which was 
cleared by Cabinet, 
will revolutionalise the tech world and significantly 
improve WiFi availability across the length and breadth of 
India and it will further Ease of Doing Business and Ease 
of Living. 
The scheme will enable small shopkeepers to provide WiFi 
service. Prime Minister said, this will boost incomes as well 
as ensure the youth gets seamless internet connectivity. It 
will also strengthen the Digital India mission.
Cabinet approved setting up of public Wi-Fi networks to 
provide public Wi-Fi service through Public Data Offices 
without levy of any License Fee. Communication and IT 
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said, it will promote growth 

cities (Delhi, Gurgaon, Noida, Agra, Jaipur, Chandigarh, 
Ludhiana, Mumbai, Pune and Ahmedabad) across the 
country including the national capital in the first phase. 
The second phase will see the addition of 5 more cities 
like Kolkata and Chennai. With the rolling out of XP-
100 developed by Indian Oil Corporation Limited with 
indigenous technical know-how, India joins a select league 
of nations having such super grade fuel. Octane ratings are 
measures of fuel stability that increases engine efficiency.
100 Octane petrol:  India has joined a select league of 
nations globally that have such superior quality fuel. 100 
Octane petrol has a niche market for luxury vehicles that 
demand high performance and is available only in six 
countries of USA, Germany, Greece, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
and Israel.
Indian Oil Corporation Limited
Chairperson: Shrikant Madhav Vaidya, 
Headquarters: New Delhi and established: 
30 June 1959.

Shri Nitin Gadkari inaugurates a 
major NH project in Nagaland 

04 Dec' 20

Un i o n 
M i n i s t e r 
for Road 

Transport, Highways 
and MSMEs Shri 
Nitin Gadkari 
virtually inaugurated 
and laid foundation 
stones for 15 National 
Highways projects in Nagaland. Chief Minister Shri Nephi 
Rio, MoS-RTH Gen (Dr) V K Singh, MPs, MLAs, senior 
officers from Centre and the State were present on the 
occassion. *These NH Projects has a length of about 266 
KM involving cost of about Rs 4127 crore.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri Gadkari stated that Union 
Government is committed to the development of North 
East and Nagaland and informed that 667 km were added 
to the NH network in Nagaland during last 6 years, which 
depicts a growth of nearly 76 per cent. The NH network in 
the State has been extended to 1,547 km up from 880.68 
km till 2014 
Shri Gadkari requested the Chief Minister to urgently 
send the estimates for Land and Damage Compensation in 
respect of Kohima Bypass. He also informed that NHIDCL 
has taken up 2-laning of Kohima-Mao road in Nagaland, 
and the civil work has already been awarded on 30.09.2020. 
The Appointed Date has been declared as 20 October, 2020 

CCI approves acquisition of Rivigo Services Private Limited (Rivigo) by Spring Canter 
Investment Ltd (SCIL) through subscription of compulsorily convertible preference shares.
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of public Wi-Fi networks in the country and it will unleash 
massive wi-fi revolution in the country. Mr Prasad said, 
the Cabinet also cleared the provision of submarine optical 
fibre cable connectivity between mainland (Kochi) and 
Lakshadweep Islands.
The Cabinet also approved Universal Service Obligation 
Fund Scheme for providing mobile coverage in Arunachal 
Pradesh and two districts of Assam under the Comprehensive 
Telecom Development Plan for North Eastern Region.This 
project will provide mobile coverage to 2374 uncovered 
villages at an estimated cost of implementation about two 
thousand 29 crore rupees including operational expenses 
for five years.
Cabinet has approved Atmanirbhar Bharat Rojgar Yojana 
at an expenditure of 1584 crore rupees for the current 
financial year. Twenty two thousand eight hundred ten 
crore rupees have been approved for the entire Scheme 
period 2020-2023. 
According to Labour and Employment Minister Santosh 
Gangwar, this scheme will benefit around 58.5 lakh 
employees. Under the scheme, government will provide 
subsidy for two years in respect of new employees engaged 
on or after 1st October, 2020 and upto 30th June, 2021. 
The government will pay both 12 per cent employees' 
contribution and 12 per cent employers' contribution that 
is 24 per cent of wages towards EPF in 
respect of new employees in establishments 
employing upto one thousand employees. 
EPFO will credit the contribution in 
Aadhaar seeded account of members in 
electronic manner

New Parliament building will witness 
creation of self-reliant India 

11 Dec' 20

Prime Minister 
N a r e n d r a 
Modi laid the 

foundation stone of 
the New Parliament 
Building at Sansad 
Marg in Parliament 
Complex. Various 
religious leaders 
performed Sarva Dharma Prarthana at the foundation stone 
laying ceremony. Speaking on the occasion, Mr Modi said 
that the new parliament building will be the place to fulfill 
the aspirations of the 21st century India. He said that the 
new building will witness the creation of a self-reliant 
India.  

Mr. Modi termed the foundation stone laying ceremony 
as a milestone in India's democratic history. He said, the 
new parliament house is a building by the Indians which is 
vibrant with the idea of Indianness.
 The Prime Minister said that he will never forget the 
moment when he walked into the Parliament for the first 
time in 2014 when he bowed down at the steps of the 
Parliament with respect. He said the new 
building will increase the efficiency of the 
parliamentarians as it houses many modern 
amenities. He said, India's democracy is 
a system developed through centuries of 
experience.

Dedication of new services at ESIC 
Medical College, Sanathnagar, 

Hyderabad      13 Dec' 20

Shri Santosh 
K u m a r 
G a n g w a r , 

Minister for Labour 
& Employment (I/C) 
and Shri G. Kishan 
Reddy, Minister 
of State for Home 
Affairs jointly 
dedicated new services and equipment at ESIC Medical 
College, Hyderabad.
The services and equipment dedicated are:
Innovative Portable Point of Care RTPCR, a user friendly, 
quick sample processing device for COVID patients.
Remote Health Monitoring System – COVID BEEP 
services to COVID and Non-COVID patients, a 
comprehensive indigenously developed Physiological 
Parameter Monitoring System to measure remotely Heart 
Rate, Blood Pressure, Body Temperature, Respiratory Rate 
and Oxygen Saturation. It is the first of its kind wearable 
device that gives all parameters simultaneously. Patients 
simple wear it and the recording are automatically saved in 
the App and Gateway. The device can be controlled by the 
doctors remotely for measuring Blood Pressure.
COVID safe Incubators for New Born Babies, indigenously 
developed by modifying existing incubators.
Round the clock in-house Dialysis Services with 50 
Dialysis Beds: There are about 600 dialysis patients 
attached to this hospital who were being referred in the past 
to the private hospitals. During the pandemic, referral and 
transport has increased the risk of infection with SARS-
CoV-2. Therefore, with starting of the dialysis services, all 

Chandan Pal was elected unopposed as the president of the Sarva Sewa Sangh (SSS), the 
apex body of all Gandhian institutes in the country.
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ESIC Insured Persons and beneficiaries at Hyderabad will 
get the dialysis services in-house.
Labour Minister praised the efforts undertaken by ESIC 
Medical College, Sanathnagar, and Hyderabad to provide 
its services to Covid-19 patients besides our Insured 
Workers. So far, this Medical College has 
tested more than 50,000 COVID samples. 
Dr Srinivas, Dean, ESIC Medical College, 
Sanathnagar, Hyderabad briefed the 
dignitaries about various facilities available 
at Medical College and Hospital.

GRSE kolkata launches ‘Himgiri’, its 
1st Ship of Project 17A      14 Dec' 20

Hi m g i r i , 
which is the 
first of the 

three Project 17A 
ships being built 
at Garden Reach 
Shipbuilders and 
Engineers Limited 
(GRSE), Kolkata was 
launched.
She made her first contact with the waters of Hoogly 
River at 1:35  PM  at the launch ceremony where Chief of 
Defence Staff (CDS) General Bipin Rawat was the Chief 
Guest.
In keeping with Naval traditions, Madhulika Rawat, spouse 
of the CDS launched the ship to the chanting of invocations 
from the Atharva Veda.
Under the Project 17A program, a total of seven ships, 
four at Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) and 
three ships at GRSE are being built with enhanced stealth 
features, advanced indigenous weapon and sensor fit along 
with several other improvements.
Ministry of Defence in a statement said that the launch of 
‘Himgiri’ has showcased GRSE’s commitment towards 
the building of three state-of-the-art warships of P17A for 
Indian Navy.
Over the years, GRSE has emerged as a leading shipyard 
having built over 100 ships.
The yard has scaled up its infrastructure and skill sets to 
meet new challenges in building of P17A ships.
P17A ships are the first gas turbine 
propulsion and largest combat platforms 
ever built at GRSE.
Since its inception, Project 17A has upheld 
India’s vision for Atmanirbhar Bharat.

Cabinet approves assistance of Rs 
3,500 crore for sugarcane farmers      

17 Dec' 20

The Cabinet 
C o m m i t t e e 
on Economic 

Affairs (CCEA) has 
approved assistance 
of three thousand 
500 crore rupees for 
sugarcane farmers. 
Briefing the media 
in New Delhi after the Cabinet meeting, Information and 
Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javadekar said, Cabinet has 
taken the decision to help farmers directly by depositing money 
of subsidy into their accounts. It will benefit five crore farmers 
and five lakh workers. According to Mr Javadekar, CCEA also 
approved revised cost estimate of North Eastern Region Power 
System Improvement Project for six States for strengthening 
of the Intra-State Transmission and Distribution Systems. He 
said, the projects reflect government's commitment to the 
total economic development of North Eastern Region and 
to strengthen the Intra-State Transmission and Distribution 
Infrastructure in the Region.
The Cabinet also approved auction of spectrum in 
700 megahertz, 800 megahertz, 900 megahertz, 1800 
megahertz, 2100 megahertz, 2300 megahertz and 2500 
megahertz frequency bands, for validity period of 20 years. 
Talking to reporters, Communication and IT Minister Ravi 
Shankar Prasad said, a total of 2 thousand 2 hundred 51.25 
megahertz is being offered with total valuation of 3 lakh 
92 thousand 3 hundred 32.70 crore rupees at reserve price.
Petroleum and Natural Gas Minister Dharmendra Pradhan 
has welcomed the cabinet's decision to transfer 3,500 crore 
rupees export subsidy on sugar directly to the bank accounts 
of the sugarcane farmers. He said, this will put an end to 
the problems plaguing them for years. 
Mr Pradhan said it will boost sugarcane 
production leading to additional ethanol 
production and employment generation 
besides adding to the farmers' income 

Defence Acquisition Council approves 
proposals worth Rs 27,000 crore      

17 Dec' 20

Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) meeting, 
headed by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh, 
approved proposals to procure equipment worth 

Rs 27,000 crore from the domestic industry. DAC approved 

Contemporary Indian dancer Astad Deboo, renowned for marrying Kathak and 
Kathakali into a unique form, died. He was 73.
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Capital Acquisition 
proposals of various 
weapons, platforms, 
equipment and 
systems required by 
the Indian Army, the 
Navy and Air Force 
at an approximate 
overall cost of Rs 
28,000 crore.  
The first meeting of the Council under the new regime of 
Defence Acquisition Procedure 2020 and this will give 
a boost to the Make in India and Atma Nirbhar Bharat 
initiatives of the Government.
Acquisition proposals approved include the DRDO 
designed and developed Airborne Early Warning and 
Control Systems for the Indian Air Force, Next Generation 
Offshore Patrol Vessels for the Indian Navy and Modular 
Bridges for the Indian Army.
DEFENCE ACQUISITIONS COUNCIL (DAC)
A Defence Acquisitions Council has been created as an 
overarching structure with the following composition:-
Chairman: Raksha Mantri (RM)
Members: Raksha Rajya Mantris (RRMs)
Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) (when appointed)
Chief of Army Staff (COAS)
Chief of Naval Staff (CNS)
Chief of Air Staff (CAS)
Defence Secretary
Secretary Dept. of Defence Production and Supplies
Secretary, Defence Research and Development
Secretary, Defence Finance
Vice Chief of Defence Staff (when 
appointed)/CISC
Special Secretary (Acquisition)
Member Secretary: Dy. Chief of Defence 
Staff (PP&FD)

Ministry of Food Processing Industries 
signs a Joint Communique and 5 

MoUs      18 Dec' 20

Ministry of Food Processing Industries signeda 
Joint Communique with Ministry of Tribal Affairs 
and 5 MoUs with TRIFED (Tribal Cooperative 

Marketing Development Federation of India ), ICAR( 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research), NSFDC(National 
Scheduled Castes Finance and Development Corporation), 

NAFED (National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing 
Federation of India Ltd. ) and NCDC (National Cooperative 
Development Corporation) defining convergence 
mechanism in implementation of PM FME scheme.  
Further, the MoFPI signed an agreement with Union Bank 
of India as nodal bank for PM FME scheme. 
MoUs: 
During the signing of MoUs, Shri Thawar Chand Gehlot, 
Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment, Shri 
Arjun Munda, Union Minister for Tribal Affairs and Shri 
RameswarTeli, MoS, MoFPI were also present.
Shri Tomar said that these MoUs would help in providing 
employment and improving quality of life through schemes 
of the Government in priority areas. He added that the 
foremost priority of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi 
is- SabkaSaath, SabkaVikaas. Small businesses cannot 
progress without the help of government therefore it is 
important that they get the support of government. He 
added that MoFPI has made efforts to work in synergy 
with various departments for the benefit of common man. 
PM FME scheme has total outlay of Rs 10,000 crores. He 
expressed hope that all organisations would function in a 
better way through these MoUs and people will get trained 
and would come forward for food production. Shri Tomar 
added that awareness about Vocal for Local is rising and 
event is a welcome step in this direction.
Shri Gehlot said that inthis scheme, Rs. 800 crores will be 
available for scheduled caste people who will benefit hugely 
and would move forward in the direction of becoming 
Atmanirbhar. Shri Munda said that it is a great opportunity 
to make the country strong in view of Atmanirbhar Bharat 
Abhiyan. Shri Teli said that these 5 MoUs will open new 
avenues and would lead to greater coordination and team 
work.
The joint communique would enable easier identification 
of Tribal enterprises and groups in food processing 
sector including minor forest produce. MoU with 
TRIFED would help in branding of food products made 
by tribals under  ‘TRIFOOD’. MoU with ICAR would 
help in sharing food processing technolofy, packaging 
and machinery developed in various organisations. MoU 
with NSFDC would enable capacity building, training, 
research and development of SC entrepreneurs, SHGs and 
other groups in foor processing sector. MoU with NAFED 
would help in developing new brand for ‘ NAFED FOOD’ 
products. NCDC MoU would help in preparing projects 
and detailed project reports of members of cooperative 
societies in food processing sector. Union Bank of India 
would help in transferring the subsidy recevied from 
Centre and states into loan accounts.

Cricket Association of Nepal announced the appointment of Former Australian cricketer 
and Sri Lanka's World Cup-winning coach Dav Whatmore as the head coach of the team.
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CSIR-Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology (CCMB) and Apollo Hospitals said they 

have tied-up to jointly produce and commercialise rapid test kits for COVID-19 detection.

Smt Pushpa Subrahmanyam, Secretary, MoFPI, Shri 
Deepak Khandekar, Secretary, Tribal Affairs, Shri Maoj 
Joshi, AS, MoFPI, Shri Trilochan Mahapatra, DG, ICAR, 
Shri S K Narayan, CMD, NSFDC, Shri 
K.T. Channeshappa, Executive Director, 
Shri Vinod Kumar Patnaik, General 
Manager, Union Bank of India, and Shri 
Amit Bhatnagar, Deputy General Manager, 
TRIFED were present in the event.

Skill India establishes first Centre of 
Excellence      19 Dec' 20

Skill India has 
e s t a b l i s h e d 
first Centre of 

Excellence for Skill 
Development in 
Power Sector in the 
campus of National 
Institute of Solar 
Energy, Gurugram 
Haryana. Inaugurating the Centre, Minister of State for 
Skill Development Raj Kumar Singh said that India is 
taking rapid strides to move towards renewable energy 
to accelerate economic development, improve energy 
security and energy access while mitigating climate change 
challenges too. He said, sustained efforts towards boosting 
the growth of renewable energy sector will play a significant 
role to fulfill Prime Minister’s vision of ‘Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat’.
The Minister said, India's partnership with Government of 
France for instituting the Centre of Excellence is another 
shining example of cooperation between the countries to 
achieve their long-terms energy goals. Mr Singh said, the 
Centre of Excellence will focus on creating 
a pool of highly skilled trainers and 
assessors for further training to increase 
employability of candidates in the field of 
Electricity, Automation and Solar Energy 
Sectors

PM to deliver inaugural address at 
India International Science Festival 

2020      20 Dec' 20

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will deliver the 
inaugural address at the India International Science 
Festival, IISF 2020 through video conferencing. 

Union Minister for Science and Technology and Earth 
Sciences Dr Harsh Vardhan will also be present on the 
occasion.

To promote scientific 
temper in society, the 
Ministry of Science 
and Technology 
and Ministry of 
Earth Sciences in 
association with 
Vijnana Bharati 
conceptualized the 
India International Science Festival. Launched in 2015, 
IISF is a celebration to promote science and technology. 
The aim is to engage the public with science, celebrate 
the joy of science and show how Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics, STEM can provide solutions 
to improve lives. The goal of the IISF 2020 is to help youth 
develop 21st century skills, with a focus on scientific 
knowledge, creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, 
and teamwork. A long-term objective is to encourage 
students to study and work in scientific fields.
The first India International Science Festival 
(IISF 2015), a joint event of Ministry of 
Science and Technology and Ministry of 
Earth Sciences, is being organised during 
December 4 and 8 at Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT), Delhi.

Rajnath Singh inaugurates the 
Hypersonic Wind Tunnel      20 Dec' 20

De f e n c e 
m i n i s t e r 
R a j n a t h 

Singh inaugurated the 
advanced Hypersonic 
Wind Tunnel test 
facility in Hyderabad. 
The state-of-the-art 
facility is pressure 
vaccum driven enclosed free jet facility with nozzle exit of 
one-meter diameter.
According to a defence release, this will simulate Mach 5 
to 12. Mach represent the multiplication factor to the speed 
of sound, making India the third country after the US and 
Russia to have such a facility.
With this India has become the third country to have 
such a huge facility in size and capability after America 
and Russia. The project is an indigenous development 
and an outcome of synergistic partnership with Indian 
industries. Defence Minister visited Dr APJ Abdul Kalam 
Missile Complex of the Defence Research Development 
Organisation during his two day visit to Hyderabad and 
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asked the DRDO scientists to Make India a Super Military 
Power.
He appreciated the contributions of the DRDO Young 
Scientists Lab and emphasised the need for focussing on 
next generation needs to address challenges like cyber 
security, space and artificial intelligence. Union Minister 
of State for Home G Kishan Reddy and DRDO Chairman 
G Satheesh Reddy accompanied Raksha Mantri during the 
visit.
Hyderabad-based DRDO labs showcased various 
indigenously developed systems and 
technologies in wide ranging areas including 
missiles, avionics systems, advanced 
materials and electronic warfare. Two anti-
drone technologies were also demonstrated 
by DRDO labs on the occasion.

C & I Minister assures Bangladesh 
barrier-free trade      23 Dec' 20

Co m m e r c e 
and Industry 
M i n i s t e r 

Piyush Goyal has 
assured Bangladesh 
of complete 
cooperation in 
ensuring barrier-free 
trade between the 
two countries.
Addressing India-Bangladesh Digital Conference on 
Agriculture Sector, Mr Goyal said, India has offered 
duty-free market access to Bangladesh on many products, 
including, agri-exports.
He said that together we can aspire for a better and brighter 
future for the people of both the countries, particularly for 
the farmers of both countries to benefit from economic 
prosperity.
The Minister said, both the countries share warm and 
cordial relationship, based on mutual trust and friendship 
which goes beyond the arithmetic of economic gains and 
losses.
He said that this partnership stands out as a role model in 
the region, for good neighbourly relations.
Mr Goyal said, the ties between the two country's have 
witnessed an upswing in the last six years.

He said that Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
and Bangladesh PM Sheikh Hasina share a 
common vision and pro-business policies 
which have enhanced governance in the 
two countries.

Modi flags off New Bhaupur-New 
khurja section of Eastern Freight 

Corridor      30 Dec' 20

Prime Minister 
N a r e n d r a 
M o d i 

inaugurated the 
New Bhaupur-New 
Khurja section 
of the Eastern 
Dedicated Freight 
Corridor (EDFC). 
This corridor was built at a cost of Rs 5,750 crore, and 
stretches over 351 km.
Opening of the operation control centre at Prayagraj, and 
flagging-off of the first goods trains from Bhaupur and 
Khurja stations of the EDFC, were both conducted at the 
function.
Addressing the event, PM Modi said the project was 
envisaged by earlier governments but not implemented on 
time. “Approvals for this project initially came in 2006, 
but implementation was largely on paper and till 2014, less 
than 1 km was completed,” he said.
Tata Projects said in a statement that it had built this stretch 
of the EDFC. “The New Bhaupur-New Khurja section of 
the EDFC can carry 35 tonnes in axle load, which is much 
higher than the current 25 tonnes. The new EDFC tracks 
are built with the ability to run freight trains at a speed of 
100 km per hour (current average speed being 25 km per 
hour),” said the statement.
The section will decongest the existing Kanpur-Delhi main 
line, and enable the Railways to run trains faster, added 
Tata Projects.
Speaking at the event, Modi took a harsh 
view of those who disrupt movement 
of trains and damage property during 
protests, saying these are national assets 
and their operations must be maintained at 
all times.

Defence Acquisition Council headed by Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh approves proposals 
to procure equipment worth Rs 27,000 cr from domestic industry.
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PM interacts with Tamil Nadu CM 
on the conditions prevailing due to 

Cyclone Burevi      02 Dec' 20

Seven days 
after Cyclone 
Nivar hit 

the Karaikal coast, 
another cyclone, 
Burevi, named by the 
Maldives, is expected 
to cross Tamil Nadu’s 
southernmost district 
of Kanyakumari.
When such consecutive systems develop in the same region 
of the ocean, the predecessor system leads to upwelling the 
process in which cooler waters from lower ocean surfaces 
are pushed towards upper ocean surfaces.
In the absence of warm sea surface conditions, any cyclone, 
in this case Burevi, will not get enough fuel to intensify 
further while at sea. The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra 
Modi has interacted with Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Thiru 
Edappadi K Palaniswami on the conditions prevailing in 
parts of the state due to Cyclone Burevi. 
In a tweet, the Prime Minister said, "Had a telephone 
conversation with Tamil Nadu CM ThiruJi. We discussed 
the conditions prevailing in parts of the state due to Cyclone 
Burevi. Centre will provide all possible support to TN. I 
pray for the well-being and safety of those living in the 
areas affected."
Cyclone:
Tropical Cyclone is any large system of 
winds that circulates about a center of 
low atmospheric pressure in a counter-
clockwise direction north of the Equator 
and in a clockwise direction to the south.

The Jammu and kashmir 
Administrative Council approved the 

JkCCIP      01 Dec' 20

The Jammu and Kashmir Administrative Council 
headed by Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha 
approved the J&K Communication and Connectivity 

Infrastructure Policy (JKCCIP) to improve telecom and 
internet connectivity to fulfil objectives under the National 
Broadband Mission.
To further ease the laying of telecom infrastructure in the 
union territory which includes both overhead (mobile towers) 
and underground (optical fibre) infrastructure, the new policy 
includes ''Rights of Way'' (RoW) provisions, which ensure 
hassle-free approval of RoW permissions in a speedy and 
time-bound manner through a single-window mechanism.
To further facilitate the grant of permissions, the policy 
provides for the development of an online portal by the 
J&K e-Governance Agency within one year. Once live, the 
portal will serve the need for online processing of various 
applications along with their check-lists, besides hosting 
information on grievances, grievance redressal mechanism, 
workflow charts, and MIS reports, among others.
The policy also includes provisions of redressal of disputes 
between infrastructure providers and Government Authorities 
within 45 days of filing a grievance; through Apex and 
District Level Committees to be headed by Chief Secretary 
and concerned Deputy Commissioner, respectively.
The National Broadband Mission: The government 
launched the National Broadband Mission which aims to 
fast track growth of digital communications 
infrastructure, bridge the digital divide and 
provide affordable and universal access of 
broadband for all. The main objective of the 
NBM is to provide broadband access to all 
villages by 2022.

Burning Topics of the Month

& Many More...

Union Minister asks 
Karnataka to expedite 
claims made by farmers 

under PMFBY.

78 lakh farmers in Madhya 
Pradesh get PM Kisan 

Samman Nidhi.

Ministry of  Tourism 
organises Domestic Tourism 

roadshow in Goa.

Department of Posts has decided to deliver Sabarimala ‘SwamyPrasadam' to devotees 
across the country at their doorstep.
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(USOF) Scheme for providing Mobile Coverage in 
Arunachal Pradesh and two Districts of Assam,namely 
KarbiAnglong and Dima Hasao, under the Comprehensive 
Telecom Development Plan (CTDP) for North Eastern 
Region (NER). 
The project envisages to provide mobile coverage to 
2374 uncovered villages (1683 in Arunachal Pradesh and 
691 in two districts of Assam) at an estimated cost of 
implementation about Rs.2,029 crore including operational 
expenses for five years.
The project would be funded by Universal Service 
Obligation Fund.  The project is targeted to be completed 
by December, 2022.
The work related to provision of 4G mobile services in 
identified uncovered villages will be awarded through 
open competitive bidding process as per extant USOF 
procedures.
The provisioning of mobile services in the remote and 
difficult uncovered areas of Arunachal Pradesh and two 
districts of Assam will enhance digital connectivity 
useful for self-reliance, facilitate learning, dissemination 
of information and knowledge, skill upgradation and 
development, disaster management, e-governance 
initiatives, establishment of enterprises and e-commerce 
facilities, provision of adequate support 
to educational institutes for knowledge 
sharing and availability of job opportunities 
and fulfilling the vision of Digital India 
promoting domestic manufacturing and 
fulfilling the objectives of Atmanirbhar 
Bharat.

'Savitri Utsav' to be celebrated in 
Maharashtra      13 Dec' 20

Th e 
Maharashtra 
government 

will observe the birth 
anniversary of social 
reformer Savitribai 
Phule on January 
3 every year as 
'SavitriUtsav'.
According to state Women and Child Development 
Minister Yashomati Thakur, "Various programmes creating 
awareness about the works of Savitribai Phule will be held 
in different parts of the state during the event".
Savitribai Phule, born on January 3, 1831, along with her 
husband Jyotirao Phule played an important role in women's 
empowerment, especially in the field of education.

Assam Petro-Chemicals to 
commission methanol, formaldehyde 

plants      06 Dec' 20

St a t e - r u n 
Assam Petro-
C h e m i c a l s 

Ltd will commission 
its methanol and 
formaldehyde plants 
by January 2021 to 
cater primarily to the 
domestic fuel market 
and is planning to export it to the neighbouring countries.
The company is currently constructing the methanol 
plant with 500 tonne per day capacity and the 200-TPD 
formaldehyde unit at Namrup in Dibrugarh.
According to Assam Petro-Chemicals (APL) chairman 
Bikul Deka, “We have been maintaining COVID protocol in 
our project site. The two plants are set to be commissioned 
in January 2021”.
“Once the project goes into full steam, it can fulfil 30 per 
cent of the country’s methanol requirement, which now 
stands at around 5-6 lakh tonne”.
With the surge in methanol demand in the domestic market, 
the APL had started construction of the plant in October 
2017 with an estimated investment of Rs 1,709 crore.
The company also plans to export the product to Bhutan 
and Nepal.
“We are also eyeing the Bangladesh market where we used 
to supply the fuel, but had to stop it due to some government 
regulation. There is a huge opportunity in the methanol fuel 
sector”.
At present, the country’s methanol production capacity is 
less than one-third of its total demand.
Middle East countries account for more than 75 per cent of 
methanol coming into India.
Incorporated in 1971, Assam Petro-
Chemicals was the first entity to 
manufacture petrochemicals in the country 
using natural gas as feedstock. 

Cabinet approves Universal Service 
Obligation Fund Scheme for 

Arunachal Pradesh      13 Dec' 20

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister, 
Shri Narendra Modi has given its approval for 
provision of a Universal Service Obligation Fund 

Dharampal Gulati, the owner of MDH Masala, passed away. He was 98.
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Governor: Kalraj Mishra
Chief Minister: Ashok Gehlot
Dance: Ghoomar
Mammal: Camel and Chinkara
Bird:  Godawan
Flower: Rohida
Tree: Khejri
Game: Basketball

Ministry of Tourism organises 
Domestic Tourism roadshow in Goa      

19 Dec' 20

Ministry of 
Tour i sm, 

Government of 
India organised the 
domestic tourism 
road show in Goa 
through its Indis 
Tourism office in 
Goa. This event was organised in collaboration with Goa 
Tourism and Travel and Tourism Association of Goa 
(TTAG).
This B2B event and second in series of domestic 
tourism Road Shows in the Western and Central Region 
that the Ministry of Tourism has planned to conduct 
since the Covid–19 outbreak was inaugurated byMs. 
Rupinder Brar, Additional Director General, Ministry 
of Tourism.
This roadshow featured fruitful engagement between tour 
operators from Maharashtra and Goa.
Shri J. Ashok Kumar, Secretary (Tourism), Govt. of Goa 
informed about the release of new Tourism policy of Goa 
in November, 2020 which aims on shifting from Coastal to 
Hinterland Tourism in the State. He also informed about 
the State having a dedicated agency for Beach Clean – up 
and forthcoming initiative of having a dedicated Police 
Force for all beaches. 
Goa Tourism Development Corporation made a presentation 
on the limitless options for holiday makers in Goa and 
especially the new tourism products being developed by 
the State.
Mr. Nilesh Shah, the President of the Travel and Tourism 
Association of Goa (TTAG) the apex body representing the 
Hotel & Travel Trade in Goa welcomed the participants. 
TTAG consists of Hoteliers, Travel Agents, Tour Operators, 
Airlines and other allied bodies.

She worked to abolish discrimination and unfair treatment 
of people based on caste and gender.
Savitribai Phule died in 1897.
Maharashtra: is a state in the western peninsular region 
of India occupying a substantial portion of the Deccan 
Plateau. As the home of the Marathi people, Maharashtra 
is the second-most populous state in India as well as the 
second-most populous country subdivision. Maharashtra 
was formed on 1 May 1960 by splitting the bilingual 
Bombay State.
Governor: Bhagat Singh Koshyari
Chief Minister: Uddhav Thackeray
Song: "Jai Jai Maharashtra Maza" by Raja Badhe
Language: Marathi 
Mammal: Indian giant squirrel
Bird: Yellow-footed green pigeon 
Insect: Blue Mormon
Flower: Jarul
Tree: Mango Tree

Rajasthan launches ''One Stop Shop'' 
facility for single window clearance      

18 Dec' 20

Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot launched 
''One Stop Shop'' (OSS) facility of the Bureau of 
Investment Promotion (BIP) to make available 

around 100 types of clearances and services pertaining to 
14 departments required by investors.
An online interface of the service will be available through 
Raj Nivesh portal which was launched by the chief minister 
in a state-level function to mark the completion of second 
year of his government.
According to the Bureau of Investment Promotion, "One 
Stop Shop facility improves upon the existing single 
window clearance system and will relieve the aspiring 
investors from running between offices of different 
departments".
This portal will also provide an electronic-based transparent 
system for online submission and tracking of applications, 
including e-payments, and will provide updated information 
relating to relevant rules, regulations, orders and policy 
initiatives, and schemes for guidance of investors.
Rajasthan literally, "Land of Kings" is a state in northern 
India. The state covers an area of 342,239 square kilometres 
or 10.4 percent of the total geographical area of India. It is 
the largest Indian state by area and the seventh largest by 
population. 

Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare digitally addressed the 
students of Lady Hardinge Medical College(LHMC) on their convocation ceremony.
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Excellent support was extended 
by Goa Tourism, Institute of Hotel 
Management, Goa, TTAG in organizing 
the roadshow.

Union Minister asks karnataka to 
expedite claims made by farmers 

under PMFBY      22 Dec' 20

Union Parliamentary Affairs minister Prahlad Joshi 
met Karnataka Agriculture minister BC Patil in 
Bengaluru and asked him to expedite claims made 

by farmers under Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana and 
weather based crop insurance schemes.
The state agriculture department officials were asked to 
have better coordination with the insurance companies to 
ensure that the crop loss claims made by the farmers are 
cleared at an earliest.
The Union minister asked them to remove any delay in 
crop loss survey and other technical procedures. He issued 
directions to the officials to see that the insurance company 
representatives are stationed in every Taluk and the 
Agriculture department Commissioner visits each district 
to review the progress made in the claims clearance.
Karnataka is a state in the south western region of India. 
It is the largest state in South India and seventh largest in 
India. It was formed on 1 November 1956, with the passage 
of the States Reorganisation Act. Originally known as the 
State of Mysore, it was renamed Karnataka in 1973. The 
state corresponds to the Carnatic region. The capital and 
largest city is Bangalore. 
Governor: Vajubhai Vala
Chief Minister: B. S. Yediyurappa 
Deputy Chief Ministers: C. N. Ashwath Narayan, Govind 
Karjol and Laxman Savadi
Song: Jaya Bharata Jananiya Tanujate
Mammal: Indian Elephant 
Bird: Indian Roller 
Flower: Lotus 
Tree: Sandalwood

Uttarakhand Assembly passes Rs. 
4063 crore supplementary budget      

23 Dec' 20

The Uttarakhand Assembly has passed Rs. 4063 crore 
supplementary budget. With this supplementary 
budget which was passed with a voice vote, the 

Government would 
seek a grant of Rs. 
2071 crore under 
the revenue Head 
and a grant of Rs. 
1992 crore under the 
capital head.
The supplementary 
budget also has a 
provision of Rs. 200 crores for Kumbh 2021.
On the second day of the winter session the state government 
has tabled four bills.
Meanwhile Congress MLAs came to the assembly with 
sugarcanes as a mark of protest against the farm laws, but 
they were not permitted inside the assembly.
Uttarakhand: formerly known as Uttaranchal is a state 
in the northern part of India. It is often referred to as 
the "Devabhumi" (literally "Land of the Gods") due to 
numerous Hindu temples and pilgrimage 
centres found throughout the state.
Governor: Baby Rani Maurya
Chief Minister: Trivendra Singh Rawat
Chief Justice: Ravi Malimath (acting)

78 lakh farmers in Madhya Pradesh 
get PM kisan Samman Nidhi 

25 Dec' 20

In Madhya 
P r a d e s h , 
Pradhanmantr i 

Kisan Samman Nidhi 
was transferred to 
bank accounts of 78 
lakh farmers. Prime 
Minister Narendra 
Modi's virtual 
address to farmers was heard in all blocks and panchayats 
of the State.
Prime Minister Modi also interacted with progressive 
farmers of Dhar district. 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi interacted with Manoj 
Patidar, a progressive farmer of Dhar district. Patidar said 
that he is getting better prices outside Mandi. He informed, 
the new farm laws have proven beneficial for farmers, and 
now they can sell crops anywhere they want. He informed 
that he has sold his soya bean produce to ITC and received 
a better price. Patidar said that like him, other farmers are 
also taking benefit of the Agriculture Reform laws.

Eminent aerospace scientist and Padma Vibhushan awardee Roddam Narasimha died. He 
was 87.
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Employees' Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) has extended the time limit for 
pensioners upto 28th February next year for submission of Jeevan Pramaan Patra.

Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister, Shivraj 
Singh Chauhan attended the event from 
Babai in Hoshangabad district. He said that 
training sessions will be organised in all the 
development blocks of the State to remove 
misconceptions regarding the farm laws.

PM Modi to launch Ayushman Bharat 
PM-JAY SEHAT to people of J&k 

26 Dec' 20

Prime Minister 
N a r e n d r a 
Modi will 

launch Ayushman 
Bharat PM-JAY 
SEHAT to extend 
coverage to all the 
residents of Jammu 
and Kashmir in a 
short while from now through video conferencing. The 
scheme will ensure Universal Health Coverage to all 
individuals and communities in Jammu and Kashmir and 
focus on providing financial risk protection and ensuring 
quality and affordable essential health services. Lieutenant 
Governor of Jammu and Kashmir Manoj Sinha will also be 
present on the occasion.
The Scheme provides free of cost insurance cover to all 
the residents of Jammu and Kashmir. It provides financial 
cover upto five lakh rupees per family on a floater basis 
to all residents. It provides for the operational extension 
of PM-JAY to 15 lakh additional families. The scheme 
will operate on insurance mode in convergence with PM-
JAY. The benefits of the scheme will be portable across the 
country. The hospitals empanelled under PM-JAY scheme 
shall provide services under this scheme as well.
The Ayushman Bharat Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana 
(AB-PMJAY) SEHAT scheme for the residents of Jammu 
and Kashmir. The scheme will benefit as many as 21 lakh 
eligible people on the basis of Socio-Economic and Caste 
Census (SECC) 2011.
AB-PMJAY SEHAT:  all residents of Jammu and Kashmir, 
irrespective of their socio-economic status, will be covered 
under the scheme. “The government is collecting details 

of beneficiary families who may be missing 
from the SECC 2011 database. This will 
ensure that all beneficiaries are enrolled 
at the earliest so that they can avail free 
healthcare services,”

Odisha government announces 
largest hockey stadium in Rourkela      

26 Dec' 20

Ca r r y i n g 
forward his 
government’s 

promise to develop 
Odisha as a global 
sports destination, 
Chief Minister 
Naveen Patnaik 
announced a world 
class hockey stadium at Rourkela, which is set to host the 
International Hockey Federation (FIH) Men’s Hockey World 
Cup India 2023 along with the State capital Bhubaneswar.
The stadium with a capacity of seating 20,000 spectators is 
billed to be the biggest hockey stadium in India. Announcing 
this in a video message, Naveen said, “As a tribute to the 
contribution of Sundargarh to Indian hockey, I would like 
to announce that we will build a new international level 
hockey stadium in Rourkela with a seating capacity of 
20,000. The new stadium is going to redefine the sports 
landscape in the region.” 
He stated that the stadium along with the allied facilities 
will be developed as a benchmark for other hockey 
stadiums around the world. Spread over 15 acres of land, the 
stadium will be constructed in the Biju Patnaik University 
of Technology campus in Rourkela. Besides, the work to 
develop synthetic hockey turf in each of the 17 blocks of 
Sundargarh district has already commenced.
Describing Sundargarh district as the powerhouse of hockey 
talent, the Chief Minister said many great 
players from there have represented the 
country at the international level. The India 
team led by players like Dilip Tirkey and 
Sunita Lakra has brought laurels for the 
country, he added.
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Burning Topics of the Month

& Many More...

Foreign Heads of  Missions 
in India to visit Hyderabad.

India and Uzbekistan sign 
9 agreements to strengthen 

strategic partnership.

India and Bangladesh sign 7 
MoUs, agreements.

Board of Trade meeting to be held on 
2nd December, 2020      01 Dec' 20

A meeting of 
the Board 
of Trade 

(BOT) has been 
held, 2nd December, 
2020 under the 
chairmanship of 
the Commerce and 
Industry Minister 
Shri Piyush Goyal, through Video Conference.
The discussions in the meeting will focus on the new 
Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) (2021-26) and the strategies 
and measures to be taken in order to take forward domestic 
manufacturing and exports. BOT platform provides an 
opportunity to have regular discussion and consultation 
with trade and industry and advise the Government on 
policy measures related to FTP in order to achieve the 
objective of boosting India’s trade. It also provides a 
platform to state governments and UTs to articulate their 
perspective on trade policy, and also to the Government of 
India for apprising them about international developments 
affecting India’s trade potential and opportunities and to 
prepare them to deal with the evolving situation.
The meeting will be addressed by Ministers of State 
for Commerce and Industry Shri Som Parkash, and Sh 
Hardeep Singh Puri. Secretaries of many departments 
of the Government of India, CEO, Niti Aayog, Heads of 
various Government bodies, Representatives of Apex 
industry associations and Export Promotion Councils are 
members of the BOT.
Board of Trade will take an Overview of the Export/
Import Performance, Investment Promotion Strategy for 
AtmaNirbhar Bharat (including Public Procurement – 

Make in India), Trade Remedies – Recent Measures and 
Steps taken, New Logistics Policy, Trade 
Facilitation Measures Undertaken by 
Customs, Reforms and Initiatives since 
last BOT, GeM – Coverage and Expansion, 
and consider various suggestions regarding 
the Foreign trade Policy.

India submitted new proposal to limit 
the role of WTO dispute panel in 

fisheries management      04 Dec' 20

Governmen t 
of India 
(GoI) has 

submitted a new 
proposal at the World 
Trade Organisation’s 
(WTO) on-going 
negotiations on 
prohibiting harmful 
fisheries subsidies. The proposal suggested that the role 
of the dispute settlement panel in the matters of fisheries 
management of coastal states should be limited and a 
member should be allowed to retain its sovereignty on the 
matter. These two proposals are key to ensure the protection 
of vulnerable fishers and guard the nation’s sovereignty.
India also proposed to avoid special & differential treatment 
(S&DT) for developing countries. WTO members seek 
to reach an agreement on prohibiting ‘harmful’ fisheries 
subsidies that are estimated at $14- 20.5 billion annually 
that lead to over-fishing and depletion of fish stocks 
worldwide.
India in WTO Fisheries
India is playing a key role in the WTO fisheries negotiations. 
This agreement which is important as an agreement to limit 

Former Australia captain Steve Smith became only the fourth batsman to hit three 
consecutive ODI centuries against India.
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Bangladesh
Capital: Dhaka
President: Abdul Hamid
Prime Minister: Sheikh Hasina
Currency: Bangladeshi taka

Foreign Heads of Missions in India to 
visit Hyderabad      08 Dec' 20

A visit is being 
o r g a n i z e d 
for Foreign 

Heads of Missions in 
India to Hyderabad. 
Sources said, more 
than 60 Heads of 
Missions are being 
taken to leading 
biotech companies in Hyderabad, Bharat Biotech and 
Biological E. This is the first such visit and it will be 
followed by visits to facilities in other cities.
India has been contributing significantly to global efforts 
against COVID-19 pandemic. There is a lot of interest in 
India’s vaccine development efforts. India is the world’s 
largest vaccine manufacturer. Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi had earlier said that India's vaccine production and 
delivery capacity will be used to help all humanity in 
fighting this crisis.
Bharat Biotech International Limited: is an Indian 
biotechnology company headquartered 
in Hyderabad, India engaged in the 
drug discovery, drug development, and 
manufacture of vaccines, bio-therapeutics, 
pharmaceuticals and health care products. 

India and Uzbekistan sign 9 
agreements to strengthen strategic 

partnership      12 Dec' 20

Prime Minister 
N a r e n d r a 
Modi and 

Uzbekistan President 
Shavkat Mirziyoyev 
have expressed 
their continued 
commitment to take 
India - Uzbekistan 
strategic partnership to a new and higher level. A Joint 
Statement issued after the virtual Summit held between 

subsidies will have a deep impact on the livelihoods of 
Indian fishers, small and artisanal. 
World Trade Organization (WTO)
WTO is the global international 
organization dealing with the rules of trade 
between nations. 
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland
Founded: 1 January 1995
Membership: 164 member states

Bangladesh signs first Preferential 
Trade Agreement (PTA) since its 

independence      06 Dec' 20

Ba n g l a d e s h 
signed its first 
Preferential 

Trade Agreement 
(PTA) with Bhutan 
allowing duty free 
access to a range of 
goods between the two 
countries. This is the 
first PTA Bangladesh has signed with any country in the world.
The agreement was signed between Bangladesh Commerce 
Minister Tipu Munshi and Bhutan’s Economic Affairs 
Minister Lyonpo Loknath Sharma in Dhaka. The agreement 
was signed on the occasion marking the 50 years of 
diplomatic ties between the two countries.
In 1971, Bhutan was the first country in the world, followed 
by India as the second, to recognise Bangladesh as an 
independent country.
Under the PTA 100 Bangladeshi products will get duty free 
access to Bhutan. At the same time, 34 items from Bhutan 
will get duty free access into Bangladesh. Further items can 
be added in the list later on the basis of discussion between 
the two countries.
Goods like Jute and Jute products, baby clothes and 
accessories, men’s trousers, jackets and blazers are among 
the 100 items from Bangladesh which will get duty free 
access to Bhutan. On the other hand fruit juice, natural 
honey, wheat flour jams, jellies and lime stone, quartzite 
etc from Bhutan will have duty free access to Bangladesh.
The trade volume between the two countries is 
approximately 50 million dollars with 7.56 million of 
export and 42.09 million import into Bangladesh.
Bangladesh is expected to sign 11 more PTAs and Free 
Trade Agreements (FTAs) with countries like Indonesia 
and Nepal by June next year.

Former deputy speaker of Uttarakhand Assembly and Congress leader Anusuya Prasad 
Maikhuri died. He was 59.
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Former Rajasthan chief secretary DB Gupta was appointed as the Chief Information 

Commissioner (CIC) of the state.

the two leaders said, India and Uzbekistan have agreed to 
work towards an early conclusion of Bilateral Investment 
Treaty to facilitate investment promotion and protection for 
further improvement of trade and economic cooperation. 
The Indian side confirmed the approval of a 448 million 
US dollar Line of Credit to be extended by India for four 
developmental projects in Uzbekistan in the fields of 
road construction, sewerage treatment and information 
technology. 
The Indian side reiterated its commitment to further 
deepen the development partnership between India and 
Uzbekistan, including under the framework of India-
Central Asia dialogue.
The Uzbek side conveyed its desire to explore the 
possibility of implementing priority developmental 
projects in Uzbekistan as part of the one billion US 
dollar Line of Credit offered by India for Central Asian 
countries during the second meeting of the India-Central 
Asia Dialogue.
Both sides agreed to strengthen their cooperation, including 
through mutual support, in the United Nations and other 
international and regional organizations. They called for 
comprehensive reform of the UN structures including the 
Security Council with expansion in both categories of 
membership. Uzbekistan reaffirmed its support to India’s 
candidature for permanent membership of the UN Security 
Council.
Earlier, India and Uzbekistan signed 
nine Agreements and Memorandum of 
Understandings, MoUs in various areas 
including in the field of Solar Energy, 
Digital Technologies and on High Impact 
Community Development Projects 
(HICDP).

India and Bangladesh sign 7 MoUs, 
agreements      17 Dec' 20

India and 
B a n g l a d e s h 
signed 7 MoUs 

and agreements 
during the virtual 
summit between 
Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi 
and Prime Minister 
Sheikh Hasina.
The agreements include a framework of understanding 
in Hydrocarbon sector, framework agreement on High 
Impact Community Development Project (HICDP), 

protocol on transborder elephant conservation, an 
MoU on the supply of equipment and improvement of 
Garbage and solid waste disposal, MoU in the field of 
agriculture, an MoU between National Museum Delhi 
and Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Memorial 
museum, Dhaka and terms of reference for India 
Bangladesh CEO forum.
The agreements and MoUs were signed in Dhaka by the 
High Commissioner of India Vikram Doraiswami on behalf 
of India and officials of Bangladesh.
The two leaders jointly inaugurated the restored Chilahati 
– Haldibari rail route re-linking Bangladesh with North 
Bengal in India. This is the fifth of the six cross-border rail 
routes. Severed in 1965 by the then Pakistani Government, 
to be restored. 
The Framework agreement on HICDP is a ten year agreement 
allowing for projects amounting to 500 million Taka. It 
is double the amount of what was previously admitted. 
Projects in the field of education, health and sanitation, 
water-treatment, cultural heritage aimed at increased socio-
economic development of local communities are taken up 
under this agreement.
In the field of energy, both the countries agreed to promote 
two-way investment, technology transfer, joint studies and 
capacity building in hydrocarbons. The India-Bangladesh 
Friendship Pipeline currently being built to supply 
High-speed diesel from Siliguri in India to Parbatipur in 
Bangladesh will add to this.
India and Bangladesh also agreed to set up a high level 
CEO forum between the top CEOs of both the countries 
to provide policy level inputs for enhancing bilateral 
trade and investment as well as export to third countries. 
Textiles, Pharmaceuticals, Leather, Agriculture and Food 
processing value chains, Automobiles, Services sector will 
be the major focus areas. 
India also released a postal stamp to commemorate 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on the occasion. 
Prime Minister Modi also assured Prime Minister Hasina 
that India would support effective and timely delivery of 
COVID 19 vaccines being produced and developed in 
India.
During the discussion, Prime Minister Modi appreciated 
the generosity of Bangladesh in hosting a large number 
of displaced persons from Rakhine state in Myanmar. PM 
Modi reiterated the need for safe, speedy and sustainable 
repatriation of displaced persons to their homes in the 
Rakhine State of Myanmar. 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi reiterated India’s 
commitment to complete the Interim Water Sharing 
arrangement for the Teesta river. The two leaders 
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Greaves Cotton''s electric mobility arm Ampere Electric has appointed Thiruppathy 

Srinivasan as its Chief Technology Officer (CTO) and manufacturing head.

underscored the need for early conclusion of Frameworks 
for Interim Agreement on sharing the waters of six other 
joint rivers, namely, Manu, Muhuri, Khowai, Gumti, 
Dharla and Dudhkumar. In this regard, the two leaders 
agreed to schedule the Joint River Commission meetings 
at the earliest.
Stressing that border management is 
a shared responsibility, both Leaders 
emphasized the need for coordinated and 
joint patrols to create a crime-free border.  

India and Qatar to create special 
Task-Force to investments by QIA into 

India      18 Dec' 20

India and Qatar 
decided to 
create a special 

Task-Force to 
further facilitate 
investments by 
Qatar Investment 
Authority into India. 
Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi while speaking on telephone with Tamim 
Bin Hamad Al-Thani, Amir of Qatar also resolved to 
explore Qatari investments in the entire energy value-
chain in India. 
Both the leaders discussed the robust cooperation between 
both countries in the fields of investment flows and energy 
security, and reviewed recent positive developments in this 
regard. 
The leaders agreed to remain in regular touch, and looked 
forward to meeting in-person after the normalisation 
of the public-health situation caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said in a tweet that 
he had a very pleasant conversation with the Amir of 
Qatar. Mr Modi said, he conveyed greetings for Qatar's 
forthcoming National Day. He added that Qatar is a vital 
pillar of India's energy security and a valued source of 
FDI.
Qatar: officially the State of Qatar, is a country located in 
Western Asia, occupying the small Qatar Peninsula on the 
northeaster coast of the Arabian Peninsula.
Capital and largest city: Doha
Emir: Tamim bin Hamad
Prime Minister: Khalid Bin Khalifa
Currency: Riyal

PM's message at India-Japan 
SAMvAD Conference      21 Dec' 20

It is an honour to 
be addressing 
the 6th Indo-

Japan SAMVAD 
Conference.
Five years ago, we 
began this series 
of conferences 
with former Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe. Since then, SAMVAD has 
travelled from New Delhi to Tokyo, from Yangon to 
Ulaanbaatar. 
In this journey, it has remained true to its fundamental 
objectives: to encourage dialogue and debate; to highlight 
our shared values of democracy, humanism, Ahimsa, 
freedom and tolerance; and, to carry forward our ancient 
tradition of spiritual and scholarly exchanges. I would like 
to thank the Government of Japan for their constant support 
to SAMVAD.
Prime Minister Modi also proposed to create a library of 
traditional Buddhist literature and scriptures, adding that 
India would be happy to host the facility and provide 
appropriate resources for it. 
“The great treasure of Buddhist literature and philosophy 
can be found in many different monasteries in many 
countries & languages. This body of writing is a treasure of 
humankind as a whole”.
Its (the library’s) research mandate will also include 
examining how Buddha’s message can guide our modern 
world against contemporary challenges. 
The Prime Minister said that the library will collect 
digital copies of all such Buddhist literature from 
different countries. “It will aim to translate them, and 
make them freely available for all monks and scholars 
of Buddhism”.
This Samvad Conference revolves around the need to build 
the future of Asia on the positive influence of traditions of 
non-violence and democracy in Asia.
The first conference, Samvad-I, was held in New 
Delhi in 2015, at Bodh Gaya. During 
Samvad I, leading scholars, religious 
leaders, academics, and political 
personalities had exchanged views on 
conflict avoidance and environmental 
consciousness.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi was 
awarded the ‘Legion of Merit’ by U.S. 

President      22 Dec' 20

Prime Minister Narendra Modi was awarded the 
‘Legion of Merit’ by U.S. President Donald for his 
role in advancing the India-U.S. relationship. The 

award was also presented to Japanese Prime Minister 
Shinzo Abe and Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison. 
India, the U.S., Japan and Australia constitute the ‘Quad’ 
group of countries – seen as an alternative to Chinese 
dominance in the Indo-Pacific region.
The award was presented by Mr. O’Brien to India’s U.S. 
Ambassador Taranjit Singh Sandhu, who accepted it on Mr. 
Modi’s behalf.
Mr. Modi said on Twitter  that he was “deeply honoured” 
to receive the award, making reference to the bipartisan 
support the India-US relationship enjoys. The Democratic 
administration of Joe Biden is set to kick off on January 20.
While the India-US relationship has had its challenges 
under the Trump administration, such as on the trade front, 
the security relationship grew over the last four years and 
the Quad was strengthened.
The Legion of Merit, instituted in 1942 by former U.S 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, is awarded to members 
of the U.S. armed forces and also members of foreign (i.e., 
non-U.S.) armed forces and sometimes heads of state or 
government. The award is presented to foreign recipients 
in four categories: Chief Commander, Commander, Officer 
and Legionnaire. Other Indians who have 
won the award include Field Marshal K.M. 
Cariappa who received the Legion of Merit 
(Degree: Chief Commander) in 1949 from 
then U.S. President Harry S. Truman.

Indian humanitarian assistance ship 
arrives at vietnam's Nha Rong Port      

25 Dec' 20

Indian Naval Ship Kiltan, carrying humanitarian 
assistance, arrived at Vietnam's Nha Rong Port, Ho Chi 
Minh City to deliver 15 tonnes of relief material for 

flood-affected people.
The assistance is as a part of Mission Sagar-III, India’s 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) 
assistance to Friendly Foreign Countries during the ongoing 
pandemic. The ship will deliver 15 Tons of HADR Stores 
for the flood-affected people of Central Vietnam, which will 
be handed over to Vietnam's Central Steering Committee 

for National 
Disaster Prevention 
and Control. 
This assistance is 
reflective of the deep 
people - to -peop le 
connection between 
the two friendly 
countries.
Mission Sagar-III is being undertaken in accordance with 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of SAGAR (Security 
and Growth for All in the Region). It reiterates India’s 
position as a dependable partner, and the Indian Navy as the 
Preferred Security Partnerand First Responder. The Mission 
also highlights the importance accorded to ASEAN countries 
and further strengthens the existing bonds.
Vietnam: officially the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, is a 
country in Southeast Asia and the easternmost 
country on the Indochinese Peninsula.
Prime Minister: Nguyễn Xuân Phúc 
Capital: Hanoi
Currency: đồng

Indian Minister Met the Top Leaders 
of Qatar      28 Dec' 20

External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar met business 
leaders in Qatar and highlighted the investment 
opportunities in India while appreciating the 

commitment for strengthening bilateral partnerships.
Mr. Jaishankar, who is in the Gulf nation for a two-day visit 
which is his first as the external affairs minister, began his 
trip with the India-Qatar Business Roundtable.
Jaishankar also visited the Qatar National Musuem. Later 
in the day, the Minister virtually interacted with the Indian 
community in the country and appreciated their contribution 
to meeting the COVID-19 challenge. He also urged their 
participation in the development of a “New India”.
In New Delhi, the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) 
said that Jaishankar will hold talks with his counterpart on 
bilateral issues as well as regional and international issues 
of mutual interest during his visit.
It said the minister will convey “special gratitude” to Qatar 
for taking care of Indians during the COVID-19 pandemic.
India and Qatar have maintained close 
high-level contacts during the pandemic. 
Qatar is home to over seven lakh Indians. 
The bilateral trade was USD 10.95 billion 
in 2019-20, according to official data.

In its direction of agriculture reforms, the Central Government has launched one lakh crore 
rupees Agriculture Infrastructure Fund.
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and operational 
efficiencies aimed at 
achieving more fiscal 
savings, promote 
informed decision 
making, and improve 
service delivery in the 
state of West Bengal.
The loan builds up 
on past ADB policy-based programmes in 2012 and 2017, 
supporting the Government of West Bengal on sustainable 
public financial management reforms. The 
loan is proposed to be supplemented by 
a $350,000 technical assistance grant for 
capacity building, monitoring of IFMS 
reforms, and strengthening the integration 
of social and gender aspects in reform areas.

GDP contracts by minus 7.5% in Q2 
after contraction of minus 23.9% in 

Q1      03 Dec' 20

The GDP growth numbers naturally went down, given 
the disruption due to the pandemic. However, GDP 
for second quarter of Financial Year 2020 contracted 

by minus 7.5 per cent, much smaller when compared to the 
contraction of minus 23.9 percent reported for first quarter 
of Financial Year 2020.
Between these two quarters, already a huge improvement 
can be seen in private consumption expenditure. Agriculture 
reported a growth of 3.4 per cent in second quarter, the 
same as in first quarter. Manufacturing has grown by 0.6 
per cent in second quarter as compared to a contraction of 
minus 39.3 per cent in first quarter. A comparison with other 
economies globally shows that India’s position is better.
The Ministry of Statistics and Programme 
Implementation came into existence as an Independent 

FPI inflows in October and November 
witness a significant resurgence 

01 Dec' 20

The Indian growth story continues to expand and 
it is demonstrated by the trends in FPI, FDI and 
Corporate Bond Market flows. The trends indicate 

and underline the beliefs of investors in the strength and 
resilience of Indian economy. According to a statement of 
the Ministry of Finance, the last two months, October and 
November 2020, have witnessed a significant resurgence 
in Foreign Portfolio Investment-FPI inflows. It was driven 
primarily by equity inflows resulting in the highest ever 
FPI inflows for a month for India. As of 28th November 
2020, FPI inflows stood at 62 thousand 782 crore rupees. 
Of this, equity inflows amounted to 60 thousand 358 crore 
rupees while FPI net investment in debt and hybrid was to 
the tune of 2,424 crore rupees.
According to the Ministry, total Foreign Direct Investments 
(FDI) inflows into India during the second quarter from 
July to September of this financial year have been 28 
thousand 102 million US dollar, out of which FDI equity 
inflows were 23 thousand 441 million US dollar.
According to the Ministry, FDI equity 
inflows has touched over 30 thousand 
million dollar up to September 2020 in 
2020-21-which is 15 per cent more than the 
corresponding period of 2019-20.

ADB, India sign 50 million loan to 
boost West Bengal’s digital platforms 

for public finance reforms      02 Dec' 20

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the 
Government of India signed a $50 million policy-based 
loan to improve financial management procedures 
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India and Bangladesh signed seven MoUs and agreements after the virtual summit between 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina.
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bank by assets. It is the largest bank in India by market 
capitalisation as of March 2020. A subsidiary of the 
Housing Development Finance Corporation, HDFC Bank 
was incorporated in 1994, with its registered office in 
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India. Its first corporate office and a 
full-service branch at Sandoz House, Worli.
HDFC Bank merged with Times Bank in February 2000. 
This was the first merger of two private banks in the New 
Generation private sector banks category. Times Bank 
was established by Bennett, Coleman and 
Co. Ltd., commonly known as The Times 
Group, India's largest media conglomerate. 
In 2008, Centurion Bank of Punjab (CBoP) 
was acquired by HDFC Bank.

Reserve Bank keeps repo rate 
unchanged at 4 %      04 Dec' 20

Maintaining an accommodative stance, the 
RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das told that the 
Monetary Policy Committee has unanimously 

decided to leave the policy repo rate unchanged at 4 per 
cent. According to him the marginal standing facility 
remains unchanged at 4.25 percent and reverse repo rate 
stands unchanged at 3.35 per cent.
The Reserve Bank of India’s Governor Dr. Shaktikant 
Das said that the RBI expects the economy to record 
positive growth in the second half of the current financial 
year.
While ensuring that the Monetary Policy Committee will 
keep on monitoring all threats to price stability, Dr. Das 
said that the Financial sector entities like banks and NBFC's 
should give highest priority to quality of governance, risk 
management and internal controls.
He told that the RBI has decided to raise the limit for 
contactless card transactions from Rs 2,000 to Rs 5,000 per 
transaction from January 2021. Mr. Das said that the RTGS 
system will be made 24X7 in the next few days. He ensured 
that the RBI will use various instruments at the appropriate 
time while ensuring ample liquidity is available to the 
system. 
The decision is result of the better September quarter Q2 
GDP results which was better than RBI's earlier projections. 
GDP contracted by 7.5 per cent in the July-September 
quarter, lower than the central bank’s prediction of 8.6 per 
cent.
According to experts retail inflation, 
remained above the comfort level of the 
RBI of around 4 per cent, refraining the 
central bank from reducing the interest 
rate.

Ministry on 15.10.1999 after the merger of the 
Department of Statistics and the Department of 
Programme Implementation. The Ministry has 
two wings, one relating to Statistics and the other 
Programme Implementation. The Statistics Wing called 
the National Statistical Office (NSO) consists of the 
Central Statistical Office (CSO), the Computer centre 
and the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO). 
The Programme Implementation Wing has three Divisions, 
namely, (i) Twenty Point Programme (ii) Infrastructure 
Monitoring and Project Monitoring and (iii) Member of 
Parliament Local Area Development Scheme. Besides 
these two wings, there is National Statistical 
Commission created through a Resolution 
of Government of India (MOSPI) and one 
autonomous Institute, viz., Indian Statistical 
Institute declared as an institute of National 
importance by an Act of Parliament.

RBI asks HDFC to stop new digital 
business launches; avoid adding new 
Credit Card customers      04 Dec' 20

The Reserve 
Bank of India 
has asked 

country’s largest 
private bank, HDFC, 
to stop new digital 
business launches 
and avoid adding 
new Credit Card 
customers after repeated reports by its customers facing 
multiple cases of technical glitches.
According to HDFC Bank in a regulatory filing that RBI 
has issued an order dated December 2, 2020, to HDFC 
Bank Ltd with regard to certain incidents of outages in the 
internet banking/ mobile banking/ payment utilities of the 
bank over the past two years, including the recent outages 
in the bank's internet banking and payment system on 
November 21, 2020, due to a power failure in the primary 
data centre.
According to HDFC Bank over the last two years, it 
has taken several measures to fortify its IT systems and 
will continue to work swiftly to close out the balance 
and would continue to engage with the regulator in this 
regard.
HDFC Bank Limited is an Indian banking and financial 
services company headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra. 
It has a base of 104,154 permanent employees as of 30 
June 2019. HDFC Bank is India’s largest private sector 

India donated the final tranche of USD 3 million to complete the construction of Palestine-
India Techno Park.
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Bill Gates applauds India for policies 
on financial inclusion and innovation      

09 Dec' 20

Bill & Melinda 
G a t e s 
Foundat ion 

founder and tech 
pioneer Bill Gates 
has applauded India 
for its policies on 
financial inclusion 
and innovation. 

While speaking at the Singapore Fintech Festival, Gates 
praised India's digital platforms like the Unified Payments 
Interface (UPI) and the Aadhaar and said these initiatives 
have drastically reduced the cost of money distribution 
among the poor.  

He also stated that based on India's approach to policy 
implementation, his philanthropic foundation was working 
with other countries to roll out open-source technologies 
which will benefit various other countries to implement 
such programs like Aadhaar and UPI.

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), a merging 
of the William H. Gates Foundation and the Gates Learning 
Foundation, is an American private foundation founded 
by Bill and Melinda Gates. Based in Seattle, Washington, 
it was launched in 2000 and is reported to be the largest 
private foundation in the world, holding $46.8 billion in 
assets. 

The primary goals of the foundation are to enhance 
healthcare and reduce extreme poverty across the globe, 
and to expand educational opportunities and access to 
information technology in the U.S. 

The foundation is controlled by its three trustees: Bill and 
Melinda Gates, and Warren Buffett. Other principal officers 
include Chief Executive Officer Mark Suzman.

William Henry Gates III is an American business magnate, 
software developer, and philanthropist. He is best known as 
the co-founder of Microsoft Corporation. 

During his career at Microsoft, Gates held the positions 
of chairman, chief executive officer (CEO), president 
and chief software architect, while also being the largest 
individual shareholder until May 2014. 

He is one of the best-known entrepreneurs 
and pioneers of the microcomputer 
revolution of the 1970s and 1980s.

FM Nirmala Sitharaman releases the 
‘Smuggling in India Report 2019-20’      

04 Dec' 20

Finance Minister 
N i r m a l a 
S i t h a r a m a n 

inaugurated the 
63rd Founding Day 
Celebrations of 
the Directorate of 
Revenue Intelligence 
(DRI). On the 
occasion, Mrs Sitharaman released the Smuggling in India 
Report 2019-20 which analyses organised smuggling trends 
on Gold and Foreign Currency, Narcotic Drugs, Security, 
Environment and Commercial Frauds.
The Finance Minister congratulated DRI and its officers on 
their performance and commendable service, especially in 
times of the prevalent pandemic. 
She encouraged the officers to continue working hard as 
the cases booked and arrests affected by DRI, while large, 
are just the tip of the iceberg and urged DRI and Indian 
Customs to ensure that every offender of India’s economic 
frontiers is taken to task.
Finance Secretary Dr Ajay Bhushan Pandey said that 
DRI has contributed to the economy of India by actively 
bringing to light some significant cases of commercial 
frauds and cross-border smuggling.
On the occasion, Bravery Awards were conferred upon 
Najimudheen T S of DRI Cochin Zonal Unit and Sumer 
Sen, an independent witness of a case booked by DRI, 
Jaipur.
The DRI Utkrisht Seva Samman, 2020 was awarded to 
B. Sankaran, an officer of the 1961 batch of the Indian 
Revenue Service.
The Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) is an 
Indian intelligence agency. It is India's apex anti-
smuggling intelligence, investigations and operations 
agency.
The Directorate is run by officers from the Central Board 
of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC) who are posted 
in its various Zonal Units as well as in Indian embassies 
abroad as part of the Customs Overseas 
Intelligence Network. 
It is headed by a Director General of the rank 
of Special Secretary to the Government of 
India.

India International Science Festival (IISF) 2020 is going to be organized during 225 
December 2020 on virtual platform.
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surveillance technology provider Hikvision, processor chip 
manufacturing SMIC among others.
The announcement follows President Donald Trump’s 
Nov. 13 order barring Americans from buying stocks or 
bonds issued by companies deemed to be linked to China’s 
military.
The move by S&P DJI Indices will require investment 
funds that track stock market movements to sell shares in 
those Chinese companies. Last week, index provider FTSE 
Russell said it will shares of Hikvision and seven other 
Chinese companies from its FTSE Global Equity Index 
Series and other products and that it had acted on feedback 
from subscribers and other stakeholders.
S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is a joint venture between 
S&P Global, the CME Group, and News Corp that was 
announced in 2011 and later launched in 2012. It produces, 
maintains, licenses, and markets stock market indices as 
benchmarks and as the basis of investable products, such 
as exchange-traded funds (ETFs), mutual funds, and 
structured products. The company currently has employees 
in 15 cities worldwide, including New York, London, 
Frankfurt, Singapore, Hong Kong, Sydney, Beijing, and 
Dubai.
The company's best known indices are the S&P 500 and 
the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), 
which was created in 1896. The company 
also manages the oldest index in use, the 
Dow Jones Transportation Index, created in 
1882 by Charles Dow, the founder of The 
Wall Street Journal.

IIP logs highest growth since end of 
March      11 Dec' 20

Industrial output 
of the country 
for the month 

of October this year 
stood at 3.6 per cent, 
against 0.5 per cent in 
the previous month. 
According to the 
Ministry of Statistics 
and Programme Implementation data released, the Index of 
Industrial Production (IIP) logged the highest growth since 
the end of March when the COVID-19 hit lockdowns came 
into the force.
As per the data, in October, manufacturing sector production 
witnessed a growth of 3.5 per cent and electricity grew 11.2 
per cent while mining contracted 1.5 per cent. For the same 
period in 2019, IIP had contracted 6.6 per cent.

RBI issues draft circular on 
declaration of dividend by NBFCs      

11 Dec' 20

Reserve Bank of India has issued draft circular 
on declaration of dividend by non-banking 
financial companies (NBFCs) in pursuance to the 

announcement made in the monetary policy declared.
Accordingly, deposit-taking NBFCs and systemically 
important non-deposit-taking NBFCs must have their net 
non-performing assets below six percent and a capital 
adequacy ratio of at least 15 percent for the last three years, 
including the accounting year for which it proposes to 
declare dividend.
RBI has added that non-systemically important, non-
deposit-taking NBFCs should have a leverage ratio of 
less than seven while core investment company - CIC 
should have Adjusted Net worth (ANW) of at least 30 
percent of its aggregate risk-weighted assets on balance 
sheet. The apex bank has invited public comments on the 
draft circular, which need to be submitted by 24th of this 
month.
While announcing the monetary policy earlier this month, 
RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das had said that the growing 
significance of NBFCs and their interlinkages with different 
segments in the financial system has made it imperative to 
enhance their resilience.
A Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC) is a company 
registered under the Companies Act, 1956 engaged in the 
business of loans and advances, acquisition of shares/
stocks/bonds/debentures/securities issued by Government 
or local authority or other marketable securities of a 
like nature, leasing, hire-purchase, insurance business, 
chit business but does not include any institution whose 
principal business is that of agriculture 
activity, industrial activity, purchase or 
sale of any goods (other than securities) or 
providing any services and sale/purchase/
construction of immovable property.

S&P Dow Jones removes Chinese 
companies from index after US 

executive order      11 Dec' 20

S&P Dow Jones Indices said that it would remove 
some Chinese companies from indexes used 
to track market performance following a U.S. 

government ban on Americans investing in their stocks 
and bonds. The Chinese government opposed the move 
as politically motivated. The companies affected include 

India successfully test-fired the anti-ship version of the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile 
from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands territory.
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cooperation.

IIP is a key economic indicator of the manufacturing 
sector. The Eight Core Industries, Electricity, steel, 
refinery products, crude oil, coal, cement, natural gas and 
fertilisers comprise more than 40 percent of the weight 
of items included in the Index of Industrial Production 
(IIP).
The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) is an index for 
India which details out the growth of various sectors 
in an economy such as mineral mining, electricity and 
manufacturing. The all India IIP is a composite indicator 
that measures the short-term changes in the volume of 
production of a basket of industrial products during a 
given period with respect to that in a chosen base period. 
It is compiled and published monthly by the National 
Statistics Office (NSO), Ministry of Statistics and 
Programme Implementation six weeks after the reference 
month ends.
The level of the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) is an 
abstract number, the magnitude of which represents the 
status of production in the industrial sector for a given 
period of time as compared to a reference period of time. 
The base year was at one time fixed at 1993–94 so that year 
was assigned an index level of 100. The current base year 
is 2017-2018.
The Eight Core Industries comprise nearly 
40.27% of the weight of items included 
in the Index of Industrial Production 
(IIP). These are Electricity, steel, refinery 
products, crude oil, coal, cement, natural 
gas and fertilisers.

Round the clock RTGS Money transfer 
facility becomes operational 

14 Dec' 20

Reserve Bank 
of India 
has made 

Real-Time Gross 
Settlement (RTGS) 
money transfer 
facility operational 
round-the-clock. The 
announcement to this 
effect was made by RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das. In a 
tweet, According to him it has been decided to make RTGS 
available round the clock on all days of the year from last 
night. RBI Governor said, India has become one of the few 
countries in the world to operate its RTGS system round 
the clock throughout the year. The move is aimed at giving 
a push to digital payments in the country. Earlier, RTGS 

transaction facility was available for customers from 7 am 
to 6 pm on all working days of a week, except the second 
and fourth Saturdays.
The RTGS system is meant for high-value transactions, 
on a real-time basis. The minimum amount that can be 
remitted through RTGS is 2 lakh rupees and there is no 
maximum limit. The beneficiary bank receives instructions 
to transfer the funds immediately after the transaction is 
carried out, and the transfer is instantaneous. On the other 
hand, NEFT handles fund transfers up to 2 lakh rupees 
and such transactions are usually executed in a couple of 
hours.
RBI has also decided to increase the limit 
for contactless card transactions to 5,000 
rupees from 2,000 at Point of Sale (PoS) 
terminals from January 1 in view of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and feedback from 
stakeholders.

Wholesale price-based inflation rises 
to 1.55% in November      14 Dec' 20

The wholesale 
p r i ce -based 
i n f l a t i o n 

rose to 1.55 percent 
in November, 
mainly due to rise 
in manufactured 
products prices. 
According to the 
government data released, food prices eased during the 
period. Food inflation in November stood at 3.94 per cent, 
against 6.37 per cent in the previous month.  Inflation in 
non-food articles was at 8.43 per cent in November.
The WPI inflation was 1.48 per cent in October 2020 and 
0.58 per cent in November last year. This is the highest 
level of WPI inflation since February, when it was 2.26 per 
cent. 
The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) is the price of a 
representative basket of wholesale goods. Some countries 
use WPI changes as a central measure of inflation. But 
now India has adopted new CPI to measure inflation. 
However, United States now report a Producer Price 
Index instead.
It also influences stock and fixed price markets. The WPI 
is published by the Economic Adviser in the Ministry 
of Commerce and Industry. The Wholesale Price Index 
focuses on the price of goods traded between corporations, 
rather than the goods bought by consumers, which is 
measured by the Consumer Price Index. The purpose of 
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the WPI is to monitor price movements 
that reflect supply and demand in industry, 
manufacturing and construction. This helps 
in analysing both macroeconomic and 
microeconomic conditions.

SAIL gets Golden Peacock 
Environment Management Award      

16 Dec' 20

Steel Authority 
of India 
L i m i t e d 

(SAIL) has been 
awarded with 
the prestigious 
Golden Peacock 
E n v i r o n m e n t 
Management Award 
for the year 2020 in the Steel Sector by the Institute of 
Directors.
Lauding the efforts of SAIL collective, Chairman, SAIL 
Anil Kumar Chaudhary said, the company has been the 
winner of this award for successive two years and this 
bears testimony to the efforts made by it for sustainable 
and environmentally responsible steel making.
This award is one of the most coveted awards in 
the category. According to him, considering various 
environmental issues leading to global warming and 
climate change, the award encourages corporates to 
enhance their environmental performance and to compete 
with peers to set benchmarks.
Golden Peacock Environment Management Award 
is the coveted and prestigious recognition that your 
organization could strive to win for environment 
management. World Environment Foundation (WEF) 
takes pride to have instituted the Annual Award in 
1998, in furtherance of its aims and objectives. [The 
applications for the Awards relate to performance during 
the previous financial year].
The Awards shall be presented at the Annual 'World 
Congress on Environment Management', to organisations 
adjudged to have attained significant achievements in 

the field of Environment Management. 
Throughout this document, the term 
"environment" shall be understood to 
include a fully integrated approach to 
Environment.

Centre removes ban on onion export 
from January 1, 2021      28 Dec' 20

In a major move, 
the Central 
g o v e r n m e n t 

allowed the export 
of all varieties of 
onions with effect 
from January 1, 
2021. Earlier, the 
Directorate General 
of Foreign Trade had banned onion exports from September 
14 reportedly due to the spike in food inflation coupled with 
the steady rise in wholesale prices of onions. Moreover, 
this decision was attributed to the significant increase in 
demand from some countries. For instance, the demand 
from Sri Lanka picked up due to the heavy destruction 
of the onion crop owing to rains. However, it is pertinent 
to note that the export ban did not include cut and sliced 
onions or those broken in powder form.
The Centre's step to impose a ban on the export of onions had 
met with stiff resistance from the ruling party and opposition 
in Maharashtra. Leader of Opposition Devendra Fadnavis 
observed that the onions cultivated in Maharashtra are in high 
demand at the international level. Noting that the onion farmers 
are shocked and dejected due to the export ban, Fadnavis 
expressed hope that Goyal would take a swift decision. On 
October 9, the Union government provided partial relaxation by 
exempting Bangalore Rose and Krishnapuram onions from the 
export ban until March 31, 2021. This was done as both these 
varieties of onions are grown mostly for the purpose of export. 
For instance,  Krishnapuram onions known are imported by 
countries like Malaysia, Hong Kong, Thailand, 
and Singapore. The export of these onions was 
permitted only through the Chennai port on the 
basis of documentation from designated state 
government and DGFT officials.

Indian Army celebrated the 260th Corps Day of the Army Service Corps on 08 December 
2020.
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Tsunoda and Dan 
Ticktum.
Jehan Daruvala won 
the sprint race in 
Sakhir by 2.9s as 
he and his Carlin 
teammate Tsunoda 
finished 1-2. Ticktum 
was overtaken by 
Tsunoda late in the race as he finished 3rd in spectacular 
race.
Mick, son of legendary Michael Schumacher, will join 
Haas at Formula 1 as the reigning Formula 2 champion 
next season as he sealed the F2 title despite missing the 
podium.
Jehan Daruvala finished at the 12th spot of the F2 Drivers 
Stadnings but the 22-year-old looks to mount a title 
challenge in the next season.
ehan Daruvala and Daniel Ticktum had an interesting duel 
from the word go as the Indian driver got off to a strong 
start from second on the grid. With just less than 10 laps to 
go, Jehan came up with a brilliant move to 
get past Ticktum.
While Jehan maintained the lead to get past 
the chequered flag for the first time in an 
F2 race, his teammate, Tsunoda overtook 
Ticktum at the end to finish 1-2 for Carlin.

Pakistani cricketer Mohammad 
Amir confirms retirement from 

International cricket      17 Dec' 20

Pakistani pacer Mohammad Amir confirmed his 
retirement from International cricket to the Pakistan 
Cricket Board (PCB) on December 17, 2020. 

The pacer had said earlier in a video that had gone viral 
on social media that he does not think he can work with 
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Madagascar replaces Maldives as 
host of Indian Ocean Island Games 

2023      07 Dec' 20

Pr e s i d e n t 
I b r a h i m 
M o h a m e d 

Solih tweeted that the 
Maldives has been 
officially selected to 
host the Indian Ocean 
Island Games (IOIG) 
in 2023.
The Indian Ocean Island Games is a multi-sport event held 
every four years among athletes from Indian Ocean island 
nations.
The Games were created by the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) in 1977 and currently gather the island 
nations and territories of Mauritius, Seychelles, Comoros, 
Madagascar, Mayotte, Réunion and the Maldives.
IOIG will be the first international multi-sport competition 
to take place in the Maldives.
The Maldives has won 15 medals in this 
year’s games, including the first gold medal 
in a team event and the first gold medal for 
badminton in an international tournament. 
Maldivian athletes also won silver and 
bronze in track, field, tennis and badminton.

Jehan Daruvala becomes first Indian 
to win Formula 2 race      07 Dec' 20

India's Jehan Daruvala created history as he became 
the first driver from the country to win a Formula 2 
race when he finished on the top step of the podium 

at Sakhir sprint race in Bahrain. Daruvala, who races for 
Carlin, edged past the likes of Mick Schumacher, Yuki 

Indian wrestler-turned-mixed martial arts fighter Ritu Phogat won her fourth consecutive 
MMA championship title.
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Doha last staged the Asian Games in 2006, while 
Riyadh’s hosting will be a first for Saudi Arabia. The 
double award also draws parallels with the International 
Olympic Committee’s (IOC) decision to award the 2024 
and 2028 Olympic Games simultaneously to Paris and 
Los Angeles.
As well as the Asian Games, the two countries have been 
looking to host several high-profile sporting events in 
recent years. Both nations are in the running for soccer’s 
2027 Asian Cup, while Qatar will stage the 2022 Fifa 
World Cup and has expressed interest 
in hosting an Olympic and Paralympic 
Games as early as 2032. In November, 
Formula One also confirmed the inaugural 
Saudi Arabian Grand Prix, which will take 
place next year.

India end Cologne World Cup 
campaign with 9 medals      20 Dec' 20

Indian women 
b o x e r s 
Simranjeet Kaur 

(60kg) and Manish 
(57kg) notched up 
gold medals with 
contrasting final wins 
in the Cologne World 
Cup in Germany.
Manish defeated compatriot Saskhi 3-2, while Simranjeet 
got the better of German Maya Klienhans 4-1 to finish on 
top in their respective categories.
India finished the competition at the second spot overall 
after claiming three gold, two silver and four bronze 
medals.
Asian Games champion Amit Panghal (52kg) had 
claimed the sole gold among men. He got a walkover in 
the finals.
Veteran Satish Kumar (+91kg) had to settle for a 
silver after an injury forced him to withdraw from 
the finals.
Sonia Lather (57kg), Pooja Rani (75kg) Gaurav 
Solanki (57kg) and Mohamed Hussamudin (57kg) 
had claimed the bronze medal in their respective 
categories.
The event featured boxers from the host 
country, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, 
France, Moldova, Netherlands, Poland and 
Ukraine.

the current PCB 
management and it is 
best for him to leave.
As per reports, PCB 
chief executive 
Wasim Khan had 
a word with the 
29-year-old pacer 
following reports 
that he had announced his retirement from international 
cricket. In an official statement, PCB confirmed that Amir 
had confirmed to the PCB Chief that he has no desire to 
play international cricket and should not be considered for 
future international matches. 
The PCB statement read that this  is a personal decision of 
Mohammad Amir, which the PCB respects, and as such, 
will not make any further comment on this matter at this 
stage.
Amir in his viral video is heard saying that he cannot play 
cricket under this management. He said 
that he was leaving cricket for now, as he 
was being mentally tortured and he cannot 
handle it. He said that he has seen enough 
from 2010-2015 and that he repeatedly had 
to hear that PCB invested a lot in him.

Asian Games: Qatar to host 2030 
edition, Saudi Arabia gets 2034 

edition      18 Dec' 20

Qatar’s capital 
city Doha 
will host the 

2030 Asian Games 
and Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia’s capital, has 
been awarded the 
2034 edition.
The decisions were 
made following a vote at the Olympic Council of Asia 
(OCA) general assembly in Muscat, Oman. Qatar and 
Saudi Arabia had been competing to host the 2030 event, 
but the OCA took the decision on a double award, meaning 
the city with the most votes would get the 2030 Games and 
the runner-up would receive 2034.
Doha got 27 votes compared to Riyadh’s ten. There were 
eight abstentions.
As such, OCA president Sheikh Ahmad Al-Fahad Al-
Sabah had been searching for a solution to appease both 
countries.

Indian-American Congressman Ro Khanna has been named as Democratic Vice Chair of 
the Congressional India Caucus.
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traditional martial art having a historical significance. In 
addition this step will give boost to the 
efforts of National Gatka Association of 
India in furtherance of creating awareness 
in the country as well as overseas,” said 
Harjeet Singh Grewal, President, National 
Gatka Association of India.

BWF Bans Russian Badminton Player 
Nikita khakimov for 5 Years 

27 Dec' 20

Ru s s i a n 
s h u t t l e r 
N i k i t a 

Khakimov has been 
handed a 5-year ban 
for "betting, wagering 
and irregular 
match results”, the 
Badminton World 
Federation (BWF) said.
The BWF opened an investigation against Khakimov after 
obtaining a statement from a whistleblower, who claimed 
the shuttler had approached him to manipulate match 
results at the European Teams Championships held in Feb. 
2018.
An independent panel found Khakimov to be in breach 
of BWF’s integrity regulations, including approaching a 
player and offering money to manipulate a match, betting 
on badminton games and “deliberately destroying evidence 
of a corruption offence to conceal from the BWF”.
Khakimov, 32, was part of the Russian men’s team 
that won the bronze medal at the 2020 European Team 
Championships.
The panel has decided to not impose a fine on Khakimov, 
saying the length of the suspension would effectively end 
his playing career.
This decision comes just days after the Court of Arbitration 
for Sport barred Russia from using its name, flag and 
national anthem at the next two Olympics or at any world 
championships for the next two years.
The Lausanne-based court halved the 
four-year ban proposed last year by the 
World Anti-Doping Agency in a landmark 
case that accused Russia of state-ordered 
tampering of a testing laboratory database 
in Moscow.

Ministry of Sports included Gatka, 
kalaripayattu Thang-Ta and 

Mallakhamba in Indigenous games 
and sports      20 Dec' 20

The Sports 
Ministry has 
approved the 

inclusion of four 
Indigenous Games 
to be a part of Khelo 
India Youth Games 
2021, scheduled 
to take place in 
Haryana. The games include: Gatka, Kalaripayattu, Thang-
Ta and Mallakhamba.
Speaking about the decision, Union Minister of Youth 
Affairs and Sports, Shri Kiren Rijiju said, "India 
has a rich heritage of indigenous sports, and it is  a 
priority for the Sports Ministry to preserve, promote 
and popularise these games. There is no better platform 
than the Khelo India Games where athletes of these 
games can compete. 
The games have huge popularity and is telecast across the 
country by Star Sports, so I am confident that in the 2021 
Khelo India Youth Games these four disciplines, along with 
Yogasana, will get their much deserved attention among 
sports enthusiasts and youth of the country. In the coming 
years we will be able to add more indigenous sports at the 
Khelo Games."
The four selected games represent different parts of the 
country. Kalaripayattu has its origin from Kerala and has 
practitioners all over the world; Bollywood actor Vidyut 
Jammwal being one. 
Mallakhamba, meanwhile, has been well-known across 
India and Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra have been the 
hotspots of this sport. Gatka originates from the State of 
Punjab and this traditional fighting style of the Nihang Sikh 
Warriors is used both as self-defense as well as a sport. 
Thang-Ta, a Manipur marital art has passed into oblivion 
in the recent decades, but the sport will get national 
recognition again with the help of the Khelo India Youth 
Games 2021.
“We are glad to know that the Sports Ministry has included 
Indian ancient martial art Gatka in the Khelo India Youth 
Games. We are sure that this effort of Khelo India will 
certainly help to promote and revive a forgotten Indian 

India's Visnu Shivaraj Pandian won the bronze medal at the 'Champion of Champions' 
online event of the President of Indonesia Open Tournament.
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Close to 2000 Indians received direct employment onboard 
IAC on a daily basis and over 40,000 received indirect 
employment.
In addition, about 80-85 per cent of the 
project cost of approximately Rs 20,000 
Crore has been ploughed back into the 
Indian Economy, according to the statement.

Anti-ship version of BrahMos missile 
test-fired from Andaman and Nicobar      

01 Dec' 20

India successfully 
test-fired the anti-
ship version of the 

BrahMos supersonic 
cruise missile from 
the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands 
territory. The test was 
the part of the trials 
conducted by the Indian Navy.
The test-firing of the anti-ship version of the BrahMos 
missile took place at 9:25 am. During the test held around 
9:25 AM, the DRDO-developed BrahMos supersonic 
cruise missile with a strike range of 300 km was launched 
from the Navy's INS Ranvijay.
Sources said, "The BrahMos missile successfully hit its target 
ship near the Car Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal."
Last week, India had tested a land-attack version of the 
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile from the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands. The supersonic cruise missile was test-
fired at 10 am and it successfully hit its target, which was 
on another island.
The test was conducted by the Indian Army which has 
many regiments of the DRDO-developed missile system. 

Basin Trials of Indigenous Aircraft 
Carrier successfully conducted at 

Cochin Shipyard Limited      01 Dec' 20

In a major 
d e v e l o p m e n t , 
Basin Trials of 

Indigenous Aircraft 
Carrier (IAC) 
were successfully 
conducted at Cochin 
Shipyard Limited 
(CSL), marking entry 
into the final phase of the ambitious warship building 
project.
Basin Trial is testing of the ship machinery and equipment 
in floating conditions before the sea trials. The sea trials are 
planned in first half of 2021.
Despite the restrictions imposed by the lockdown due to 
COVID-19 pandemic, CSL and Indian Navy worked as a 
cohesive team to ensure timely completion of all essential 
tasks leading up to Basin Trials of Aircraft Carrier,the 
statement said here.
The basin trials were carried out in the presence of Vice 
Admiral AK Chawla, Flag Officer Commanding- in-
Chief Southern Naval Command and Shri Madhu S 
Nair, Chairman and Managing Director Cochin Shipyard 
Limited (CSL).
Onboard IAC, extensive trials of all four LM2500 Gas 
Turbines, Main Gear Boxes, Shafting and Controllable 
Pitch Propellers, along with their integrated control 
systems, were carried out during these trials.
Further, over 50 Indian manufacturers have been 
directly involved in this project which has provided 
significant employment opportunities for Indian 
citizens.
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DRDO Developed 5.56x30 
MM Protective Carbine 

Successfully.

VigyanYatras to promote 
Scientific Temper among 
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IISF 2020.

Russia Angara A5 
Heavy-Lift Space Rocket 

Successfully Test-Launched.

IT firm Zensar has named former Cognizant executive Ajay S Bhutoria as its Chief 
Executive Officer and Managing Director.
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The carbine has been designed as per Indian Army’s GSQR, 
by Armament Research and Development Establishment 
(ARDE), a Pune based laboratory of DRDO. The Weapon 
is manufactured at Small Arms Factory, Kanpur while 
the Ammunition is manufactured at ammunition Factory, 
Kirkee Pune.
The weapon has already passed the MHA trials and 
procurement action is initiated by the CAPFs and various 
State Police organisations.
Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh had unveiled the 5.56 x 
30 mm JVPC during DefExpo- 2020 at Lucknow.
Secretary DD R&D & Chairman DRDO 
Dr. Satheesh Reddy has congratulated 
DRDO team, user team and all public and 
private agencies involved in manufacturing 
for successful reaching this milestone.

vigyanYatras to promote Scientific 
Temper among Masses being 

organised by various institutions 
ahead of IISF 2020      14 Dec' 20

VigyanYatra is a promotional activity of the India 
International Science Festival. In this activity, the 
mobile science exhibition vansflag off from many 

cities of the country and the vision behind this science 
journey is to promote scientific temper and inculcate 
the culture of science among the masses. Thisprogram 
also ignites the minds of the youngsters because science 
exhibition mobile vansare viewedby all local school/
university students that create interest in science and 
generate awareness about the IISF. This 6th edition of 
IISF is going to be organized on virtual platform due to the 
unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic. Around 30 locations 
have been identified across the country where this science 
journey will be organized. Eminentscience communicators, 
innovators, teachers, students and research scholars of the 
locality will be felicitated.
Indian Association of the Cultivation of Science (IACS), 
Kolkata organised this VigyanYatra virtually recently. 
Prof. Santanu Bhattacharya, Director, IACS inaugurated 
the programme. Chief Guest Prof. M.M. Sharma, FRS 
and Padma Vibhushan shed light on the importance of 
International Science Festival and the need and outcomes 
of this unique activity ‘VigyanYatra’. Invited lecture was 
delivered by Shri Praveen Ramdas, National Secretary, 
VijnanaBharati. Prof. AmitavaPatra, Director, INST 
(Mohali), Prof. Y. Sudhakar, Saha Institute of Nuclear 
Physics, Prof. ParthaPratimChakrabarti, IITKharagpur also 
gave lectures.

According to the sources, the strike range of the BrahMos 
missile has now been enhanced to over 400 km.
The BrahMos supersonic cruise missile is the world's 
fastest operational system in its class. Recently the DRDO 
had extended the range of the missile system from the 
existing 298 km to around 450 km.
BrahMos
The BrahMos (designated PJ-10) is a medium-range 
ramjet supersonic cruise missile that can be launched from 
submarine, ships, aircraft, or land. It is the fastest supersonic 
cruise missile in the world. It is a joint venture between the 
Russian Federation's NPO Mashinostroyeniya and India's 
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), 
who together have formed BrahMos Aerospace. It is based 
on the Russian P-800 Oniks cruise missile 
and other similar sea-skimming Russian 
cruise missile technology. The name 
BrahMos is a portmanteau formed from the 
names of two rivers, the Brahmaputra of 
India and the Moskva of Russia.

DRDO Developed 5.56x30 MM 
Protective Carbine Successfully 

11 Dec' 20

De f e n c e 
R e s e a r c h 
a n d 

D e v e l o p m e n t 
O r g a n s i a t i o n 
(DRDO) designed 
5.56x30 mm 
Protective Carbine 
has successfully 
undergone the final phase of User trials on 7th December 
2020 meeting all the GSQR parameters.  This has paved the 
way for induction into the services. This was the last leg 
of trials in a series of User trials which have been carried 
out in extreme temperature conditions in summer and high 
altitudes in winter. JVPC has successfully met the stringent 
performance criteria of reliability and accuracy in addition 
to quality trials conducted by DGQA.
JVPC is a Gas Operated Semi Bull-pup automatic weapon 
having more than 700 rpm rate of fire. The effective 
range of the carbine is more than 100 m and weighs 
about 3.0 kg with key features like high reliability, low 
recoil, retractable Butt, ergonomic design, single hand 
firing capability, and multiple Picatinny rails etc. These 
features make it a very potent weapon for Counter 
Insurgency /Counter Terrorism operations by security 
agencies.

Junior Asian champion Yash Vardhan of India won the 10m air rifle event at the 6th edition 
of the International Online Shooting Championship (IOSC).
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CSIR-Central Institute of Mining and 
Fuel Research (CIMFR), Dhanbad also 
organized ‘VigyanYatra’ on Youtube 
platform,under the East segment of four 
segments (East, West, North and South) 
cover the whole country.

Russia Angara A5 Heavy-Lift Space 
Rocket Successfully Test-Launched      

14 Dec' 20

Ru s s i a 
successfully 
test-launched 

its heavy lift Angara 
A5 space rocket for 
the second time, the 
country's military 
and space officials 
said.
The rocket lifted off from the Plesetsk cosmodrome in 
northwest Russia.
“It flies, damn it!” Dmitry Rogozin, head of Russia's space 
agency Roscosmos, tweeted after the launch.
Its first successful test launch took place in 2014 and was 
hailed by Russian President Vladimir Putin as “a major 
achievement for our space rocket industry and for Russia 
in general.” Angara A5 is designed to replace the Proton M 
heavy lift rocket, but its development and manufacturing 
has been plagued by delays and technical problems.
Roscosmos touted the increased environmental 
safety of the Angara rockets, as they “do 
not use aggressive and toxic propellants, 
significantly increasing environmental safety 
both in the areas adjacent to the launch 
complex and in the drop zones.”

ISRO launches new communication 
satellite CMS-01 successfully 

18 Dec' 20

AIR PicsThe Indian Space Research Organisation, 
ISRO, has successfully launched the country’s 
new communication satellite CMS-01 in the 

intended orbit 
in space. The 
workhorse rocket 
PSLV-C50 carrying 
the satellite lifted 
off from the second 
launch pad of the 
Satish Dhawan 
Space Centre, 
Sriharikota at 15.41 hours as planned. In just about 21 
minutes, the launch mission was accomplished and the 
satellite was injected into the geo-syncronous transfer 
orbit. 
The ISRO Chairman Dr K Sivan congratulated the team 
ISRO for the feat and said the solar panels of the payload 
have been deployed and it has been taken over by the 
Satellite Team of the national space agency. He said, it will 
be brought to the final orbit by December 21 after a series 
of the usual maneuvers to render its telecommunication 
service in the Extended C-Band.
Dr Sivan said the ISRO is actively involved in launching 
a series of satellites and probes in the days to come. They 
include the PSLV-C51 and the Small Satellites Launch 
Vehicle SSLV. He added, preparations for the prestigious 
missions like Chandrayaan-3, the Gaganyaan and the 
probe to study the sun called Aditya L-1 are also in full 
swing.
The success of the mission PSLV-C50, overcoming 
all the logistical challenges brought by the COVID-19 
pandemic, has paved the way for enhancing the country’s 
communication infrastructure, including her strategic and 
far-flung island territories. 
The next mission using the PSLV-C51 has an interesting 
feature, as it involves the first ever launch under the 
recently introduced space reforms initiatives known as 
the IN-Space, as explained by the ISRO Chairman Dr. K. 
Sivan.
The new satellite CMS-01 will take 
over the mantle from the ageing 
telecommunication satellite GSAT-12 that 
has outlived its planned operational period 
by rendering seamless service for 11 years. 
The CMS-01's intended operational life is 
seven years.

Justice Vandana Kasarekar of the Indore bench of Madhya Pradesh High Court died. He 
was 60.
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Idol Annapurna to Be Brought Back 
From Canada      01 Dec' 20

Prime Minister 
N a r e n d r a 
Modi, who 

is scheduled to 
visit his Lok Sabha 
constituency of 
Varanasi, shared the 
news with the people 
of the city that an 
ancient idol of Goddess Annapurna was being brought 
back to India from Canada, according to a government 
press statement.
The announcement, which PM Modi made in his monthly 
radio address Mann Ki Baat, came on the eve of the Dev 
Deepawali celebrations, which the prime minister will 
attend in Varanasi.
“Every Indian would feel proud to know that an ancient 
idol of Maa Annapurna is being brought back from 
Canada to India,” PM Modi said in the 71st episode of 
the Programme.
Explaining the connection of Goddess Annapurna with 
Varanasi, the prime minister said, “Mata Annapurna has 
a very special bond with Kashi. And the return of the 
idol is very pleasant for all of us. Like the statue of Mata 
Annapurna, much of our heritage has been a victim of 
international gangs.”
Over 100 years ago in 1913, the idol was stolen from a 
temple in Varanasi and smuggled out of the country.
The PM will light the first diya (earthen 
lamp) at Rajghat to start the illumination 
at all 80 ghats that will be decorated 
with over a million diyas and colourful 
lights.

ASI Has Taken Steps to Protect Hampi 
Stone Chariot      06 Dec' 20

Tourists can no longer get too close to the iconic 
stone chariot in front of the Vijaya Vittala Temple 
in the UNESCO World Heritage site of Hampi. The 

architectural marvel has been cordoned off by a protective 
ring by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).
ASI put up the barrier aimed at preventing people from 
touching or climbing the monument, causing damage in 
any way.
P. Kalimuthu, Deputy Superintendent of ASI, Hampi, said 
that the stone chariot is one of the most visited monuments 
in Hampi and needs extra protection. “Every tourist visiting 
the site photographs the sensitive monument and touches it. 
Some even climb it to take their photos with the monument. 
The protected monument is facing the risk of being damaged 
by such objectionable behaviour of some of the tourists. 
The chariot inside the temple complex is a shrine 
dedicated to Garuda, but the sculpture of Garuda is now 
missing. The Hampi chariot is among three famous stone 
chariots in India, the other two being in Konark, Odisha, 
and Mahabalipuram, Tamil Nadu. The 
delicately carved chariot at Hampi, art 
historians say, reflects the skill of temple 
architecture under the patronage of the 
Vijayanagara rulers who reigned from 14th 
to 17th century CE.

Nepal and China Have Announced 
the Revised Height of Mount Everest      

09 Dec' 20

Nepal and China jointly announced that the revised 
height of the world’s highest peak Mount Everest 
was 8,848.86 metres, about 86 centimetres more 
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attracting enthusiasts from all over the country. UNESCO's 
inclusion is expected to bring in more international 
travellers to the city in the coming times.
Some major attractions in Orchha include the very famous 
Orchha Fort, cenotaphs by River Betwa, Ram Raja Temple, 
Kanchaha Ghat, Dinman Hardaul Palace, Rani Mahal and 
more. Madhya Pradesh also has a list of tourist attractions 
to its credit, including Khajuraho, Bandhavgarh National 
Park, Kanha Tiger Reserve, Pachmarhi, Pench National 
Park, Ujjain and more
UNESCO World Heritage Cities list has 
previously seen names of Indian cities, 
including Varanasi, Jaipur, Fatehpur Sikri, 
Mahabalpuram, Bodh Gaya and a number 
of prominent tourist attractions.

India adds Tso kar wetland complex 
to Ramsar site      24 Dec' 20

In a significant development to conservation of 
biodiversity, India has added Tso Kar wetland complex 
to the Ramsar Site.

Tso Kar, the 42nd Wetland of International Importance, is at 
more than 4,500 metres above sea level in the Changthang 
region of Ladakh.
The complex includes two connected lakes, the freshwater 
Startsapuk Tso and the larger hypersaline Tso Kar, with 
presentation of a notable example of two such lakes 
existing in close proximity.  
The name Tso Kar refers to the white salt efflorescence 
on the margins of the lake caused by the evaporation of 
the saline waters. The local climate is arid, and glacial 
meltwater is the primary water source for the lakes.
The lakes and in particular the presence of fresh water 
attract biodiversity in a biologically sparse region.
The site is habitat of numerous threatened species 
including the endangered saker falcon (Falco cherrug) and 
Asiatic wild dog or dhole (Cuon alpinus laniger), and the 
vulnerable snow leopard (Panthera uncia).
The Site also acts as an important stopover ground for 
migratory birds along the Central Asian Flyway and is one 
of the most important breeding areas in India for the black-
necked crane (Grus nigricollis).
Ramsar convention is an inter-governmental environmental 
treaty established by UNESCO and came 
into force in 1975.
A Ramsar site is a wetland site designated 
to be of international importance under the 
Ramsar Convention.

than the previous 
measurement done 
by India in 1954.
The Nepal 
government decided 
to measure the 
exact height of the 
mountain amid 
debates that there 
might have been a change in it due to various reasons, 
including the devastating earthquake of 2015.
The new height of Mt Everest, the world's highest peak, 
is 8,848.86 metres, China and Nepal jointly announced, 
China’s state-run Xinhua news agency said in a brief report.
Nepal recalculates the height of Mount Everest at 8848.86 
metres, the country's Foreign Minister Pradeep Gyawali 
announced in Kathmandu. The new height is 86 cms 
more than the previous measurement. According to the 
measurement done in 1954 by Survey of India, the height 
of Mount Everest is 8,848 metres.
According to China's past measurement, the height of 
Mount Everest is 8844.43 metres which were four metres 
less than Nepal's calculations.
Earlier, the media reports said Chinese surveyors have 
conducted six rounds of scaled measurement and scientific 
research on Mount Everest and released the height of 
the peak twice in 1975 and 2005, which 
was 8,848.13 metres and 8,844.43 metres 
respectively.
China and Nepal settled their border dispute 
in 1961 with the boundary line passing 
through the summit of Mount Everest.

Gwalior & Orchha included in 
UNESCO World Heritage City list      

10 Dec' 20

Madhya Pradesh tourism is all set for a big 
overhaul with Gwalior and Orchha finding a 
place in list of UNESCO World Heritage Cities. 

The news is expected to boost sustainable development 
as well as tourism potential for both the cities. Both the 
cities have been included by UNESCO as a part of an urban 
planning project. The authorities will further by working 
with Madhya Pradesh Tourism to develop both the cities.
Gwalior is an important hub of commercial activities in the 
state, and the development is further expected to boost its 
prominence. As for tourism, the city is home to the Gwalior 
Fort, Man Singh Palace, Sas Bahu Temple, Tansen's Tomb 
and more. Orccha, of course, is a hotspot for tourists, 

Karnataka Chief Minister B S Yediyurappa launched a Learning Management System 
based on Digital technology for Government colleges.
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WHO’S WHO
S.No. DESIGNATION NAME
 1. Chairman, Rajya Sabha Venkaiah Naidu
 2. Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla
 3. Chairman of NITI Ayog Narendra D. Modi
 4. Leader of Opposition in Rajya Sabha Ghulam Nabi Azad
 5. Leader of House in Lok Sabha Narendra D. Modi
 6. Leader of Opposition in Lok Sabha -
 7. Chief Election Commissioner Sunil Arora
 8. Election Commissioner Rajiv Kumar, Sushil Chandra
 9. Director General, ITBP S S Deshwal
 10. Chief Vigilance Commissioner Sanjay Kothari
 11. Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla
 12. Comptroller & Auditor General of India G. C. Murmu
 13. Director, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre S. Somanath
 14. Chairman, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India R. S Sharma
 15. CBI Director Rishi Kumar Shukla
 16. Chairman, National Commission for Scheduled Tribes -
 17. Chairperson, National Commission for Minorities Syed Ghayorul Hasan Rizvi
 18. Chairman, UPSC Pradeep Kumar Joshi
 19. Director General, National Investigation Agency Y.C. Modi
 20. Chairman, Space Commission and ISRO K. Sivan
 21. Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission and Sec. Deptt. of Atomic Energy K. N. Vyas
 22. Chairman, SSC Braj Raj Sharma
 23. Chairman,National Human Rights Commission Justice H.L. Dattu
 24. Registrar General and Census Commissioner of India Vivek Joshi
 25. Chairman, Central Board of Direct Taxes Pramod Chandra Mody
 26. Chairman, Insurance Regulatory Development Authority of India Subash Chandra Khuntia
 27. Chairman, Securities & Exchange Board of India Ajay Tyagi
 28. Chairperson, State Bank of India Dinesh Kumar Khara
 29. India’s permanent representative in UNO T S Tirumurti
 30. Home Secretary  Ajay Kumar Bhalla
 31. Chairperson of National Commission for Women Rekha Sharma
 32. Chairman, 15th Finance Commission N. K. Singh
 33. Chairman, Competition Commission of India Ashok Kumar Gupta
 34. Chairperson,Central Board of Film Certification Prasoon Joshi
 35. President, ASSOCHAM Vineet Agarwal
 36. Chairman, NASSCOM UB Pravin Rao
 37. Chief of Defence Staff General Bipin Rawat
 38. Chief of Air Staff Rakesh Kumar Singh Bhadauria
 39. Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Karambir Singh
 40. Chief of Army Staff General Manoj Mukund Naravane
 41. Chief, RAW Samant Goel
 42. Director, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre A.K. Mohanty
 43. National Commission for Scheduled Castes Ram Shankar Katheria
 44. President, FICCI Uday Shankar
 45. Chairman of 21st Law Commission Dr. Justice BS Chauhan
 46. National Security Advisor Ajit Doval
 47. Chairperson, Prasar Bharati Dr. A. Surya Prakash
 48. DG of National Testing Agency Vineet Joshi
 49. Finance Secretary  Ajay Bhushan Pandey
 50. Chairman, Indian Banks Association Rajkiran Rai G
Data as on 9th January, 2021
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Lt General Pradeep C Nair took over as the Director General Recruiting of the Indian 

Army.

EDITORIAL WORD
Chimera 

Pronunciation: 
Noun
Singular: chimera
Plural: chimeras
1:  (In Greek mythology) a fire-breathing female monster 

with a lion's head, a goat's body, and a serpent's tail.

  
Any mythical animal formed from parts of various animals.
2:  a thing which is hoped for but is illusory or impossible 

to achieve.
 "The economic sovereignty you claim to defend is a 

chimera"
3:  In biological terms: 
 An organism containing a mixture of genetically 

different tissues, formed by processes such as fusion 
of early embryos, grafting, or mutation.

 "The sheeplike goat chimera"
4.  a cartilaginous marine fish with a long tail, an erect 

spine before the first dorsal fin, and typically a forward 
projection from the snout.

SYNONYMS:
 # ignis fatuus, 
 # mirage, 
 # will-o'-the-wisp
 # brainchild, 
 # idea
 # concoction, 
 # fable, 
 # fabrication, 
 # fiction

ANTONYMS:
 # actuality, 
 # fact, 
 # reality,

 # corporality, 
 # corporeality, 
 # existence, 
 # reality, 
 # subsistence, 
 # thingness

Etymology
In Greek mythology, the Chimera was a fearsome, fire-
breathing monster with a lion's head, a goat's body, and a 
dragon's tail. She terrorized the people of Lycia until their 
king, Iobates, asked the hero Bellerophon to slay her. Iobates 
had an ulterior motive; his son-in-law wanted Bellerophon 
killed and the king was sure the Chimera would do the job. 
But Bellerophon called in Pegasus, the winged horse, and 
brought the Chimera down from above. The beast lived 
on in people's imaginations, and English speakers adopted 
her name for any similarly grotesque monster, or, later, for 
anything fanciful.
EXAMPLE:
1. That some 175,000 Confederates eventually 

surrendered suggests that fighting was a possibility, 
not a chimera. 

2. The closest this sublime chimera ever came to being 
realized was during the days when his body lay on its 
bier. 

3. Achieving a bipartisan consensus on pensions is not an 
unachievable chimera. 

4. Maybe we rushed too fast towards the dream we 
had secretly nurtured or maybe it just was just a 
chimera. 

5. In the myth, it was Bellerophon, straddling the winged 
horse Pegasus, who finally slew the fire-breathing 
chimera.  

6. In Greek mythology, the chimera was a fire-breathing 
monster that combined the parts of a goat, a lion and a 
serpent.  

7. As far as I know, a chimera is a mythological monster 
comprising the parts of various different animals.  

8. Unfortunately, many critics of the Times are conflating 
this notion of journalistic execution with the chimera 
of total journalistic objectivity. 

9. He's now got a month and a half to create some 
convincing chimera that the American people can 
invest with their hopes and dreams.
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India’s slipped one rank to 131 among 189 countries in the Human 
Development Index for 2019 compared to 130 the previous 
year, according to United Nations Development Programme’s 
(UNDP) Human Development Report 2020 released.
However, the absolute value of the index has gone up 
for India to 0.645 in 2019 (the year under consideration) 
compared to 0.642 the year before, reflecting overall better 
performance. “India’s actual numbers have improved. 
Ranking is relative. It just means that other countries have 
done better than you,” explained UNDP India resident 
representative, Shoko Noda, at a media interaction.
In all four HDI indicators, India’s performance has either 
improved in 2019 compared to 2018 or remained the same. 
Life expectancy at birth has improved to 69.7 years compared 
to 69.4 years the year before. GNI per capita at $6,681 in 
2019 was higher than $6,427 in 2018. Expected years of 
schooling and mean year of schooling in 2019 remained 
the same as the previous year at 12.2 and 6.5 respectively. 
Norway topped the index, followed by Ireland, Switzerland, 
Hong Kong and Iceland, the report showed.
According to the report published by the United Nations 
Development Programme, India's gross national income 
per capita fell to USD 6,681 in 2019 from USD 6,829 in 
2018 on purchasing power parity (PPP) basis. Purchasing 
power parity or PPP is a measurement of prices in different 
countries that uses the prices of specific goods to compare 
the absolute purchasing power of the countries' currencies.
The report said evidence from Colombia to India indicates that 
financial security and ownership of land improve women's 
security and reduce the risk of gender-based violence, clearly 
indicating that owning land can empower women. It further said 
indigenous children in Cambodia, India, and Thailand show 
more malnutrition-related issues such as stunting and wasting. 
"In India different responses in parent behaviour, as well as some 
disinvestment in girls' health and education, have led to higher 
malnutrition among girls than among boys as a consequence of 
shocks likely linked to climate change," the report said.
The report said that under the Paris Agreement, India pledged 
to reduce the emission intensity of its GDP from the 2005 
level by 33-35 percent by 2030 and to obtain 40 percent 
of electric power capacity from non-fossil fuel sources by 
2030. "As part of the plan, the National Solar Mission aims to 
promote solar energy for power generation and other uses to 
make solar energy competitive with fossil fuel-based options. 
Solar capacity in India increased from 2.6 gigawatts in March 

2014 to 30 gigawatts in July 2019, achieving its target of 20 
gigawatts four years ahead of schedule. In 2019, India ranked 
fifth for installed solar capacity," the report said.

Human Development Index:
HDI are found in the annual Human Development Reports 
produced by the Human Development Report Office of the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). These 
were devised and launched by Pakistani economist Mahbub 
ul Haq in 1990, and had the explicit purpose "to shift the focus 
of development economics from national income accounting 
to people-centered policies". Haq believed that a simple 
composite measure of human development was needed to 
convince the public, academics, and politicians that they 
can and should evaluate development not only by economic 
advances but also improvements in human well-being.
The Human Development Index (HDI) is a statistic composite 
index of life expectancy, education (Literacy Rate, Gross 
Enrollment Ratio at different levels and Net Attendance 
Ratio), and per capita income indicators, which are used to 
rank countries into four tiers of human development. A country 
scores a higher HDI when the lifespan is higher, the education 
level is higher, and the gross national income GNI (PPP) per 
capita is higher. It was developed by Pakistani economist 
Mahbub ul Haq and was further used to measure a country's 
development by the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP)'s Human Development Report Office.
The 2010 Human Development Report introduced an 
Inequality-adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI). 
While the simple HDI remains useful, it stated that "the 
IHDI is the actual level of human development (accounting 
for inequality)", and "the HDI can be viewed as an index of 
'potential' human development (or the maximum IHDI that 
could be achieved if there were no inequality)".

2020 Human Development Report:
Rank Country
1. Norway
2. Ireland
2. Switzerland
4. Hong Kong
4. Iceland
6. Germany
7. Sweden
8. Australia
8. Netherlands
10. Denmark
131. India

Luxury sports car maker Ferrari says its chief executive, Louis Camilleri, has resigned for 
personal reasons.

Human Development 
Index (HDI) Report 

2020
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19th Summit of SCO Council of Heads of Government has 
been held first time by India.
Hon’ble Vice President of India Shri Venkaiah Naidu has 
Chair the 19th meeting of the SCO Council of Heads of 
Government to be hosted by India in virtual format on 30 
November 2020. 
Naidu made a pitch for “transparent and trustworthy” trade 
practices, seen as a sidebar aimed at China. 
It has the first time that a Summit-level Meeting was 
held under India’s Chairmanship, since it gained full 
-membership of the organization in 2017. This Summit is 
held annually at the level of Prime Ministers of SCO and 
deals primarily with the trade and economic agenda of the 
organization.
India considers the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
(SCO) as an important regional organization to promote 
cooperation in the areas of peace, security, trade, economy 
and culture. India is committed to widening our cooperation 
with SCO by playing a proactive, positive and constructive 
role in the organization.
India assumed the Chairmanship of the SCO Council of 
Heads of Government on 2 November 2019 as per rotation 
from the previous Chair – Uzbekistan and has complete its 
year -long tenure on 30 November 2020 by hosting the 19th 
session of the SCO Council of Heads of Government (CHG).
The Prime Ministers from the SCO Member States of 
Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and 
Uzbekistan has attend the SCO meeting on 30 November. 
Pakistan has represented by the Parliamentary Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs. Apart from the SCO Member States, the 
four Observer States of SCO has also participate- including 
the President of Afghanistan, the First Vice President of 
Iran, the Prime Minister of Belarus and the Deputy Prime 
Minister of Mongolia. Turkmenistan has been invited as 
a Special Guest of the Host and has represented by the 
Deputy Chairman of the Cabinet of Ministers. 
The two bodies of SCO has represented by the SCO 
Secretary General and the Executive Director of the SCO 
Regional Anti Terrorist Structure (RATS). The Chairmen 
of the SCO Business Council and the SCO Interbank 
Association has also be present.

During the course of our Chairmanship of the SCO Council 
of Heads of Government in 2020, India has particularly 
focused on creating three new pillars of cooperation: 
Startups and Innovation, Science and Technology and 
Traditional Medicine and also proposed many other 
concrete initiatives. India has offered to create and Chair 
a new Special Working Group on Startups and Innovation 
and to set up a new Expert Working Group on Cooperation 
in Traditional Medicine. India has also organized in 
the virtual format, the first-ever SCO Young Scientists 
Conclave (24-28 Nov) in which more than 200 young 
scientists participated, the first-ever Consortium of SCO 
Economic Think Tanks (20-21 Aug) and the first-ever SCO 
Startup Forum (27 Oct). In the B2B format, FICCI has 
convened the first SCO Business Conclave (23 Nov) with 
special emphasis on Cooperation in MSMEs through the 
national chapters of the SCO Business Council.
In this year, India has also hosted the meeting of SCO 
Ministers responsible for External Economy and Foreign 
Trade on 28th October and the meeting of SCO Ministers 
for Justice on 16th October in the video-conference format.
On the cultural- humanitarian side, India has implemented 
Hon’ble PM’s announcements made at the Bishkek Summit 
at the SCO Heads of State in 2019. They include: hosting 
the first-ever SCO Digital Exhibition on Shared Buddhist 
Heritage by the National Museum, that has inaugurated on 
30 November and the translation of 10 classics of Indian 
regional literature into Russian and Chinese languages. India 
has also proposed to host the SCO Food Festival in 2021.
By chairing the 19th meeting of the SCO Council of Heads of 
Government on 30 November, India hopes to further strengthen 
greater trade, economic and cultural cooperation within SCO 
by putting human beings at the center of SCO activities and to 
foster greater peace and prosperity in the region. We hope that 
India’s initiatives has not only be helpful for SCO Member 
States in overcoming the economic challenges posed by 
the COVID-19 pandemic, but has also signal our continued 
commitment to strengthening the organization.
India also marked its differences with China over the 
BRI by not joining other SCO members in a paragraph 
endorsing the BRI.

19th SCO Summit
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Shanghai Cooperation Organisation:
The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), or Shanghai 
Pact, is a Eurasian political, economic, and security alliance, 
the creation of which was announced on 15 June 2001 in 
Shanghai, China by the leaders of China, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan; the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organisation Charter, formally establishing 
the organisation, was signed in June 2002 and entered into 
force on 19 September 2003. The original five nations, with 
the exclusion of Uzbekistan, were previously members of 
the Shanghai Five group, founded on 26 April 1996. Since 
then, the organisation has expanded its membership to 
eight countries when India and Pakistan joined SCO as full 
members on 9 June 2017 at a summit in Astana, Kazakhstan.
The Heads of State Council (HSC): is the supreme 
decision-making body in the SCO, it meets once a year and 
adopts decisions and guidelines on all important matters of 
the organisation.
The current Council of Heads of State consists of:

 # Arif Alvi (Pakistan)
 # Sooronbai Jeenbekov (Kyrgyzstan)
 # Emomali Rahmon (Tajikistan)
 # Xi Jinping (China)
 # Ram Nath Kovind (India)
 # Shavkat Mirziyoyev (Uzbekistan)
 # Vladimir Putin (Russia)
 # Kassym-Jomart Tokayev (Kazakhstan)

The Council of Heads of Government (HoG): is the 
second-highest council in the organisation. 
The current Council of Heads of Government consists of:

 # Mukhammedkalyi Abylgaziev (Kyrgyzstan)
 # Kokhir Rasulzoda (Tajikistan)
 # Abdulla Aripov (Uzbekistan)
 # Imran Khan (Pakistan)
 # Li Keqiang (China)
 # Askar Mamin (Kazakhstan)
 # Mikhail Mishustin (Russia)
 # Narendra Modi (India)

Origins of SCO:
The Shanghai Five grouping was created 26 April 1996 
with the signing of the Treaty on Deepening Military Trust 
in Border Regions in Shanghai, China by the heads of states 
of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan.
On 24 April 1997, the same countries signed the Treaty 
on Reduction of Military Forces in Border Regions in a 
meeting in Moscow, Russia.

Subsequent annual summits of the Shanghai Five group 
occurred in Almaty, Kazakhstan in 1998, in Bishkek, 
Kyrgyzstan in 1999, and in Dushanbe, Tajikistan in 
2000.
In 2001, the annual summit returned to Shanghai. There 
the five member nations first admitted Uzbekistan in the 
Shanghai Five mechanism (thus transforming it into 
the Shanghai Six). Then all six heads of state signed on 
15 June 2001 the Declaration of Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation, praising the role played thus far by the 
Shanghai Five mechanism and aiming to transform it to a 
higher level of cooperation.
In 2002, the heads of the SCO member states met in Saint 
Petersburg, Russia. There they signed the SCO Charter 
which expounded on the organisation's purposes, principles, 
structures and forms of operation, and established it in 
international law.
In July 2005, at the summit in Astana, Kazakhstan, with 
representatives of India, Iran, Mongolia and Pakistan 
attending an SCO summit for the first time, the president of 
the host country, Nursultan Nazarbayev, greeted the guests 
in words that had never been used before in any context: 
"The leaders of the states sitting at this negotiation table are 
representatives of half of humanity".
By 2007 the SCO had initiated over twenty large-
scale projects related to transportation, energy and 
telecommunications and held regular meetings of 
security, military, defence, foreign affairs, economic, 
cultural, banking and other officials from its member 
states.
In July 2015 in Ufa, Russia, the SCO decided to admit 
India and Pakistan as full members. Both signed the 
memorandum of obligations in June 2016 in Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan, thereby starting the formal process of joining 
the SCO as full members. 
On 9 June 2017, at a summit in Astana, India and Pakistan 
officially joined SCO as full members.
Membership of SCO:
26 April 1996 China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and 
Tajikistan
15 June 2001 Uzbekistan
9 June 2017 India and Pakistan
Observer states Afghanistan Belarus Iran and Mongolia 
Dialogue partners: The position of Dialogue Partner 
was created in 2008.
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Nepal (2015), Sri Lanka 
(2009) and Turkey (2012)
Guest attendances: ASEAN, CIS, Turkmenistan and 
UN
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2020 was heavily defined by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which has led to global social and economic disruption, 
mass cancellations and postponements of events, 
worldwide lockdowns and the largest economic recession 
since the Great Depression of the 1930s.
Geospatial World also called it "the worst year in terms 
of climate change" in part due to major climate disasters 
worldwide, including major bushfires in Australia and the 
western United States, as well as extreme tropical cyclone 
activity affecting large parts of North America.
A United Nations progress report published in December 
2020 indicated that none of the international Sustainable 
Development Goals for 2020 were achieved.
2020 was declared the "International Year of Plant Health" 
by the United Nations and "Year of the Nurse and Midwife" 
by the World Health Organization.

Events

January
1. The Australian bushfires of 2019, or "Black Summer", 

that have killed as many as 500 million animals so far 
continues into the New Year. The government of New 
South Wales, Australia, declares a state of emergency 
whilst the government of Victoria, Australia declares a 
state of disaster in response to the bushfires.

2. A rare, circumbinary planet called TOI 1338-b is 
discovered.

3. Taal Volcano in Luzon erupts, leading to the evacuation 
of thousands of people.

4. U.S. president Donald Trump signs the United States–
Mexico–Canada Agreement, a North American trade 
agreement set to replace NAFTA.

5. The World Health Organization (WHO) declares the 
outbreak of the disease as a Public Health Emergency 
of International Concern, the sixth time that this 
measure has been invoked since 2009.

6. The United Kingdom and Gibraltar formally withdraw 
from the European Union, beginning an 11-month 
transition period.

February
1. The President of the United States, Donald Trump, is 

acquitted by the Senate on both Article I (48 yea 52 
nay) and Article II (47 yea 53 nay) of Impeachment.

2. The World Health Organization (WHO) names the 
disease COVID-19.

3. NASA publishes a detailed study of Arrokoth, the most 
distant body ever explored by a spacecraft, which New 
Horizons passed by on its journey through the Kuiper belt.

4. The Pakatan Harapan coalition government of 
Malaysia collapses and is replaced by the Perikatan 
Nasional coalition. On 1 March 2020, Muhyiddin 
Yassin is sworn as 8th Prime Minister of Malaysia.

5. 2020 stock market crash: The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average (DJIA) plunges by 1,190.95 points, or 4.4%, 
to close at 25,766.64, its largest one-day point decline 
at the time. This follows several days of large falls, 
marking the worst week for the index since 2008, 
triggered by fears of the spreading COVID-19.

6. Luxembourg becomes the first country in the world to 
make all public transport free to use.

7. A conditional peace agreement is signed between the 
U.S. and the Taliban in Doha, Qatar, leading the U.S. to 
begin gradually withdrawing troops from Afghanistan 
on March 10.

March
1. Oil prices also plunge by as much as 30% in early 

trading, the biggest fall since 1991.
2. The World Health Organization declares the 

COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic.
3. The government of Nepal announces that Mount 

Everest will be closed to climbers and the public for the 
rest of the season due to concerns from the COVID-19 
pandemic in Asia.

4. The Euro 2020 and 2020 Copa América association 
football tournaments are postponed until the summer 
of 2021 by UEFA and CONMEBOL respectively.

5. Bhadla Solar Park is commissioned and becomes 
world's largest solar park.

6. India goes into lockdown to contain COVID-19. 
The total number of people in the world facing some 

2020 AT A GLANCE
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form of pandemic-related movement restriction now 
exceeds 2.6 billion, a third of the global population.

7. Chinese Premier Li Keqiang reports that the 
domestically transmitted epidemic was "basically 
blocked" and it is now under control.

8. The International Olympic Committee and Japan 
suspend the 2020 Summer Olympics until 2021. On 
March 30, the Summer Olympics are rescheduled from 
July 23 to August 8, 2021.

9. North Macedonia becomes the 30th country to join NATO.

April
1. The first case of COVID-19 in a zoo animal is reported: 

a four-year-old female Malayan tiger at the Bronx Zoo 
in New York City.

2. Japan declares a state of emergency in response to 
COVID-19 and finalises a stimulus package worth 
108 trillion yen (US$990 billion), equal to 20% of the 
country's GDP.

3. EU finance ministers agree on a €540 billion loan 
package to alleviate the economic fallout of the 
coronavirus pandemic.

4. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) says it expects 
the world economy to shrink 3%, the worst contraction 
since the Great Depression of the 1930s.

5. The 2020 Tour de France is delayed until August 2020 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

6. The Pentagon formally releases three videos (previously 
leaked by Luis Elizondo in 2017) of "unidentified aerial 
phenomena" encountered by U.S. Navy pilots.

7. A fast radio burst is detected from the Magnetar SGR 
1935+2154, the first ever detected inside the Milky 
Way, and the first to be linked to a known source.

8. Colombia formalizes its membership with the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 
becoming the 37th nation of the organization.

9. NASA officially selects SpaceX, Blue Origin, and 
Dynetics to build its next-generation lunar lander to 
carry American astronauts to the Moon by 2024.

May
1. A team of British and Kenyan scientists announce the 

discovery of Microsporidia MB, a parasitic microbe in 
the Microsporidia fungi group that blocks mosquitos 
from carrying malaria, potentially paving the way for 
the control of malaria.

2. Astronomers announce the discovery of the first black 
hole located in a star system visible to the naked eye.

3. Eleven people die and over 5,000 fall ill from a styrene 
gas leak from an LG Polymers chemical plant in 
Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh, India.

4. Researchers announce a 2.5 cm millipede fossil 
belonging to the Kampecaris genus, discovered on the 
island of Kerrera in the Scottish Inner Hebrides, is the 
world's oldest-known land animal, which lived 425 
million years ago in the Silurian period.

5. Cyclone Amphan makes landfall in eastern India and 
Bangladesh, killing over 100 people and forcing the 
evacuation of more than 4 million others. 

6. The U.S. announces it will withdraw from the Open 
Skies Treaty within six months, alleging continuous 
violations by Russia.

7. Costa Rica becomes the first Central American country 
to legalise same-sex marriage.

June
1. A US$5 billion class action lawsuit is filed against 

Alphabet Inc. and Google, alleging the company 
violates users' right to privacy by tracking them in 
Chrome's incognito mode.

2. SpaceX successfully launches and deploys 60 Starlink 
satellites into a low Earth orbit from Cape Canaveral 
Air Force Station, bringing the total number of Starlink 
satellites in orbit to 482.

3. The global death toll from COVID-19 exceeds 400,000.
4. North Korea demolishes the Inter-Korean Liaison Office 

in Kaesong, established in 2018 to improve relations.

July
1. Russian voters back a constitutional amendment that, 

among other things, enables Vladimir Putin to seek two 
further six-year terms when his current term ends in 2024, 
potentially allowing him to remain in power until 2036.

2. The ECB accepts Bulgaria and Croatia into ERM II, 
a mandatory stage for countries wishing to adopt the 
euro. This is the currency union's first major expansion 
in half a decade.

3. The Twitter accounts of prominent political figures, CEOs, 
and celebrities are hacked to promote a bitcoin scam.

4. July 21 – European leaders agree to create a €750 
billion (US$858 billion) recovery fund to rebuild EU 
economies impacted by the pandemic.

5. NASA successfully launches its Mars 2020 rover 
mission to search for signs of ancient life and collect 
samples for return to Earth. The mission includes 
technology demonstrations to prepare for future 
human missions.

August
1. The Barakah nuclear power plant in the UAE becomes 

operational following delays since 2017. It is the first 
commercial nuclear power station in the Arab world.
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2. Russian President Vladimir Putin announces that 
Russia has approved the world's first COVID-19 
vaccine.

3. Israel and the UAE agree to normalise relations, 
marking the third Israel–Arab peace deal.

4. Bayern Munich wins the 2019–20 UEFA Champions 
League by beating Paris Saint-Germaine in the final.

5. Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos becomes the first person in 
history to have a net worth exceeding US$200 billion, 
according to Forbes.

6. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, the longest-
serving prime minister in the history of Japan, 
announces his resignation from office, citing ill health.

September
1. The skeletons of 200 mammoths and 30 other animals 

are unearthed at a construction site for the Mexico City 
Santa Lucía Airport. It is the largest find of mammoth 
bones to date, surpassing The Mammoth Site in the 
U.S. which had 61 skeletons.

2. Bahrain and Israel agree to normalise relations, 
marking the fourth Israel–Arab peace deal.

3. The Royal Astronomical Society announces the 
detection of phosphine in Venus' atmosphere, which 
is known to be a strong predictor for the presence of 
microbial life.

4. The first discovery of the perfectly preserved remains 
of a cave bear, believed to be 22,000 to 39,500 years 
old (Late Pleistocene), is made in Lyakhovsky Islands, 
Siberia in the thawing permafrost.

5. Yoshihide Suga becomes the new Prime Minister of 
Japan, replacing Shinzo Abe.

6. A 1634 edition of The Two Noble Kinsmen, the last 
play by English playwright William Shakespeare, 
is discovered at the Royal Scots College's library in 
Salamanca, Spain. It is believed to be the oldest copy 
of any of his works in the country.

7. Deadly clashes erupt in Nagorno-Karabakh between 
Armenian and Azerbaijani forces. Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and the Republic of Artsakh introduce 
martial law and mobilize forces.

October
1. In the 2020 New Caledonian independence referendum, 

New Caledonia votes against independence from 
France.

2. Armenia and Azerbaijan agree on a ceasefire in the 
ongoing Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.

3. At the end of an 11-year demining process, the Falkland 
Islands are declared free of land mines, 38 years after 
the end of the 1982 war.

4. Israel and Sudan agree to normalise relations, marking 
the fifth Israel–Arab peace deal.

5. October 26 – NASA confirms the existence of 
molecular water on the sunlit side of the Moon, near 
Clavius crater, at concentrations of up to 412 parts per 
million.

6. Typhoon Goni makes landfall in the Philippines, 
becoming the strongest land falling tropical cyclone 
in history, displacing hundreds of thousands of people 
and killing dozens of people in the region.

November
1. The United States formally exits the Paris Agreement 

on climate change.
2. The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

(RCEP) is signed by 15 Asia-Pacific countries to form 
the world's largest free-trade bloc, covering a third of 
the world's population.

3. NASA and SpaceX launch the SpaceX Crew-1 mission 
from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A to 
the ISS, the first operational flight of the Crew Dragon 
capsule.

4. Shuggie Bain by Douglas Stuart wins the 2020 Booker 
Prize.

5. The United States withdraws from the Treaty on Open 
Skies.

6. Protein folding, one of the biggest mysteries in biology, 
is solved by AlphaFold, an artificial intelligence 
algorithm developed by DeepMind.

December
1. The Arecibo Telescope of the Arecibo Observatory 

collapses, just weeks after the announcement of its 
planned demolition.

2. The United Kingdom approves Pfizer-BioNTech's 
BNT162b2 vaccine, being the first country in the 
world to do so.

3. Russia begins mass vaccination against COVID-19 
with the Sputnik V candidate.

4. The United Kingdom becomes the first nation to 
begin a mass inoculation campaign using a clinically 
authorised, fully tested vaccine, tozinameran.

5. Nepal and China officially agree on Mount Everest's 
actual height, which is 8,848.86m.

6. Sudan–United States relations: The United States 
removes Sudan from its list of state sponsors of terrorism.

7. A great conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn occurs, with the 
two planets separated in the sky by 0.1 degrees. This is the 
closest conjunction between the two planets since 1623.

8. The number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 passes 
80 million worldwide.
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Q.1. Recently which of the following city “Dev 
Deepawali Mahotsav” is organised in Uttar 
Pradesh?

 (1) Prayagraj (2) Varanasi (3) Lucknow
 (4) Kanpur (5) Mathura
Q.2. Recently who inaugurates& dedicates to the Nation 

MNGL’s 100th CNG station?
 (1) Prahalad Joshi (2) Narendra Modi
 (3) Ram Nath Kovind (4) Dharmendra Pradhan
 (5) None of the Above
Q.3. Recently which of the following launched “Aadi 

Mahotsav” 2020?
 (1) Ramesh Chand Meena
 (2) Arjun Munda
 (3) Thawar Chandra Gohlot
 (4) Yogi Adhitya Nath
 (5) None of the above
Q.4. Recently how much GST collected in November 

2020?
 (1) 1.04 lakh (2) 2.05 lakh (3) 1.25 lakh
 (4) 1.50 lakh (5) None of the above
Q.5. Recently which of the following word named as 

“Word of the Year 2020” in Cambridge Dictionary?
 (1) Samvidhan (2) Quarantine (3) Corona
 (4) Lockdown (5) None of the above
Q.6. Recently which of the following government 

singed 4 MoUs with Bombay Stock Exchange for 
spread "financial literacy"?

 (1) Jammu and Kashmir
 (2) Kerala
 (3) Uttar Pradesh
 (4) Goa
 (5) None of the above
Q.7. Recently who has launched SMARTs program to 

strengthen investor education as a part of World 
Investor week 2020?

 (1) Ravi Shankar Prasad
 (2) P.K. Mishra
 (3) Ajay Tyagi

 (4) Rajeev Kumar
 (5) Rajiv Gauba
Q.8. Recently which bank collaborated with "PNB 

MetLife India Insurance Company Limited" to 
launch "Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti BimaYojana"?

 (1) Axis Bank
 (2) HDFC Bank
 (3) Paytm Payments Bank
 (4) Airtel Payments Bank
 (5) Post Payments Bank
Q.9. Recently which of the following organisation 

launched “Honey Mission Earns First Income for 
Migrant Workers”?

 (1) Khadi and Village Industries Commission
 (2) National Commission for Schedule Tribe
 (3) FICCI
 (4) Ministry of Social Justice
 (5) None of the above
Q.10. Recently Uttar Pradesh cabinet cleared proposal to 

rename which airport as Maryada Purushottam Sri 
Ram Airport?

 (1) Varanasi Airport (2) Babatpur Airport
 (3) Gorakhpur Airport (4) Ayodhya Airport
 (5) Jewar Airport
Q.11. Who among the following become the first 

Indian to stand on the podium in an FIA Formula 
2 Race?

 (1) Jehan Daruvala (2) Pawan Negi
 (3) Bajaran Punia  (4) M C. Marry Com
 (5) None of the above
Q.12. Recently whom "Mission Olympic Cell" approves 

to whom for one month training camp in USA?
 (1) Pullela Gopichand (2) Jehan Daruvala
 (3) Khali  (4) Bajrang Punia
 (5) None of the above
Q.13. Recently according to OECD, what is the projected 

GDP forecast of India for 2020-21?
 (1) -5 (2) -9.90% (3) -10%
 (4) -18.60% (5) -12.20%

CURRENT AFFAIRS QUIZ

NITI Aayog released a white paper: Vision 2035: Public Health Surveillance in India.
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Q.14. Recently who has been appointed as the new global 
CEO of Bata Shoe Organization?

 (1) Sandeep Bakshi (2) Rajeev Gopalakrishnan
 (3) Ashwani Windlass (4) Sandeep Kataria
 (5) Denish Kumar Khara
Q.15. Recently in which of the following city the 

"Suryadhar Lake" has been inaugurated?
 (1) Chennai (2) Dehradun (3) Shimla
 (4) Chandigarh (5) Lucknow
Q.16. Recenly which state has got its first eco-bridge for 

small animals?
 (1) Bihar  (2) Tripura
 (3) Uttarakhand  (4) Punjab
 (5) Goa
Q.17. The Which Ministry has released a booklet titled 

"Special Relations with Sikhs of PM Modi and His 
Government"?

 (1) Ministry of Culture
 (2) Ministry of Education
 (3) Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
 (4) Ministry of Law
 (5) None of the above
Q.18. Recently which short film has been selected as 

India's official entry to the 93rd Academy Awards?
 (1) Tanaji  (2) Shameless
 (3) Sound proof  (4) Natkhat
 (5) None of the above
Q.19. Recently which state plans to bring laws for 

transparency in marriage?
 (1) Punjab  (2) Karnataka
 (3) West Bengal  (4) Assam
 (5) Odisha
Q.20. Which state has launched a one-time power bill 

settlement scheme 2020?
 (1) Goa (2) Kerala (3) Punjab
 (4) Bihar (5) Jharkhand
Q.21. Recently which of the following becomes first 

country in world to approved coronavirus vaccine?
 (1) India (2) Japan (3) Russia
 (4) USA (5) Britain
Q.22. Recently in which State most affected from 

Cyclone Burevi?

 (1) Gujarat  (2) Kerala
 (3) West Bengal  (4) Tamil Nadu
 (5) Maharashtra
Q.23. Recently which State becomes ‘Self-Sufficient’ in 

Agriculture sector, State Government announces to 
develop of Local Products?

 (1) Goa  (2) Uttar Pradesh
 (3) Bihar  (4) Odisha
 (5) Jharkhand
Q.24. Recently which bank sign $50 million loan to boost 

West Bengal’s digital platforms for public finance 
reforms?

 (1) World Bank
 (2) Asian Development Bank
 (3) New Development Bank
 (4) European Bank
 (5) US Federal Bank
Q.25. Recently who chairs inaugural session of the India 

Sweden Healthcare Innovation Centre - Annual 
Conference?

 (1) Narendra Modi (2) Prakash Jabedkar
 (3) Dr.Harsh Vardhan (4) Raj Nath Singh
 (5) Satyendar Kumar Jain
Q.26. Recently who released “World Malaria Report 

2020”?
 (1) Medicines Sans Frontiers
 (2) United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
 (3) World Food Programme
 (4) Non-Governmental Organisations
 (5) World Health Organisation
Q.27. Recently which of the following organisation 

organised "India International Science Festival" 
-2020?

 (1) Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
 (2) Indian Council for Medical Research
 (3) Ministry of Home affairs
 (4) Economic and Social Council
 (5) United Nations Environment Programme
Q.28. Recently which of the following police station 

chosen as best performing Police Station in 
country?

Noted Hindi and Marathi actor Ravi Patwardhan has passed away at the age of 83.
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 (1) AWPS-Suramangalam (Salem, Tamil Nadu)
 (2) Kharsang (Changlang, Arunachal Pradesh)
 (3) Jhilmili (Surajpur, Chhattisgarh)
 (4) Sanguem (South Goa, Goa)
 (5) Nongpok Sekmai (Thoubal, Manipur)
Q.29. Recently from which of the following bank has 

asked to stop new digital business launches?
 (1) Yes Bank  
 (2) Axis Bank
 (3) Kotak Mahendra Bank
 (4) HDFC
 (5) None of the above
Q.30. Who has been appointed as the ambassador of the 

BAFTA Breakthrough initiative in India?
 (1) Anupam Kher  (2)  Sonu Nigam
 (3) AR Rahman   (4) Deepa Mehta
 (5) Bhanu Athaiya
Q.31. ___________NABARD sign MoU to work 

together to synergize the activities in the interest 
of agriculture and allied sectors for bringing better 
value to the stakeholders.

 (1) APEDA (2) EPFO (3) SBI
 (4) ADB (5) None of the above
Q.32. Recently who inaugurate 1st SCO Young Scientist 

Conclave?
 (1) Dr S.K Varshney (2) Dr. Harsh Vardhan
 (3) Dr. Sathish Reddy (4) Narendra Modi
 (5) Rajnath Singh
Q.33. Recently which of thr following place “HunarHaat” 

to be organised by Union Ministry of Minority 
Affairs?

 (1) Rampur (2) Lucknow (3) Varanasi
 (4) Bhopal (5) A and B both
Q.34. Who has benn launched the 'High Burden to High 

Impact' (HBHI) initiative?
 (1) WTO (2) WHO (3) IMF
 (4) ADB (5) ICMR
Q.35. Recently which ministry organised “Green 

Charcoal Hackathan”?
 (1) Ministry of Mine
 (2) Ministry of Power

 (3) Ministry of Environment forest and climate change

 (4) Ministry of Jalshakti

 (5) None of the above

Q.36. Recently which country become biggest exporter 
of Rice?

 (1) Pakistan (2) Russia (3) Japan

 (4) China (5) Bangladesh

Q.37. Recently which become India’s first 100 Octane 
patrol?

 (1) XP 125 (2) XP 100 (3) XP 87

 (4) XP 88 (5) XP 89

Q.38. Who is Chief Gest of Republic day 26 January 
2021?

 (1) Boris Jonson  (2) Joe Biden

 (3) Vladimir Putin (4) Jair Bolsonaro

 (5) Yoshihide Suga

Q.39. Boko Haram is the rebel group of which country?

 (1) Myanmar (2) China (3) Yaman

 (4) Nigeria (5) Syria

Q.40. How many categories of Infosys prize 2020?

 (1) 4 (2) 5  (3) 6

 (4) 7 (5) 8

Q.41. Recently who virtually inaugurates the 2nd Cancer 
Genome Atlas (TCGA) 2020 Conference?

 (1) Mr. Harsh Vardhan Shringla

 (2) Mr. Vijay Goel

 (3) Mr. Narendra Modi

 (4) Dr Harsh Vardhan

 (5) None of the above

Q.42. Recently between which of the following country 
"Passage Exercise" (PASSEX) held?

 (1) Russia- India  (2) India-China

 (3) Russia- China  (4) Japan-India

 (5) India-Oman

Q.43. Recently which summit has organised of "South 
Asian Forum" of Sustainable Development Goal 
(SDG)?

 (1) 1st  (2) 2nd  (3) 3rd 

 (4) 4th (5) 5th

Noted Hindi poet, journalist and Sahitya Akademi Award winner Manglesh Dabral passed 
away in Delhi at the age of 72.
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Q.44. Recently Bhashan char was in news is located 
which of the following place?

 (1) Russia (2) China (3) Japan
 (4) India (5) Bangladesh
Q.45. The National Pollution Control Day is marked 

every year on which day in India?
 (1) 29th November (2) 3st December
 (3) 2nd December (4) 28th November
 (5) 4th December
Q.46. Which state has launched the ‘Duare-Duare Sarkar’ 

campaign?
 (1) Punjab (2) Odisha (3) Gujarat
 (4) West Bengal (5) Uttar Pradesh
Q.47. The Indian Navy conducted the successful test 

firing of the anti-ship version of the BrahMos 
supersonic cruise missile from which place?

 (1) Gujarat
 (2) Uttarakhand
 (3) Odisha
 (4) Andaman and Nicobar Islands
 (5) Kerala
Q.48. Who has been appointed as the next Engineer-in-

Chief of the Indian Army?
 (1) R K Badhoria  (2) Harpal Singh
 (3) June Nagpal  (4) Dr Sathish Reddy
 (5) K sivan
Q.49. Indian FinTech unicorn Razorpay announced 

the launch of RazorpayX Corporate Cards, in 
collaboration with which of the following?

 (1) Maestro Card  (2) American Express
 (3) Visa  (4) MasterCard
 (5) None of the above
Q.50. Recently G.R Udhwani passed away related to 

which?
 (1) Judge  (2) Actor
 (3) Politician  (4) Social Worker
 (5) None of the above
Q.51. Commerce Ministry and ____________ decided to 

set up an AYUSH Export Promotion Council.
 (1) AYUSH Ministry
 (2) Ministry of Finance

 (3) Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas
 (4) Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
 (5) Ministry of Home
Q.52. Recently in which of the following country 14 

crore worth asset of Vijay Malla’s has been seized?
 (1) England (2) France (3) Japan
 (4) USA (5) Switzerland
Q.53. Recently Dineshwar Sharma passed away, he was 

the administrator of which union territory?
 (1) Puduchery  (2) Lakshwadweep 
 (3) Chandigarh  (4) Delhi
 (5) Andman and Nicobar
Q.54. Recently which country successfully powered up its 

"artificial sun" nuclear fusion reactor for the first time?
 (1) USA (2) Japan (3) France
 (4) England (5) China
Q.55. Recently “HL-2M Tokamak” was in, news what is 

this?
 (1) Submarine  (2) Fighter Jet
 (3) Missile  (4) Nuclear Reactor
 (5) None of the above
Q.56. Recently who appointed as Chief Coach of 

Athletics Federation of India?
 (1) Radhakrishanan Nair
 (2) Vijay Shram
 (3) PD Vaghela
 (4) Pravin Kumar Purwar
 (5) None of above
Q.57. Recently where did the Union Ministry of 

Environment, Forest and Climate Change approved 
the construction of the Song Dam Drinking Water 
Project worth Rs 1100 crore?

 (1) Delhi (2) Dehradun (3) Kolkata
 (4) Faridabad (5) Hydrabad
Q.58. According to the State of the Global Climate report, 

the year 2020 is set to be what type of year?
 (1) Hunger free year
 (2) Pollution under Control
 (3) Third Warmest Year
 (4) Year of Plastic Free
 (5) Second Warmest Year

NTPC signs MoU with Indian Institute of Forest Management, Bhopal for Narmada 
Landscape Restoration Project.
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Q.59. What is the theme of Indian Navy Day 2020?
 (1) Indian Navy - Silent, Strong and Swift
 (2) Indian Navy, Mission-deployed and Combat-

ready
 (3) Indian Navy - Ensuring Secure Seas for a 

Resurgent Nation
 (4) Indian Navy combat ready, credible and 

cohesive
 (5) None of the above
Q.60. Which country has hosted 7th IEF-IGU Ministerial 

Gas Forum 2020?
 (1) Japan (2) Thailand (3) Malaysia
 (4) Singapore (5) China
Q.61. Recently who won United Nations Investment 

Promotion Award 2020? 
 (1) Export India 
 (2) Investment India 
 (3) Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan 
 (4) World Food Programme 
 (5) The World Association of Investment Promotion 

Agencies 
Q.62. Recently organised India Mobile Congress (IMC) 

2020, what is the theme of this event? 
 (1) "Inclusive Innovation - Smart, Secure, 

Sustainable” 
 (2) "Investment Innovation - Smart, Secure, 

Sustainable” 
 (3) “Initiative Innovation - Smart, Secure, 

Sustainable” 
 (4) "Inclusive Innovation - Service, Secure, 

Sustainable” 
 (5) None of the above 
Q.63 What is the repo rate as kept by Reserve Bank of 

India? 
 (1) 6% (2) 3% (3) 4%
 (4) 2% (5) 3.5
Q.64. Recently Fintch Rating Agency revised its India’s 

GDP forecast how much? 
 (1) -5.5 (2) -6.6 (3) -8 
 (4) -9.4 (5) 0 
Q.65. Recentlt who has won "PEN HESSELL-TILTMAN 

PRIZE" 2020? 

 (1) Chetan Bhagat (2) Ram Chandra Guha

 (3) Salmaan Rashdi (4) Anita Anand 

 (5) Arundhati Roy 

Q.66. Recently who has been honored with Dadasaheb 
Phalke icon award 2020? 

 (1) Lata Mangheskar (2) Anangsha Biswas 

 (3) Salman Khan  (4) Ayushman Khurana

 (5) Amitabha Bachchan

Q.67. Recently ADB approved $190 million of sovereign 
and non-sovereign loans to which state government 
to upgrade power distribution? 

 (1) Kerala  (2) Karnataka 

 (3) Meghalaya  (4) Uttar Pradesh 

 (5) Bihar 

Q.68. Recently which Government has launched electric 
vehicles forum? 

 (1) Goa (2) Bihar (3) Punjab

 (4) Uttar Pradesh (5) Delhi 

Q.69. Recently what is the theme for Water, Sanitation 
and Hygiene (WASH) conclave 2020? 

 (1) Celebrating Success 

 (2) Water and Sanitation for Health 

 (3) Water Sanitation Health Education 

 (4) Hygiene Matters 

 (5) None of the above 

Q.70. Recently which bank has launched Kirishi 
Overdraft scheme? 

 (1) Axis Bank 

 (2) DBS 

 (3) Karnataka Vikas Grameen Bank 

 (4) HDFC Bank 

 (5) Yes Bank 

Q.71. Recently iGOT-Karmayogi platform was launched 
by which?

 (1) DRDO

 (2) CSIR

 (3) Ministry of petroleum and Natural Gas

 (4) Ministry of mines

 (5) Civil Servant

Poland's Robert Lewandowski has been voted FIFA's best footballer this year, breaking the 
dominance of Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo.
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Q.72. Recently DUET Scheme was in news, is related to 
which?

 (1) Urban Employment (2) Rural Employment
 (3) Industrial worker (4) Agriculture labour
 (5) None of the above
Q.73. Which organisation published report of “State of 

the education report” 2020?
 (1) IMF  (2) WTO
 (3) WORLD BANK (4) UNESCO
 (5) None of the above
Q.74. Recently according to SIPRI report which of the 

following country rank second in armed market?
 (1) USA (2) China  (3) France
 (4) Japan (5) England
Q.75. Recently released ICC test ranking who become 

topped?
 (1) Virat Khohali  (2) David Warner
 (3) Steve Smith  (4) Cheteshwar Pujara
 (5) None of the above
Q.76. Recently which of the following organisation 

released “quality of urban life index”?
 (1) IIT Madras (2) IIT Kolkata (3) CSIR
 (4) ICMR (5) IIT Bombay
Q.77. Recently Dennis Ralston passed away was related 

to which game?
 (1) Cricket (2) Footwall  (3) Tennis
 (4) Chess (5) None of the above
Q.78. Recently Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-

Sabah appointed the Prime Minister of which of 
the following country?

 (1) Iran  (2) Iraq (3) Kuwait
 (4) Jordon (5) Oman
Q.79. Recently how many states have completed the 

implementation process of One Nation One Ration 
Card System?

 (1) 10 (2) 15 (3) 6
 (4) 9 (5) 7
Q.80. Recently who has been appointed as a DDCA's 

new Cricket Advisory Committee?
 (1) Sachin Tendulkar (2) Rahul Dravid
 (3) Jaheer Khan  (4) Ravi Shastri
 (5) Atul Wassan

Q.81. Recently who released the book titled "Manavta 
ke Praneta: Maharishi Arvind", written by Union 
Education Minister Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’?

 (1) Narendra Modi
 (2) Ram Nath Kovind
 (3) Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’
 (4) Man Mohan Singh
 (5) Arvind Kumar
Q.82. Recently who to address International Bharati 

Festival, 2020? 
 (1) Ravi Shankar Prasad
 (2) Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’
 (3) Narendra Modi
 (4) Rajnath Singh
 (5) None of the above
Q.83. Recently Securities & Exchange Board of 

India (SEBI) to sign Bilateral Memorandum of 
Understanding between which countries?

 (1) India and Luxembourg
 (2) India and Japan
 (3) India and France
 (4) India and USA
 (5) England and India
Q.84. Recently Cabinet approves Provision of Submarine 

Optical Fibre Cable Connectivity between which 
of the following places?

 (1) Puducherry and Andaman and Nicobar
 (2) Mumbai and Lakshadweep Islands
 (3) Bhubaneswar and Andaman Islands 
 (4) Kochi and Lakshadweep Islands 
 (5) None of the above
Q.85. Recently PM-WANI scheme is related to which of 

the following area?
 (1) Internet connectivity
 (2) Road connectivity
 (3) Air connectivity
 (4) Water connectivity
 (5) Tunnel connectivity
Q.86. Recently how much amount GST compensation 

shortfall releases 6th instalment by Finance 
Ministry to State?

Prasar Bharati CEO Shashi Shekhar Vempati was elected as the vice president of Asia-
Pacific Broadcasting Union, one of the largest broadcasting associations in the world.
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 (1) 5000 crore (2) 4000 crore (3) 3000 crore
 (4) 2000 crore (5) 6000 crore
Q.87. Recently Faqir Chand Kohli who passed away was 

related to which profession?
 (1) Author  (2) Politician
 (3) Businessman  (4) Journalist
 (5) Actor
Q.88. Recently which financial institute approved $50 

million policy based loan to boost West Bengal's 
digital platform?

 (1) IMF
 (2) World Bank
 (3) ADB
 (4) International Finance Corporation
 (5) European Investment Bank
Q.89. Recently RBI has cancelled licence of which bank?
 (1) Karad Janata Sahakari Bank Ltd
 (2) Kotak Mahindra Bank
 (3) Yes Bank
 (4) Camera Bank
 (5) Bank of Maharashtra 
Q.90. Recently which state government has expanded 

“Swasthya Sathi" scheme?
 (1) Madhya Pradesh (2) Goa
 (3) Haryana  (4) West Bengal
 (5) Kerala
Q.91. Recently who were named Time magazine's 2020 

"Person of the Year"?
 (1) Joe Biden and Kamala Harris
 (2) Angela Merkel and Kamala Harris
 (3) Sundar Pichai and Narendra Modi
 (4) Xi Jinping and Donald Trump
 (5) Tsai Ing-wen and Kamala Harris
Q.92. Recently RBI imposes penalty of `10 lakh on 

which of the following bank?
 (1) Yes Bank  (2) Axis Bank
 (3) HDFC Bank  (4) IDBI Bank
 (5) Bank of Maharashtra
Q.93. Recently which of the following countries 5th 

bilateral meeting on Drug Control Cooperation 
held virtually?

 (1) India-Nepal  (2) India-Sri Lanka
 (3) India-Russia  (4) India-Japan
 (5) India- Myanmar
Q.94. PM SVANidhi is related to which?
 (1) Related to Insurance of Doctor
 (2) Related to formers
 (3) Related to fisherman
 (4) Related to street venders
 (5) None of above
Q.95. How many Court complexes across India have 

been connected so far by a high-speed Wide Area 
Network (WAN) under e-Courts Project?

 (1) 2927 (2) 3000 (3) 3500
 (4) 3750 (5) 2237
Q.96. Recently which Union Territory has become the 

first one to 100 percent organic?
 (1) Dadar and Nagar Haveli
 (2) Andaman & Nicobar Islands
 (3) Ladakh
 (4) Delhi
 (5) Lakshadweep
Q.97. Recently who addressed FICCI’s 93rd Annual 

General Meeting and Annual Convention?
 (1) Ram Nath Kovind (2) Narendra Modi
 (3) Ajay Tyagi  (4) Rajeev Kumar
 (5) Amitabha Kant
Q.98. Recently which state is preparing to set up 35000 

COVID vaccine centres?
 (1) Punjab (2) Delhi (3) Goa
 (4) Uttar Pradesh (5) Gujarat
Q.99. Recently which of the following bank has recently 

launched the Atmanirbhar Women Scheme?
 (1) Bank of Maharashtra
 (2) Bank of India
 (3) Bank of Baroda
 (4) Yes bank
 (5) Allahabad Bank 
Q.100. Recently which of the following bank has launched 

a tech-based loan management solution ‘LenS-The 
Lending Solution’?

Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed International Bharathi Festival 2020 through 
video conferencing and paid tributes to the Bharathiyar on his Jayanti.
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 (1) Kotak Mahendra bank
 (2) PNB
 (3) Axis Bank
 (4) ICICI Bank
 (5) HDFC Bank
Q.101. Recently who has been nomineted as TIME’s first 

ever "Kid of the Year" 2020 at the age of 15?
 (1) Gitanjali Rao  (2) Malala Yousafzai
 (3) Greta Thunberg (4) Suman Rao
 (5) None of the above
Q.102. International day of banks is observed on which 

day?
 (1) 10-Dec (2) 07-Dec (3) 06-Dec
 (4) 04-Dec (5) 05-Dec
Q.103. Recently the meeting of Counter Narcotics working 

group was held between which countries?
 (1) China-Bhutan  (2) India-Bangladesh
 (3) Iran-Iraq  (4) India-USA
 (5) None of above
Q.104. How many States avail benefits of the “Scheme 

for Special Assistance to States for Capital 
Expenditure”?

 (1) 28 (2) 27 (3) 26
 (4) 25 (5) 24
Q.105. The RTGS system of transaction will be made 

available round the clock, with effect from which 
day?

 (1) 10-Dec-20 (2) 15-Dec-20 (3) 14-Dec-20
 (4) 12-Dec-20 (5) 11-Dec-20
Q.106. Recently how has been addressed the 26th 

"National Annual Conference of Sahodaya School 
Complexes"?

 (1) Norendra Modi 
 (2) Amit shah
 (3) Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’
 (4) Ravi Shankar Prasad
 (5) None of the above
Q.107. Recently Veteran footballer Paolo Rossi passed 

away, he was belong to which country.
 (1) Hongkong (2) Germany (3) Brazil
 (4) Italy (5) France

Q.108. Recently how much India’s GDP Projected by 
ADB?

 (1) -8% (2) -9% (3) -10%
 (4) -11% (5) 1.00%
Q.109. How many GST registrations has been cancelled in 

October and November?
 (1) 1.50 lakh (2) 1.60 lakh (3) 1.63 lakh
 (4) 2.75 lakh (5) 3. 85 lakh
Q.110. Recently which country successfully test-fired a 

Tsirkon hypersonic cruise missile in the Arctic?
 (1) Israel (2) Russia (3) China
 (4) England (5) USA
Q.111. Recently which of the following institute has 

launched New Technology to Harvest Water from 
Air?

 (1) IIT- Bombay
 (2) IIT-Kanpur
 (3) IIT-Delhi
 (4) Indian Institute of Science
 (5) IIT-Guwahati
Q.112. Recently MoHFW has developed which mobile 

app for COVID-19 vaccination delivery?
 (1) Coronakavach (2) Mahakavach
 (3) AarogyaSetu  (4) Corona watch
 (5) Co-Win
Q.113. Recently Indian navy has finalized SMASH 2000 

Anti-Drone systems with which country?
 (1) Russia (2) Germany (3) Israel
 (4) France (5) USA
Q.114. Recently Central Government has initiated how 

many Khelo India small centers to boost sports in 
India?

 (1) 2000 (2) 1300 (3) 1600
 (4) 900 (5) 1000
Q.115. For AYUSH product which council has been set up 

by the government of India?
 (1) Corona Protction Council
 (2) Ayurvedic Export Promotion Council
 (3) AYUSH Export Promotion Council
 (4) Medical Council of India
 (5) Pharmacy Council of India

Prime Minister Narendra Modi delivered the keynote address at the IIT2020 global 
summit.
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Q.116. Recently the Cabinet has approved Universal 
Service Obligation Fund Scheme for providing 
Mobile Coverage in which state?

 (1) Punjab  (2) Arunachal Pradesh
 (3) Madhay Pradesh (4) Goa
 (5) West Bengal
Q.117. Which bank became designated bank for all 

financial transaction under NHM in West Bengal?
 (1) ICICI Bank (2) HDFC Bank (3) Axis Bank
 (4) PNB Bank (5) Yes Bank
Q.118. What is the theme of Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2021?
 (1) Dekho Apna Desh
 (2) Role of Indian Diaspora in building New India
 (3) Redefining engagement with the Indian diaspora
 (4) Contributing to Atmanirbhar Bharat
 (5) Apna Bharat, Apna Gaurav
Q.119. Which dance form will make its debut in the 

Olympics at the Paris games in 2024?
 (1) Tango (2) Kabuki (3) Pole Dance
 (4) Breakdancing (5) Belly Dance
Q.120. Who has won 2020 Goldman Environmental Prize 

ceremony in Asia continent?
 (1) Jennifer A. Doudna (2) Geetagopi nath
 (3) Paul Sein Twa (4) Ana Colovic Lesoska
 (5) Linda Garcia
Q.121. Recently Bhashan char was in news is located 

which of the following place?
 (1) Russia (2) China (3) Japan
 (4) India (5) Bangladesh
Q.122. Recently which of the following organisation 

initiative of ‘Food Hygiene Rating Scheme’?
 (1) FSSAI
 (2) Department of Consumer Affairs
 (3) Ministry of health and family welfare
 (4) SEBI
 (5) TRAI
Q.123. Recently which country army has awarded the 

Guard of Honor to the Chief of Army Staff, General 
MM Narwane?

 (1) Bangladesh (2) Bhutan (3) China
 (4) Saudi Arab (5) Nepal

Q.124. Which Bollywood star has been appointed as the 
brand ambassador of Dabur Chyawanprash by 
Dabur India Limited?

 (1) Akshay Kumar (2) Salman Khan
 (3) Shahrukh Khan (4) Sunny Deol
 (5) Amitabh Bachchan
Q.125. Recently which of the following organisation 

released ‘Vision 2035: Public Health Surveillance 
in India’?

 (1) Ministry of health and Family Welfare
 (2) NITI Aayog
 (3) Quality Council of India
 (4) SEBI
 (5) None of the above
Q.126. Who has been appointed as the brand ambassador 

of free fire mobile app?
 (1) Steev Smith  
 (2) Suresh Raina
 (3) Mahendra Singh Dhoni
 (4) Lionel Messi
 (5) Cristiano Ronaldo
Q.127. Who has been honored with Dadasaheb Phalke 

icon award 2020?
 (1) Akshay Kumar (2) Anangsha Biswas
 (3) Sonu Sood  (4) Ayushman Khurana
 (5) Anushika Sharma
Q.128. Recently which of the following Tiger Reserve 

received first international award TX2?
 (1) Pilibhit Tiger Reserve
 (2) Kamlang Tiger Reserve
 (3) Namdapha Tiger Reserve
 (4) Orang Tiger Reserve
 (5) Valmiki Tiger Reserve
Q.129. Recently which organisation has launched “Team 

Halo” initiative to counter the misinformation 
around Covid-19 vaccines?

 (1) Indian Council of Medical Research
 (2) World Health Organisation
 (3) World Trade Organisation
 (4) United Nation Organisation
 (5) International Monetary Fund

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated construction work of Agra Metro project in 
Agra, Uttar Pradesh through video conference.
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Q.130. Which organisation published report of “State of 
the education report” 2020?

 (1) IMF  (2) WTO

 (3) WORLD BANK (4) UNESCO

 (5) None of the above

Q.131. Recently how much amount crore Cabinet approves 
assistance of about for sugarcane farmers?

 (1) 4000 (2) 3500 (3) 5000

 (4) 2000 (5) 1500

Q.132. Recently which of the following place virtually 
inaugurating the 12th GRIHA (Green Rating for 
Integrated Habitat Assessment) Summit?

 (1) Hyderabad  (2) Kolkata (3) Lucknow

 (4) Delhi  (5) Bhopal

Q.133. Recently the Maharashtra government will observe 
the birth anniversary of social reformer Savitribai 
Phule on January 3 every year as______.

 (1) ''SavitriUtsav'' (2) ShivajiUtsav

 (3) JoytibaphuleUtsav (4) KrantiUtsav

 (5) None of the above

Q.134. Recently who was elected president of the 
International Boxing Association (AIBA) at a 
virtual congress?

 (1) Parful Patel  (2) Umar Kremlev

 (3) Holly Holm  (4) Orlando Cruz

 (5) None of the above

Q.135. Recently who have been appointed as executive 
directors of Reserve Bank?

 (1) R Subramanian (2) RS Ratho 

 (3) Rohit Jain  (4) All of the above

 (5) None of the above

Q.136. Recently how much amount Export-Import Bank 
of India (Exim Bank) has extended a line of 
credit (LOC) for various infrastructure projects in 
Uzbekistan?

 (1) $400-million  (2) $480-million

 (3) $448-million  (4) $444-million

 (5) $548-million

Q.137. Recently Morocco and Israel have agreed to 
normalize their relations in the mediation of which 
country?

 (1) Russia (2) China (3) America
 (4) Japan (5) France
Q.138. Recently Cabinet approves MoU between India 

and USA for exchange of information in areas of 
mutual interest in which sector?

 (1) Electricity sectors (2) Cement production 
 (3) Textile sector  (4) Atomic Energy Sector
 (5) None of the above
Q.139. Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has decided to set up 

an automated bank processing center in which city 
for the receipt, storage and sending of currency 
notes?

 (1) Jaipur (2) Delhi (3) Hyderabad 
 (4) Ranchi (5) Nasik
Q.140. Which bank has partnered with Haqdarshak to 

help Indian MSME to recover from COVID-19 
pandemic?

 (1) Axis Bank (2) SBI Bank (3) Yes Bank

 (4) DBS Bank (5) HDFC Bank

Q.141. Recently who has won ITF doubles titles in Dubai?

 (1) Umar Kremlev (2) Riya Bhatia

 (3) Slovakian Kaja (4) Ankita Raina

 (5) Sania Mirza

Q.142. State-run Coal India is aiming at substituting 
imported dry fuel of ________ with more domestic 
supplies in the current fiscal.

 (1) 50-85 million tonne (2) 60-75 million tonne

 (3) 80-85 million tonne (4) 90-85 million tonne

 (5) None of the above 

Q.143. How much worth settlement nearly disposed of in 
last National Lok Adalat of the year 2020?

 (1) 4028 crore rupees (2) 3528 crore rupees

 (3) 4528 crore rupees (4) 3228 crore rupees

 (5) None of the above

Q.144. Recently which of the following has launched 
"Khud kamao Ghar Chalao Yojana scheme"?

 (1) Salman Khan  (2) Sonu Sood

 (3) Aamir Khan  (4) Akshay Kumar

 (5) None of the above

Q.145. Recently “Bangabandhu-Bapu digital exhibition” 
was in news, related to which country?

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated six-lane widening project of the Varanasi - 
Prayagraj section of NH-19 in Varanasi.
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 (1) India- Bangladesh (2) India-Nepal
 (3) India-Bhutan  (4) India-Pakistan
 (5) None of the above
Q.146. Recently DRDO-developed nuclear-capable 

surface to surface Prithvi-2 missiles testfired at 
which place?

 (1) Kerala Coast  (2) Ladhak
 (3) Shri Harikot   (4) Pokharan Range
 (5) Odisha coast
Q.147. Recently which of the following bank launched 

“FX 4 U”?
 (1) Axis Bank  (2) Yes Bank
 (3) Canara Bank  (4) Allahabad Bank
 (5) None of the above
Q.148. Recently Ewire Softtech, under Kerala Startup 

Mission, has launched a prepaid card in association 
with which of the following bank?

 (1) Yes Bank (2) SBI (3) PNB
 (4) ICICI Bank (5) None of the above
Q.149. Recently who has been appointed MD of Kotak 

Mahindra Bank?
 (1) Dinesh Kumar Khara
 (2) Uday Kotak
 (3) Dipak Gupta
 (4) Dr Satithish Reddy 
 (5) None of the above
Q.150. Recently who has been awarded with bharati award 

2020?
 (1) Uday Kotak  (2) Prem Gopal
 (3) Jaganmohan Reddy (4) K. Sivan
 (5) Narendra Modi
Q.151. Recently which of the following application 

launched by "India Post Payments Bank" to digital 
payments services for their customers?

 (1) DigitalPay (2) eWallet (3) eDak
 (4) Yono (5) DakPay
Q.152. Recently which among the following country held 

1st TWG Meeting?
 (1) Australia, Japan, India
 (2) India, Russia, USA
 (3) India, Japan, USA

 (4) India, Iran, Uzbekistan

 (5) India, Bangladesh, Bhutan

Q.153. Recently which of the following country has 
launched new Angara-A5 rocket?

 (1) USA (2) France (3) India

 (4) England (5) Russia

Q.154. Recently lunched Indian Navy 2nd project 17A 
Frigate, what was the name of it?

 (1) Brahamgiri (2) Himgiri (3) Kalvari

 (4) Arighat (5) Arihant 

Q.155.  Who has recently launched “Operation Olive” to 
protect the endangered Olive Ridley turtles?

 (1) Wildlife Board of India

 (2) Indian Coast Guard

 (3) Odisha Coast Guard

 (4) Government of Odisha

 (5) International NGO

Q.156. Recently which of the following space agency has 
been launched communication satellite CMS-01?

 (1) Roscosmos (2) JAXA (3) NASA

 (4) CSA (5) ISRO

Q.157. Recently which country's former Test all-rounder 
Eric Freeman has died at the age of 76?

 (1) England  (2) Australia

 (3) Bangladesh  (4) New zealand

 (5) South Africa

Q.158. Recently who has been launched “India-Australia 
Economic Strategy Report”

 (1) Piyush Goyal  (2) Narendra Modi

 (3) Rajnath Nath Singh (4) Ravi Shankar Prasad

 (5) None of the above

Q.159. Who has been inaugurated the two-day Annual 
Summit of the Organisation of Pharmaceutical 
Producers of India, OPPI in New Delhi?

 (1) Narendra Singh Tomar

 (2) Ram Nath Kovind

 (3) Om Birla

 (4) Yogi Aditya Nath

 (5) D.V. Sadananda Gowda 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone of the New Parliament Building 
at Sansad Marg.
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Q.160. How much amount Defence Acquisition Council 
has been approved proposals worth to procure 
equipment from domestic industry?

 (1) Rs 40,000 crore (2) Rs 20,000 crore
 (3) Rs 47,000 crore (4) Rs 27,000 crore
 (5) Rs 37,000 crore

Q.161. Recently ISRO is developed which technology, for 
the missions of human spaceflight?

 (1) Superalloy  (2) Bioplastic

 (3) Dynamic Armor (4) BMT Ceramic

 (5) Green Propulsion

Q.162. Recently which government is procuring another 
1 lakh tri-color Khadi face masks for its school 
children?

 (1) Punjab  (2) Goa

 (3) Assam  (4) Arunachal Pradesh

 (5) Uttar Pradesh

Q.163. Recently which of the following Defence 
minister Rajnath Singh inaugurates the advanced 
Hypersonic Wind Tunnel test facility?

 (1) Chennai (2) Mumbai (3) Bangalore

 (4) Hyderabad (5) Shimla

Q.164. Recently which of the following places Tribal 
Affairs Minister Arjun Munda inaugurates Tribes 
India showrooms?

 (1) Kolkata and Gwalior

 (2) Delhi and Kolkata

 (3) Lucknow and Varanasi

 (4) Pune and Chennai

 (5) Guwahati and Ranchi

Q.165. Recently the 3rd meeting of "Joint Working Group" 
on Shipping was held between which countries?

 (1) India - USA  (2) India - France

 (3) India - Denmark (4) India - Japan

 (5) India - China

Q.166. Which country will host G7 Summit 2021?

 (1) China (2) India (3) France

 (4) UK (5) Japan

Q.167. Recently which of the following bank has launched 
its first metal credit card "PIONEER-Heritage" in 
partnership with MasterCard?

 (1) ICICI Bank (2) PNB Bank (3) SBI Bank

 (4) Axis Bank (5) IndusInd Bank

Q.168. Recently who has launched the website to highlight 
India's economic sectoral and state wise strengths?

 (1) Narendra Modi (2) Ravi Shankar Prasad

 (3) S Jaishankar  (4) Kristalina Georgieva

 (5) Gita Gopinath

Q.169. Recently which country has pledged to contribute 
USD1 million to the WADA Scientific Research 
Budget?

 (1) China (2) India (3) Japan

 (4) Russia (5) Nepal

Q.170. What is the theme of 12th GRIHA Summit 2020?

 (1) Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment 

 (2) Transforming Heritage

 (3) Fostering partnerships for Sustainable habitats

 (4) Rejuvenating Resilient Habitats

 (5) None of the above

Q.171. Recently which edition India-Japan SAMVAD 
Conference 2020 addressed by Prime Minister 
Modi?

 (1) 3rd edition (2) 4th edition (3) 5th edition

 (4) 6th edition (5) None of the above

Q.172. Recently which of the following bank launched the 
‘RuPay Select’?

 (1) Axis Bank

 (2) SBI

 (3) Central Bank of India

 (4) ICICI Bank

 (5) HDFC Bank

Q.173. Recently who inaugurated India International 
Science Festival, IISF 2020?

 (1) Narendra Modi (2) Amit Shah

 (3) S Jai Shankar  (4) Dharmendra Pradhan

 (5) None of the above

Q.174. Recently who conferred 'Legion of Merit' award?

 (1) Yoshihide Suga (2) Vladimir Putin

 (3) Erna Solberg  (4) Angela Merkel

 (5) Narendra Modi

Private sector Kotak Mahindra Bank (KMB) said the RBI has approved the re-appointment 
of Uday Kotak as managing director of the bank for a further period of three years.
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Q.175. Recently which ministry identifies new routes for 
RO-RO, RO-PAX & Ferry Services?

 (1) Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
 (2) Ministry of Jal Shakti
 (3) Ministry of Finance
 (4) Ministry of Home
 (5) None of the above
Q.176. Recently which of the following company 

collaborated with PayU to introduce Tokenised 
Payments Flow for Merchants?

 (1) MobiKwik  (2) PhonePe
 (3) Google Pay  (4) BHIM
 (5) Amazon Pay
Q.177. Recently which of the following State/UT launched 

eVIN?
 (1) Jammu and Kashmir
 (2) Kerala

 (3) Uttar Pradesh
 (4) Goa
 (5) Punjab
Q.178. Recently launched Human Freedom Index 2020 

India's ranked at which place?
 (1) 107th (2) 85th (3) 143th
 (4) 111th (5) 110 th
Q.179. Recently who won BBC Sports Personality of the 

Year 2020?
 (1) Boxer Tyson Fury (2) Lewis Hamilton
 (3) Ronnie O'Sullivan (4) Stuart Broad
 (5) Michael Schumacher
Q.180. According to “Status of Leopard in India 2018” 

report how many Leopard in India?
 (1) 15,852 (2) 12,852 (3) 14,852
 (4) 13,852 (5) 10,852

Promising Indian driver Jehan Daruvala created history when he became the first Indian to 
win a Formula 2 race during the Sakhir Grand Prix.
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REASONING
Q.1-3. The question given below contain two statements 

giving certain data. You have to decide whether 
the data given in the statements are sufficient for 
answering the question ?

Q.1. Town L is towards which direction of Town M ?
 I. Town M is towards west of town N.
 II. Town N is towards south of town L.
 (1) If statement I alone is sufficient but statement 

II alone is not sufficient.
 (2) If statement II alone is sufficient but statement 

I alone is not sufficient.
 (3) If each statement alone (either I or II) is 

sufficient.
 (4) If statement I and II together are not sufficient.
 (5) If both statement together are sufficient, but 

neither statement alone is sufficient.
Q.2. Are all the four friends A,B,C and D who are sitting 

around a circular table, facing to the opposite 
direction of the centre ?

 I. B sits second to the right of D. A sits to the 
immediate right of D.

 II. A sits to the immediate left of B who is left of 
C.

 (1) If statement I alone is sufficient but statement 
II alone is not sufficient.

 (2) If statement II alone is sufficient but statement 
I alone is not sufficient.

 (3) If each statement alone (either I or II) is 
sufficient.

 (4) If statement I and II together are not sufficient.
 (5) If both statement together are sufficient, but 

neither statement alone is sufficient.
Q.3. Among P, Q, R, S and T each having a different 

height who is the tallest?
 I. Q and R are shorter than only P and T.
 II. R is taller than S. P is not the tallest.
 (1) If statement I alone is sufficient but statement 

II alone is not sufficient.
 (2) If statement II alone is sufficient but statement 

I alone is not sufficient.
 (3) If each statement alone (either I or II) is 

sufficient.

 (4) If statement I and II together are not sufficient.
 (5) If both statement together are sufficient, but 

neither statement alone is sufficient.
Q.4-7. In the following questions, the symbols @, ©, $, 

% and # are used with the following meaning as 
illustrated below:

 'X © Y' means 'X is not greater than Y'.
 'X $ Y ' means 'X is neither smaller than nor equal 

to Y'.
 'X % Y' means' X is not smaller than Y'.
 'X@ Y' means 'X is neither greater than nor equal 

to Y'..
 'X # Y' means ' X is neither smaller than nor 

greater than Y'.
 Now in each of the following questions assuming 

the given statements to be true, find which of 
the two conclusions I and II given below them 
is/are definitely true and give your answer 
accordingly.

Q.4. Statements:
 C%M, O @ Q , Q©L, M$O
 Conclusions:
 I. O @ L  II. O%C
 (1) If only conclusion I is true.
 (2) If only conclusion II is true.
 (3) If either conclusion I or II is true.
 (4) If neither conclusion I nor II is true.
 (5) If both conclusions I and II are true.
Q.5. Statements:
 V#D, F @ X , D$F, B%X
 Conclusions:
 I. F @ B  II. V @ B
 (1) If only conclusion I is true.
 (2) If only conclusion II is true.
 (3) If either conclusion I or II is true.
 (4) If neither conclusion I nor II is true.
 (5) If both conclusions I and II are true.
Q.6. Statements:
 L$A, Q# A, X @ Q, Y© X
 Conclusions:

PSU major NHPC Ltd said the 2,000 MW Subansiri hydropower project, will be 
commissioned by March 2022.
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 I. X#A  II. Y#L
 (1) If only conclusion I is true.
 (2) If only conclusion II is true.
 (3) If either conclusion I or II is true.
 (4) If neither conclusion I nor II is true.
 (5) If both conclusions I and II are true.
Q.7. Statements:
 Y©X, Y%Q, M$Q, X @ L
 Conclusions:
 I. Y @ M  II. L @ Q
 (1) If only conclusion I is true.
 (2) If only conclusion II is true.
 (3) If either conclusion I or II is true.
 (4) If neither conclusion I nor II is true.
 (5) If both conclusions I and II are true.
Q.8-10. Study the following letter/number/symbol 

arrangement carefully and answer the question 
given below:

 M 5 % P U 2 A $ 4 3 Z E K 1 9 Q R I @ D 7 F 8 
8 W N 6 # V © J * Y

Q.8. How many such consonants are there in the 
above arrangement each of which is immediately 
followed by a symbol but not immediately 
preceded by a number?

 (1) None (2) One  (3) Two
 (4) Three (5) More than three
Q.9. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way 

based on their positions in the above arrangement 
and so form a group. Which is the one that does not 
belong to that group?

 (1) YJV (2) 6W8 (3) 7@R
 (4) 9KZ (5) 42%
Q.10. How many such symbols are there in the above 

arrangement each of which is immediately 
preceded by a letter and immediately followed by 
a number?

 (1) None (2) One  (3) Two
 (4) Three (5) More than three
Q.11-15. Study the following information carefully and 

answer the question given below:
 Eight students P, O, N, M, L, K, J and I are sitting 

around a Square table in such a way that four of 

them sit at four corners of the square while four 
sit in the middle of each of the four sides. Those 
who sit at the four corners faces outside while 
those who sit in the middle of the sides face 
the centre of the table. Each one of them likes 
different Subjects viz. Maths, Physics, Science, 
Chemistry, Economics, History, Hindi and 
English, but not necessarily in the same order. 
Only two people sit between N and J. K is an 
immediate neighbour of the one who likes History, 
but is not an immediate neighbour of J. The one 
who likes Chemistry sitting opposite to K and does 
not facing outside the centre. P sits third to right 
of the one who likes English. Only one person 
sit between the one who likes English and I. The 
one who likes Ecomonics and the one who likes 
Physics are immediate neighbours of each-other. 
The one who likes Ecomonics is second to the 
right of I. The one who likes Maths sits third to 
left of L. L is not an immediate neighbour of I and 
P. The one who likes Hindi sits third to right of O 
and is immediate left of L.

Q.11. Who is third to the right of the person who likes 
History?

 (1) I (2) L  (3) M
 (4) J (5) K
Q.12. How many persons are sitting between M and I?
 (1) None (2) One  (3) Two
 (4) Three (5) Five
Q.13. What is position of P with respect to the person 

who likes Hindi?
 (1) Second to the left (2) Third to the left
 (3) Third to the right (4) Second to the right
 (5) Fourth to the right
Q.14. Which of the following person likes Science?
 (1) I (2) M  (3) J
 (4) K (5) O
Q.15. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way 

and so from a group. Which one does not belongs 
to that group?

 (1) M – English  (2) L – Physics
 (3) K – Hindi  (4) J – Economics
 (5) O – Economics
Q.16-20. Study the following information carefully and 

answer the question given below:

Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh laid the foundation stone of six projects worth 
over Rs 117 crore in Sultanpur Lodhi and Dera Baba Nanak.
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 Seven persons A, B, C, D, E, F and G are working 
in an organization. They go to their office by 
car daily from Monday to Sunday. Each of 
them likes different colour of car i.e. Red, Blue, 
Pink, Yellow, Green, White and Black, but not 
necessarily in the same order. Each of them using 
different company car Tata, Suzuki, Honda, 
Hyundai, Datsun, Renault and Nissan. Each of 
them married to different person T, U, V, W, X, 
Y and Z, but not necessarily in the same order. 
The one who goes by car on Wednesday uses Black 
car whereas the one who goes by car on Saturday 
uses Yellow car. The one who uses Hyundai car is 
the husband of X and does not goes office on first 
and last day of the week. E is the wife of Z, uses 
Suzuki car and goes office on Friday. B does not 
use Tata car. Only one person goes office between 
the one who uses Hyundai car and A, who likes 
Red car and married to Y. G is spouse of T and goes 
office on Saturday. The number of day between the 
one who uses Tata and the one who uses Renault is 
the same as the number of day between the person 
likes Red car and Pink car. C likes Pink car and 
uses Honda car. The spouse of X uses White car. 
The one who likes Red car goes immediately after 
the one who uses Datsun car. The one who used 
Renault car likes Blue car. Wife of W goes office 
on Wednesday. D is spouse of V goes office before 
B but not immediately before B.

Q.16. One who uses blue car, use it on which day?
 (1) Tuesday  
 (2) Thursday
 (3) Either Tuesday or Thursday
 (4) Can't be determined
 (5) Monday
Q.17. Who among the following goes to his office by car 

on Tuesday?
 (1) The spouse of U
 (2) The wife of B
 (3) The husband of T
 (4) The husband of X
 (5) Either option 01 or 04
Q.18. Who among the following uses which car on 

Sunday?
 (1) A - Tata (2) B - Tata (3) D - Nissan
 (4) C - Honda (5) E - Renault

Q.19. Which of the following combinations is true?
 (1) A-Y-Monday-Blue
 (2) B-W-Sunday-Red
 (3) C-U-Friday-Pink
 (4) B-W-Wednesday-Black
 (5) G-Z-Saturday-Green
Q.20. One who uses Green colour car, use which 

company car?
 (1) Tata (2) Honda (3) Renault
 (4) Hyundai (5) Suzuki
Q.21-25. Study the following information carefully and 

answer the question given below:
 Ramesh, Rakesh, Raju, Rahim, Rahul, Rajni, 

Rajan and Rajesh are eight International players 
belongs to eight different country India, China, 
Russia, England, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, 
America and Mexico. Each of them plays a 
different game Polo, Carrom, Badminton, Chess, 
Football, Cricket, Boxing and Tennis. Each of 
these players has a different choice of food, viz. 
Burger, Egg Curry, Fish Curry, Biryani, Mattar 
Paneer, Shahi Paneer, Pasta and Pizza. All 
information are not necessarily in the same order. 
Neither Rahim nor Rajan belongs to New Zealand 
or America. The one who belongs to Mexico play 
Tennis. Ramesh belongs to England and likes 
Burger. The one who plays Football belongs to 
Russia. The one who likes Biryani belongs to 
India. Raju does not like Egg Curry or Biryani 
and does not belong to America. Rahul is a player 
of Carrom. Rahim plays Boxing and likes Shahi 
Paneer. The Chess player likes Fish Curry. Rakesh 
who does not like Pizza plays Tennis. Rajan likes 
pasta and is a Badminton player. The one who likes 
Egg Curry will participate in Cricket. Rajesh does 
not like Fish Curry. Rajni does not like Biryani 
and does not play Tennis. Rajesh neither belongs 
to India nor play Cricket.

Q.21. Who among the following likes Matter Paneer?
 (1) Rakesh  (2) Rahul
 (3) Rajni  (4) Either Rahul or Rajesh
 (5) Either Rakesh or Rahul
Q.22. Which of the following combinations of player-

game-food is definitely correct?
 (1) Rahul-Carrom-Biryani-China
 (2) Rajni-Tennis-Shahi Paneer-America

Ravindra Kumar Jain assumed charge as the managing director of Dedicated Freight 
Corridor Corporation of India Ltd. (DFCCIL).
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 (3) Rahul-Boxing-Shahi Paneer-India
 (4) Raju-Chess-Fish Curry-New Zealand
 (5) None of these
Q.23. The one who plays Badminton belongs to which 

country?
 (1) China (2) Sri Lanka (3) India
 (4) Russia (5) Either option 01 or 02
Q.24. Who among the following likes Biryani?
 (1) Rajni (2) Rakesh (3) Rajan
 (4) Rahul (5) None of these
Q.25. The one who likes Pizza is a player of-
 (1) Cricket (2) Football (3) Tennis
 (4) Chess (5) None of these
Q.26-30. Study the following information carefully and 

answer the question given below:
 Twelve people are sitting in two parallel rows 

containing six people each, in such a way that there 
is an equal distance between adjacent persons. In 
row-1 K, J, I, H, G and V are seated and all of them 
are facing south. In row-2 Z, Y, X, W, E and U are 
seated and all of them are facing north. Therefore, 
in the given seating arrangement each member 
seated in a row faces another member of the other 
row. Each of person belongs to Football, Cricket, 
Hockey, Polo, Golf, Badminton, Volleyball, 
Basketball, Chess, Tennis, Table Tennis and 
Handball, but not necessarily in the same order. 
The person who belongs to Football is an 
immediate right of the one who belongs to Hockey. 
K sits third to the right of G who is an immediate 
right the person sitting opposite to the person 
belong to Badminton. Z sits second to the right of 
E and is not an immediate neighbour of the one 
who belongs to Handball. Neither Z nor E faces G 
or K. Z does not sits at any of the extreme end. The 
one who belong to Basketball is fourth to the left 
of the one who belongs to Polo and sitting opposite 
to W. I does not faces Z or E and I does not sits at 
any of the extreme end. The one who belong to 
Golf sits between U and X. Neither U nor X faces 
G. W belongs to Chess. H does not sits at any of 
the extreme end and belong to Volleyball. Only 
one person sit between V and the one who belongs 
to Cricket. X is sitting opposite to the person who 
belongs to Table Tennis.

Q.26. How many persons are seated between Y and the 
one who belongs to Tennis?

 (1) One (2) Two (3) Three
 (4) Four (5) None
Q.27. U is related to Handball in the same way as I is 

related to Football. In the same pattern which of 
the following is related to X?

 (1) Basketball (2) Chess (3) Cricket
 (4) Golf (5) None of these
Q.28. Which of the following is true regarding V?
 (1) V faces Z
 (2) G is an immediate neighbour of V
 (3) X faces the one who is second to left of V
 (4) V sits at the extreme right ends of the line
 (5) I sits third to the left of V
Q.29. Who amongst the following sit at extreme ends of 

the rows?
 (1) W, U (2) V, H (3) J, H
 (4) Y, W (5) None of these
Q.30. Who amongst the following faces Z?
 (1) V (2) H  (3) J
 (4) I (5) G
Q.31-35. In the questions given below, certain symbols 

are used with the following meaning:
 'P@Q' means 'P is 10 m north of Q'.
 'P$Q' means 'P is 15 m south of Q'.
 'P%Q' means 'Q is 20 m east of P'.
 'P&Q' means 'Q is 5 m west of P'.
 'P#Q' means 'Q is 8 m north of P'.
 'P*Q' means 'Q is 20 m south of P'.
 'P!Q' means 'P is 15 m east of Q'.
 'P©Q' means 'P is 17 m west of Q'.
 If two symbols come together,
 P%# or #%Q means Q is 20+8 m north-east of P.
 Q$© or ©$P means P is 15+17 m south-west of Q. 

and same….
 Route I: O $ N & M # T % R #% S
 Route II: P © K @ W % V $ U ! N
 Route III: K * A & B # C # D $© E
Q.31. R is how far and in which direction with respect to V?
 (1) 20 m South  (2) 16 m East
 (3) 23 m North-east (4) 23 m North

Renowned Sanskrit scholar Vidyavachaspati Bannanje Govindacharya died at Ambalpady 
in Udupi. He was 85.
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 (5) 8 m North-west
Q.32. What is distance between T and A?
 (1) 35 m (2) 41 m (3) 33 m
 (4) 43 m (5) 37 m
Q.33. N is in which direction with respect to E?
 (1) North (2) South (3) South-west
 (4) North-east (5) North-west
Q.34. What is distance between P and A?
 (1) 26.24 m (2) 27.54 m (3) 25.00 m
 (4) 38.24 m (5) 28.12 m
Q.35. If a man start from S to go E taking minimum point 

following given path, then what is total distance 
travels by him?

 (1) 135 m (2) 144 m (3) 149 m
 (4) 124 m (5) 134 m
Q.36-40. In the question, statements are followed by 

conclusions numbered I, II and III .You have to 
take the given statements to be true (even if they 
seem to be at variance from the commonly known 
facts.) Read the conclusions and decide which 
logically follows / definitely does not follows 
according to the options given below:

Q.36. Statements:
 All Sachin are Virat.
 Only few Virat is Yuvraj.
 Few Yuvraj is Hardik.
 All Hardik are Rohit.
 Conclusion:
 (I)    Some Sachin are Yuvraj.
 (II)  Some Virat are not Hardik.
 (III) All Sachin being Rohit is a possibility.
 (1) Only I (2) Only III (3) II and III
 (4) I and II (5) None follows
Q.37. Statements:
 Only a few shops are Restaurant.
 All Restaurants are Hotel.
 Some Hotel is Road.
 No Roads are Pizza.
 Conclusion:
 (I)     All shops being Road is a possibility.

 (II)   No Restaurant is Road.
 (III) Some shop are not Hotel.
 (1) Only I (2) Only III (3) I and III
 (4) II and III (5) None follows
Q.38. Statements:
 No black is orange.
 All yellow is orange.
 Only few orange is green.
 All green is pink.
 Conclusion:
 (I)    Some orange are not pink.
 (II)  All green being yellow is a possibility.
 (III) Some green is black.
 (1) Only I (2) Only III (3) I and III
 (4) Only II (5) None follows
Q.39. Statements:
 Some cats are white.
 Some white are dog.
 All dogs are blue.
 No dog is monkey.
 Conclusion:
 (I)    Some cat are not dog.
 (II)   No cat is dog.
 (III) All blue being monkeys is a possibility.
 (1) None follows  (2) I and III
 (3) II and III  (4) Only II
 (5) All follow
Q.40. Statements:
 All pens are pencil.
 All pencils are eraser.
 Only a few erasers are color.
 All erasers are brush.
 Conclusion:
 (I)    All erasers are pen is a possibility.
 (II)   Some brush are not colour.
 (III) Some color are not erasers is a possibility.
 (1) I and III (2) I and II (3) II and III
 (4) Only III (5) All follow
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Q.41-45. Study the following information and answer 
the questions that follow:

 There are 6 people A, B, C, D, E and F. They 
require certain days to complete a piece of work. 
The graph below shows by what percent person B, 
C, D, E and F are more efficient than A. Answer 
the questions based on this data

Q.41. If C can do a work in 60 days then in how many 
days would B take to do the same piece of work?

 (1) 40 (2) 50  (3) 48
 (4) 53 (5) 44
Q.42. B starts the work and after working for 40 days 

he leaves. After this D takes over the work and 
finishes it in 60 days. How much time will E and F 
take together to complete the same work?

 (1) 44 (8/9) (2) 44 (4/9) (3) 38 (8/9)
 (4) 39 (4/9) (5) 40 (8/9)
Q.43. To do the same piece of work D and E together 

take 125/18 days more than the days taken by B 
and C together. In how many days A and F together 
can do the work?

 (1)  (2)  (3) 

 (4)  (5) 

Q.44. When B works at half of his overall efficiency 
he takes 22.5 days more than what C takes to 
complete the full work. If the same work is to be 
completed by D and F together with D having been 
worked for 22 days alone then how many days will 
D and F together take to complete the remaining 
work?

 (1) 10 (2) 11  (3) 13
 (4) 14 (5) 20

Q.45. Person Z who is 50% more efficient than E takes 
40 days less than B to complete the work. Identify 
the correct statement from the given:

 (i) Difference between time taken by C and time 
taken by Z to complete the work individually is 
less than 100.

 (ii) A and Z together can do the work in more than 
67 days.

 (iii) If Z works for 50 days and the remaining work 
is done by A alone for 105 days the work gets

 (1) Only (i)  (2) Only (ii) and (iii)
 (3) Both (i) and (ii) (4) Both (i) and (iii)
 (5) All (i), (ii) and (iii)
Q.46-48. Study the following graph carefully and 

answer the given question.
 The line graph represent the percent 

expenditure of five different persons in two 
different months.

  
Q.46. What is the monthly income of A in the month of 

November . If the difference between the saving of 
A in April and November is Rs.20000?

 Statement I: The difference between monthly 
savings of A in November and April is 20% of A’s 
monthly income in April.

 Statement II: Monthly savings of B in November 
is 40% of monthly savings of A in April

 (1) Statement I is sufficient to answer the question.
 (2) Statement II is sufficient to answer the question.
 (3) Either Statement I or statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
 (4) Neither Statement I nor statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
 (5) Both Statements I and II are necessary to 

answer the question.

Retail inflation for farm labour and rural workers eased to 6 per cent and 5.86 per cent, 
respectively, in November, mainly due to lower prices of food items.

NUMERICAL ABILITY
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Q.47. Find the difference between the monthly income 
of C in April and November.

 Statement I: The difference between the monthly 
savings of C in April and November is 12000.

 Statement II: The difference between the monthly 
expenditure of C in April and November is 10000 .

 (1) Statement I is sufficient to answer the question.
 (2) Statement II is sufficient to answer the question.
 (3) Either Statement I or statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
 (4) Neither Statement I nor statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
 (5) Both Statements I and II are necessary to 

answer the question.
Q.48. If D spends 30% of monthly saving in November 

in mutual funds, then find the amount spend by D 
in November in mutual funds.

 Statement I: D’s income in November is 30% 
more than the C’s income in April.

 Statement II: C’s monthly savings in April is 
Rs.4800 which is 40% of his monthly income.

 (1) Statement I is sufficient to answer the question.
 (2) Statement II is sufficient to answer the question.
 (3) Either Statement I or statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
 (4) Neither Statement I nor statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
 (5) Both Statements I and II are necessary to 

answer the question.
Q.49-52. Study the following information carefully and 

answer the given questions.
 The following bar graph shows the selling price 

of an article (In Rs.) and the profit % earned by 
selling the article.

  
Q.49. The cost price of article P is approximately what 

percentage more/less than the cost price of article 
U?

 (1) 23 % less (2) 14 % less (3) 14 % more
 (4) 8 % more (5) 23 % more
Q.50. Manoj sold an article S to Kamran who again sold 

it at 25 % profit. Find the difference between the 
profits earned by Manoj to that of Kamran?

 (1) Rs. 14 (2) Rs. 18 (3) Rs. 24
 (4) Rs. 30 (5) None of these
Q.51. Rajesh marked an article Q, which is Rs. 60 above 

the cost price. How much discount percentage 
should be given on marked price to earn the given 
profit?

 (1) 5 % (2) 8 %  (3) 12 %
 (4) 17.5 % (5) None of these
Q.52. Find the average cost price of the article P, Q, R 

and S together.
 (1) Rs. 250 (2) Rs. 350 (3) Rs. 300
 (4) Rs. 330 (5) None of these
Q.53-57. Study the following pie-charts to answer the 

following questions.
 Students from 7 different schools – A, B, C, D, E, F 

and G were selected to give a competitive exam out 
of which some students passed the exam as given.

 

 
Russia was banned from using its name, flag and anthem at the next two Olympics or at 

any world championships for the next two years.
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Q.53. What percentage of students passed the exam from 
school E out of a total number of students enrolled 
from the same school?

 (1) 68.5% (2) 60.5% (3) 73.5%
 (4) 65.5% (5) 75.5%
Q.54. Which schools has the highest percentage of 

students passed to students enrolled?
 (1) E (2) A  (3) C
 (4) F (5) G
Q.55. The number of students passed from schools A and 

D together is what percent less than the number of 
students enrolled from schools C and E together 
by how much percent?

 (1) 45% (2) 27% (3) 45%
 (4) 39% (5) 33%
Q.56. What is the percentage of students passed to the 

students enrolled for schools B and C together?
 (1) 69% (2) 78% (3) 75%
 (4) 62% (5) None of these
Q.57. What is the average of difference between the 

number of students enrolled from schools D and G 
together and the number of students passed from 
schools E and F together?

 (1) 175 (2) 186  (3) 172
 (4) 181 (5) None of these
Q.58. Find the correct relationship between the given 

quantities:
 Quantity I: The difference between the rate of CI 

and rate of depreciation if a person Aakash has a 
sum of INR 2500 which after 3 years at compound 
interest @20% p.a. becomes a certain amount that 
is equal to the amount that is the result of 3-year 
compounded depreciation from INR 8437.5.

 Quantity II: 5%.
 (1) Quantity II > Quantity I
 (2) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II
 (3) Quantity I > Quantity II
 (4) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II
 (5) Quantity I = Quantity II or relationship cannot 

be established
Q.59. Find the correct relationship between the given 

quantities:
 Quantity I: The present average weight of 15 

students of a class, if earlier, the average weight 
of 14 students, each weighing 1.5 kg more then 
the present weight, was 56kg and now a new boy 
weighing 50 kg was added as the 15th student.

 Quantity II: The number of ways 3 people from 3 
men and 3 women can be selected and arranged on 
3 chairs such that atmost one of them is a woman.

 (1) Quantity II > Quantity I
 (2) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II
 (3) Quantity I > Quantity II
 (4) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II
 (5) Quantity I = Quantity II or relationship cannot 

be established
Q.60. In a circle with centre O, PT and PS are tangents 

drawn to it from point P. If PT = 24 cm and OT 
= 10 cm

 Quantity I: The length of PO.
 Quantity II: Double the length of the hypotenuse 

of a right angled triangle the other two sides of 
which are 8 cm and 15 cm respectively.

 (1) Quantity II > Quantity I
 (2) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II
 (3) Quantity I > Quantity II
 (4) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II
 (5) Quantity I = Quantity II or relationship cannot 

be established
Q.61. A metal gate of dimension 5 m × 1.5 m (width× 

height) has some ‘n’ number of division each of 
equal dimension of 5 cm × 2 cm (width× height). 
One division is selected from this ‘n’ division.

 Quantity I: Probability that the selected division 
is in the topmost row

 Quantity II: Probability that the selected division 
in the leftmost column

 (1) Quantity I > Quantity II
 (2) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II
 (3) Quantity II > Quantity I
 (4) Quantity II ≥ Quantity I
 (5) Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation cannot be 

established
Q.62. The dimensions of a certain machine are 48" X 

30" X 52". If the size of the machine is increased 
proportionately until the sum of its dimensions 
equals 156".
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 Quantity I: What will be the increase in the 
shortest side?

 Quantity II: If sum of its dimensions is decreased 
by 8” from 156”, then what will be the increase in 
the longest side?

 (1) Quantity II> Quantity I
 (2) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II
 (3) Quantity I> Quantity II
 (4) Quantity II ≤ Quantity I
 (5) Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation cannot be 

established
Q.63-67. The total population of seven cities together is 

180 lakh. Given pie-chart shows the percentage 
distribution of this population and the table 
shows the percentage population below poverty 
line in these cities.

  

A 48%
B 45%
C 35%
D 40%
E 55%
F 45%
G 50%

Q.63. What is the population of City C which is above 
poverty line (in lakhs)?

 (1) 9.12 (2) 9.48  (3) 9.36
 (4) 9.84 (5) 10.12
Q.64. What is the difference between the population of 

City E which is below poverty line and that which 
is above poverty line (in lakhs)?

 (1) 3.72 (2) 3.96  (3) 3.24
 (4) 2.48 (5) 3.72
Q.65. What is the ratio of the population of City A which 

is above poverty line to the population of City D 
which is below poverty line?

 (1) 1:1 (2) 2:3  (3) 3:4
 (4) 5:4 (5) 5:3
Q.66. The population of City G which is above poverty 

line is approximately what per cent of the 
population of City A which is below poverty line?

 (1) 87% (2) 90% (3) 94%
 (4) 96% (5) 97%
Q.67. The population of City B which is below poverty line 

is approximately what per cent more/less than the 
population of City D which is below poverty line?

 (1) 51% (2) 57% (3) 64%
 (4) 73% (5) 78%
Q.68-71. Find the wrong term in the following number 

series-
Q.68. 21    31    48    57    73
 (1) 48 (2) 73  (3) 57
 (4) 21 (5) 31
Q.69. 3.5     12.5     28.5     89.5     317.75     1276
 (1) 208.5 (2) 12.5  (3) 317.75
 (4) 3.5 (5) 1276
Q.70. 2015     2023     2007     2071     1815
 (1) 1815 (2) 2007 (3) 2015
 (4) 2023 (5) 2071
Q.71. 20     35     63     117     210     350
 (1) 63 (2) 20  (3) 35
 (4) 350 (5) 210
Q.72. A person invested P on compound interest at the 

rate of 10% for 2 years, and invested (P+200) at the 
rate of 14% simple interest for 4 years. The total 
interest obtained is 6965. Find the total amount (in 
rupees) invested by the person.

 (1) 8900 (2) 18000 (3) 17500
 (4) 17800 (5) 15800
Q.73. 35 Kg of Sandalwood A which costs 614 per 

kg was mixed with a certain amount of another 
type of Sandalwood B, which costs 695 per kg. 
Then the mixture was sold at 767 per kg and 

Seeking to boost the capability of the lower judiciary to hear cases online, funds have been 
released to set up 'video conference cabins' in 2,506 court complexes across India.
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18% profit was earned. What was the quantity 
of type B Sandalwood which was mixed in the 
mixture?

 (1) 38 kg (2) 28 kg (3) 25 kg
 (4) 41 kg (5) None of these
Q.74. A container contains a mixture of water and milk 

in the ratio of 7 :5. When 9 litres of mixture is 
drawn out and the remaining part of the container 
is filled with 9 litres milk, the ratio of water to milk 
becomes 7 : 9. How many litres of water does the 
container have initially? (in litres)

 (1) 16 (2) 24  (3) 21
 (4) 18 (5) 25
Q.75. A bus starting from stop A is carrying a certain 

number of passengers. At the next stop B, 
1/3rd of the passengers alight and 18 new 
passengers get in. at the next stop C, 3/4th of 
the remaining passengers alight and 12 new 
passengers get in after which there are 25 
passengers in the bus.

 How many passengers were there in the bus when 
left the stop A?

 (1) 52 (2) 51  (3) 53
 (4) 54 (5) None of these
Q.76. Basant covered a distance of 48 km, two hours 

faster than he had planned to. This he achieved by 
travelling 1 km more every hour than he intended 
to cover in every 1 hour 15 minutes. What the 
speed at which Basant is travelling ?

 (1) 8 km/hr. (2) 12 km/hr. (3) 9 km/hr.
 (4) 10.5 km/hr. (5) 7.5 km/hr.
Q.77. If two dice are rolled simultaneously find the 

probability of getting their sum a multiple of 3 or 
4.

 (1) 5/9 (2) 4/9  (3) 5/18
 (4) 7/36 (5) None of these
Q.78. The average age of a family consisting 15 person 

is 42 years .when two person aged 36 years and X 
years is replaced by 2 new person of average age 
21 years of another family then average increases 
by 1 year .find the value of X .

 (1) 13 (2) 11  (3) 7
 (4) 9 (5) None of these
Q.79. A solid metallic cube is melted to form five solid 

cubes whose volumes are in the ratio 1: 1 : 8: 27: 
27. What is the respective ratio of the total surface 
area of given five cubes to the surface area of the 
formed cube?

 (1) 3 : 4 (2) 4 : 3 (3) 3 : 2
 (4) 2 : 3 (5) None of these
Q.80. A man purchased 35 kg. of rice at the rate of Rs. 

9.50 per kg and 30 kg. of wheat at the rate of Rs. 
10.50 per kg. He mixed the two approximately 
at what price per kg should he sell the mixture to 
make 35% profit in the transaction?

 (1) 12.75 (2) 13.25 (3) 13.5
 (4) 13.75 (5) None of these

GENERAL AWARENESS
Q.81. Marawah Island sometimes seen in the news is 

located in?
 (1) Bay of Bengal (2) Arabian Sea
 (3) Persian Gulf  (4) South China Sea
 (5) Panama Bay
Q.82. Serengeti National Park, recently in news, is 

located in-
 (1) Botswana  (2) Tanzania
 (3) South Africa  (4) Kenya
 (5) Iraq
Q.83. New Arrangement to Borrow (NAB), a funding 

mechanism, recently seen in news is related to 
which bank-

 (1) World Bank

 (2) Asian Development Bank
 (3) Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
 (4) International Monetary Fund
 (5) New Development Bank
Q.84. 'Arakunomics economic model' recently in the 

news ensures profit in which of the following?
 (1) Agriculture  (2) Stock Broking
 (3) Automobile trade (4) Cryptocurrencies
 (5) Mining
Q.85. Who became the new president of SIAM?
 (1) Kenichi Ayukawa (2) Robert Zoi
 (3) Manju Acharya (4) Rajiv Lal
 (5) Sunil Mehta

ShareChat, a social media platform in Indic languages, has appointed Ajit Varghese as its 
Chief Commercial Officer.
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Q.86. Currently, who is the Chairman of SEBI?
 (1) Ajay Tyagi  (2) Ashok Chawla
 (3) SK Sharma  (4) RK Kanoria
 (5) UK Sinha
Q.87. What is the capital of Bhutan?
 (1) Kathmandu  (2) Brussels
 (3) Thimphu  (4) Addis Ababa
 (5) Vienna
Q.88. Many times the word “CAGR” comes in news. 

What does this word stand for?
 (1) Current avoided growth rate
 (2) Compound average growth rate
 (3) Compound annual growth rate
 (4) Compound accelerated growth rate
 (5) Compound average general rate
Q.89. Interest Rate Risk is which type of risk:
 (1) Static risk  (2) Liability Pure Risk
 (3) Dynamic risk  (4) Diversifiable risk
 (5) Market Risk
Q.90. Bharatiya Reserve Bank Note Mudran Private 

Limited (BRBNMPL) was established by Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) as its wholly owned subsidiary 
on 3rd February 1995. BRBNMPL manages 2 
Presses one at Mysore and the other in ____.

 (1) Bengaluru (2) Madurai (3) Salboni
 (4) Kochi (5) Durgapur
Q.91. Which Small finance bank has rolled out a 

Unified Payments Interface(UPI) QR based loan 
instalment payment facility along with NPCI for 
its customers?

 (1) Suryoday (2) Jana (3) Ujjivan
 (4) Equitas (5) Utkarsh
Q.92. In which state has the Prime Minister dedicated 

three major petroleum sector projects to the 
nation?

 (1) Bihar  (2) Gujarat
 (3) Tamil Nadu  (4) Maharashtra
 (5) Jharkhand
Q.93. Who has recently written the book "The Commonwealth 

of cricket"?
 (1) Sachin Tendulkar (2) Kapil Dev

 (3) Sanjeev Nair  (4) Ramachandra Guha

 (5) Kishore Verma

Q.94. Which month is celebrated each year as "Nutrition 
Month"?

 (1) July (2) August (3) September

 (4) October (5) November

Q.95. Which bank has won the 'Brandon Human Capital 
Management Excellence Award 2020'?

 (1) SBI (2) PNB (3) ICICI

 (4) HDFC (5) AXIS

Q.96. Who has been selected for the national award for 
teachers?

 (1) David Attenborough (2) Gopi Swaminathanc

 (3) Sudha Painuli (4) Shashi Ray

 (5) Sudha Rao

Q.97. Who became the CEO of NPCI international 
payment limited?

 (1) Ritesh Shukla (2) Raunak Jha

 (3) Awadh Dev  (4) Pradeep Chibbar

 (5) Lata Jadeja

Q.98. Which company will acquire Bharti AXA general 
insurance?

 (1) PNB Metlife 

 (2) SBI General Insurance

 (3) ICICI Lombard

 (4) HDFC Finance

 (5) Kotak Mahindra

Q.99. Chutak hydro-electric project in Kargil is on which 
river?

 (1) Suru (2) Ravi (3) Jhelum

 (4) Kaveri (5) Kunar

Q.100. Which anniversary of Quit india Movement was 
celebrated?

 (1) 75th (2) 76th (3) 77th

 (4) 78th (5) 80th

Q.101. Which country launched underground ballistic 
missiles during 'Great Prophet 14' military 
exercise?

 (1) Israel (2) Iraq  (3) Kuwait

 (4) UAE (5) Iran

Softening prices of food items like cereals, fruits and milk pulled down retail inflation to 
6.93 per cent in November.
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Q.102. In which country has the Gandhi-King Exchange 
Act been passed?

 (1) USA (2) UK  (3) France

 (4) Germany (5) Russia

Q.103. Currently who is the vice chairman of NITI 
Aayog?

 (1) Rajiv Kumar  (2) Vinod Paul

 (3) Arvind Panagaria (4) Sanjeev Kumar

 (5) Sudeep Verma

Q.104. What is the constituency of Union Agriculture 
Minister Narendra Singh Tomar?

 (1) Hajipur, Bihar

 (2) Patna Sahib, Bihar

 (3) Purvi Champaran, Bihar

 (4) Vaishali, Bihar

 (5) Morena, Madhya Pradesh

Q.105. Indian Institute of Rice Research is headquartered 
in _________.

 (1) Hyderabad (2) Kolkata (3) Chennai

 (4) Kochi (5) Lucknow

Q.106. From which country is India buying a deadlock 
missile called 'Hammer'?

 (1) Germany (2) France (3) Russia

 (4) USA (5) Japan

Q.107. By which year 60% of its installed power generation 
capacity in India will be from renewable energy?

 (1) 2025 (2) 2035 (3) 2045

 (4) 2030 (5) 2040

Q.108. Who has been appointed as the Vice President of 
International Olympic Committee?

 (1) Rajesh Bhushan (2) David Carl

 (3) Anuja Singh  (4) Navin Tahilani

 (5) Anita DeFrantz

Q.109. Which bank has launched 'Insta Click' savings 
account?

 (1) Bank of Maharashtra

 (2) Bank of Baroda

 (3) Punjab National Bank

 (4) Canara Bank
 (5) Union Bank of India

Q.110. How many dollars has Google announced to invest 
in India?

 (1) 10 billion USD (2) 20 billion USD
 (3) 30 billion USD (4) 15 billion USD
 (5) 18 billion USD
Q.111. Who has been given a one-year extension as the 

Deputy Governor of RBI?
 (1) N.S. Vishwanathan (2) B.P. Kanungo
 (3) Mahesh Kumar Jain (4) M.D. Patra
 (5) None of these
Q.112. Arjun Dev has passed away recently. He was 

the_____.
 (1) Politician (2) Historian (3) Athlete
 (4) Scientist (5) Cricketer
Q.113. When was International Day for South-South 

Cooperation celebrated?
 (1) 8 SEP (2) 10 SEP (3) 12 SEP
 (4) 14 SEP (5) 16 SEP
Q.114. CRISIL projects India's GDP for FY21 at what 

percent?
 (1) -5% (2) -6.50% (3) -9%
 (4) -6% (5) -8%
Q.115. Which bank has launched new loan scheme 

'SAFAL' for organic cotton growers?
 (1) SBI (2) PNB (3) BOB
 (4) BOI (5) Canara Bank
Q.116. Ian Bell has announced his retirement from 

professional cricket. He belongs to which country?
 (1) Australia (2) New Zealand (3) England
 (4) Zimbabwe (5) South Africa
Q.117. ‘GDR’ is a bank certificate issued in more than 

one country for shares in a foreign company. What 
does 'R' stands for in ‘GDR’?

 (1) Ratio (2) Receipt (3) Revenue
 (4) Risk (5) Reserve
Q.118. Under existing Pradhan Mantri Kisan Yojana, the 

Government of India provided how much money 
to the farmers during lockdown?

 (1) Rs. 500 (2) Rs. 1500 (3) Rs. 2500
 (4) Rs. 2000 (5) Rs. 1000
Q.119. ‘PLAN BEE’, an initiative of Indian Railways 

concerns-
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 (1) Reducing traffic on passenger trains
 (2) Safety of wild elephants
 (3) Hiking tariff on congested routes to improve 

turnaround times
 (4) Preserving trees on newly constructed or to be 

constructed railway tracks
 (5) Reducing train accidents

Q.121-130. In the following passage there are 
blanks each of which has been numbered. 
These numbers are given below the passage 
and against each five words have been 
suggested, one of which fits the blanks 
appropriately. Find out the appropriate 
word in each case.

 With Nagpanchami around the corner, forest 
department officials along with city-based NGOs 
have undertaken a drive to curb the (A) of capturing 
and torturing snakes. Every year, hundreds of 
snakes are captured on eve of the festival, which 
this year (B) on August 1.

 Live snakes, usually spectacled cobras, are caught 
and defanged. Their mouths are stitched up in 
order to make them starve for weeks, preceding 
Nagpanchami. When (C), snakes drink whatever 
is (D) to them because they need to rehydrate as it 
goes without food for weeks.

 (E) by the rituals, snakes are always fed milk, 
which is often dangerous if not lethal, say 
people, who have been actively involved with 
rescue and conservation of snakes for over 
eight years.

 This year, groups like People for Animals, Friends 
of Snakes Society and Blue Cross of Hyderabad, 
are trying to make all efforts to save snakes, which 
are brought in to the city for this (F) from various 
forests across the state.

 Last year as many as 20 snakes, including seven 
pythons were rescued from snake charmers by these 
organizations. People should stick to worshipping 
(G) or replicas of snakes on Nagpanchami as no 
scripture makes it binding on us to worship (H) 
snakes.

 Venomous snakes, including the Indian Cobra, 
are protected under the Indian Wildlife Protection 
Act (1972) and catching snakes or causing injury 
to them is a legal (I) punishable under the Act.

Q.120. The Union Cabinet approved the MoU with which 
country, for cooperation in the field of quality textiles?

 (1) United States of America
 (2) Japan
 (3) Australia
 (4) Brazil
 (5) Germany

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Officials from the forest department and other 
activists are now trying to create greater sensitivity 
about snakes and awareness about the wrong 
practices. Officials said they would welcome 
citizens to contact them and share information on 
snake charmers or any case of (J) towards these 
reptiles.

Q.121. Choose the correct option for (A)
 (1) customary (2) ease  (3) menace
 (4) vivacity (5) attending
Q.122. Choose the correct option for (B)
 (1) serves (2) falls  (3) calls
 (4) known (5) meant
Q.123. Choose the correct option for (C)
 (1) starved (2) provoke (3) suspended
 (4) educated (5) suspect
Q.124. Choose the correct option for (D)
 (1) actualized (2) demanded (3) harmed
 (4) traced (5) offered
Q.125. Choose the correct option for (E)
 (1) reading (2) consuming (3) going
 (4) influencing (5) following
Q.126. Choose the correct option for (F)
 (1) convenience (2) timeliness (3) possibility
 (4) occasion (5) occurrence
Q.127. Choose the correct option for (G)
 (1) desire (2) idols (3) footmarks
 (4) epics (5) shadows
Q.128. Choose the correct option for (H)
 (1) trained (2) venom (3) wildly
 (4) swift (5) live
Q.129. Choose the correct option for (I)

Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju said that the government will start 1000 Khelo India centres in 
the country to provide employment to retired sportspersons.
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 (1) facility (2) offence (3) proceeds
 (4) temper (5) dimension
Q.130. Choose the correct option for (J)
 (1) alacrity (2) sham (3) brutality
 (4) locality (5) humanity
Q.131-135. In each of the following questions, which of 

the Phrases (1), (2), (3) and (4) given below the 
sentence should replace the phrase given in bold 
in the sentence to make it grammatically correct. 
If the sentence is correct as it is given and no 
correction is required, mark (5) as the answer.

Q.131. Excess to education continues to remain difficult 
for the children of wastepickers whose relentless 
efforts and petitions have fallen on deaf ears.

 (1) excess of educate continuing
 (2) access of educates remained
 (3) access to education continues
 (4) excessive to educated remaining
 (5) No correction required
Q.132. Road accidents in the old city are one of the 

reasons for communal riots that often end on in 
injuries and property damage.

 (1) end up in injuries (2) ended in injurious
 (3) ends up of injury (4) ended in at injurious
 (5) No correction required
Q.133. Elaborate security arrangements were made on the 

occasion to avert any untoward incident during 
the celebration.

 (1) averted any untoward incident
 (2) averts many untoward incident
 (3) avert any untoward incidentally
 (4) averted many untoward incidental
 (5) No correction required
Q.134. The sanitary workers, instead of picking up and 

properly disposing of the garbage, often set it on 
fire.

 (1) sets their on fire (2) set on fire them
 (3) sets their fire at (4) set them on fire
 (5) No correction required
Q.135. With the strengthening of monsoon, the incidents 

of collapse of houses under construction seemed 
to being on the rise.

 (1) seemed to been on the rose
 (2) seem to be on the rise
 (3) seem to being on the rising
 (4) seems to been on a risen
 (5) No correction required
Q.136-140. Rearrange the following sentences (A), (B), 

(C), (D), (E), (F) and (G) in the proper sequence 
to form a meaningful paragraph, then answer 
the questions given below them.

 (A) CSAT is meant to test logical reasoning, 
problem solving skills, analytical abilities, basic 
numeracy and English skills of 10th class levels.

 (B) They hit at the heart of rote learning.
 (C) These are tested in almost every serious 

examination in the world,
 (D) India is rapidly globalizing and its various 

institutions are evolving; as such, it needs its finest 
minds in the civil services.

 (E) And are essential to assess one’s scholastic 
skills and are absolutely critical for civil services.

 (F) Any examination should have only one criteria, 
namely to pick the best.

 (G) If someone cannot solve 10th class Maths and 
reasoning, they certainly should not find a place in 
India’s civil services at all.

Q.136. Which of the following would be the SECOND 
sentence after rearrangement?

 (1) C (2) F  (3) A
 (4) D (5) G
Q.137. Which of the following would be the LAST 

sentence after rearrangement?
 (1) E (2) A  (3) F
 (4) C (5) B
Q.138. Which of the following would be the FOURTH 

sentence after rearrangement?
 (1) B (2) E  (3) G
 (4) D (5) A
Q.139. Which of the following would be the FIRST 

sentence after rearrangement?
 (1) C (2) B  (3) F
 (4) E (5) D
Q.140. Which of the following would be the FIFTH 

sentence after rearrangement?

State-owned PowerGrid has entered into a pact with the Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate 
Institute of Medical Sciences (SGPGIMS) for setting up tele-ICUs in Uttar Pradesh.
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 (1) A (2) D  (3) G
 (4) C (5) B
Q.141-145. In each of the following questions, read 

the sentence to find out whether there is any 
grammatical error or Idiomatic error in it. The 
error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. 
The number of that part is the answer. If there 
is ‘No error’ the answer is (5).

Q.141. The priest request (1)/all the wealthy men to (2)/
donate at least some money (3)/ for building a new 
temple.(4)/ No error (5)

 (1) 1 (2) 2  (3) 3
 (4) 4 (5) 5
Q.142. He have started (1)/ making a note of Ghis 

appointments (2)/ as of (3)/ he tends to forget 
them. (4)/ No error. (5)

 (1) 1 (2) 2  (3) 3
 (4) 4 (5) 5
Q.143. Ajay was adherent (1)/on finishing the (2)/work 

before leaving (3)/ by the day. (4)/ No error (5)
 (1) 1 (2) 2  (3) 3
 (4) 4 (5) 5
Q.144. His teacher was pleasantly (1)/ surprised when he 

learned of (2)/ that despite the all problem (3)/ he 
participated.(4)/ No error (5)

 (1) 1 (2) 2  (3) 3
 (4) 4 (5) 5
Q.145. His brother is (1)/ not only a good (2)/ guitarist but 

also (3)/ a good singer (4)/ No error (5)
 (1) 1 (2) 2  (3) 3
 (4) 4 (5) 5
Q.146-150. In each of the following sentences, there 

are two blanks, each blank indicating that 
something has been omitted. Choose the set 
of words for each blank which best fits the 
meaning of the sentence as a whole.

Q.146. They_______ invited all the members of the 
association ____________ the inauguration.

 (1) have, for (2) has, at (3) can, in
 (4) had, by (5) want, by
Q.147. They _________their best, but were_______ to 

retrieve any data from that computer.
 (1) gave, sorry  (2) showed, able

 (3) thought, happy (4) sent, unsuccessful
 (5) tried, unable
Q.148. The _________of rural schools is poor as 

________ to their urban counterparts.
 (1) functions, like (2) progress, unlike
 (3) condition, compared (4) state, matched
 (5) situations, contrast
Q.149. She would prefer__________ travel early rather 

_________ during peak hours.
 (1) for, to (2) to, than (3) in, so
 (4) not, if (5) at, about
Q.150. Anam's purse was __________ at the bus stop 

so she _______ a complaint at the nearest police 
station.

 (1) taken, did  (2) stolen, filed
 (3) given, gave  (4) left, register
 (5) sneaked, put
Q.151-160. Read the following passage carefully and 

answer the questions given below it.
 Princess Chandravati was very beautiful. She 

loved all kinds of ornaments and always wanted 
to wear the most precious and lovely jewels. Once, 
a jeweler came to the palace and gifted the king 
a wonderful diamond necklace. It glittered with 
big and small diamonds. It was certainly a very 
expensive necklace. The princess fell in love with 
it as soon as she saw it. So the king presented it to 
her.

 From that day on, the princess always wore that 
necklace, wherever she went. One day before 
going for a swim in the pond, she took the necklace 
off and put in the hands of her oldest and the most 
trustworthy servant.” Hold this and be careful. This 
is the most precious necklace in the whole world” 
,she said. The servant was an old woman. She sat 
under a tree, holding the ornament tightly and 
waited for the princess. It was a hot afternoon and 
the servant was very tired so she dozed off under 
the tree. Suddenly the servant felt that someone 
was tugging at the necklace and she woke up with 
a start. She looked around but no one was there 
and the necklace was gone. Scared out of her wits, 
the old servant started screaming. On hearing her 
scream the royal guards rushed to her. She pointed 
towards the direction in which the thief may have 
gone and the guards ran off that way.

State-run Assam Petro- Chemicals Ltd will commission its methanol and formaldehyde 
plants by January 2021 to cater primarily to the domestic fuel market.
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 There was a poor and dim-witted farmer walking 
on the same road. As soon as he saw the royal 
guards running towards him, he thought that they 
wanted to catch him and started running. But he 
was not a strong man and could not outrun the 
hefty guards. The royal guards caught him in no 
time. ”Where is it?” they demanded, shaking him.” 
Where is what?” the poor farmer stammered back. 
”The necklace you stole!” thundered one of the 
royal guards. The farmer had no idea what they 
were talking about. He only understood that some 
precious necklace was lost and he was supposed to 
have it. He quickly replied, ”I don’t know where it 
is now. I gave it to my landlord.”

 The guards ran towards the landlord’s house. ”Give 
us the necklace right now”, the guards demanded 
from the fat landlord.” Necklace? I don’t have 
any!” the stunned landlord replied. ”Then tell 
us quickly who does,” demanded the soldiers. 
In order to get the royal guard off his back, the 
landlord pointed towards the temple and thinking 
about the lunch he had just eaten. The priest was 
stunned when one of the burly guards jumped on 
him and asked about the necklace. He remembered 
that the minster, Bhupati, was at the temple. He 
took the guards to the temple and pointed towards 
the praying minister,” I gave it to him, ”he said. 
Bhupati too was caught and all four men were 
thrown in jail. The chief minister of the kingdom 
knew Bhupati well and was sure that Bhupati 
would never steal. He decided to find out who the 
culprit was. He hid near the jail where all four men 
were put and heard them talking. First, Bhupati 
asked the priest, ”Pandit ji, why did you say that 
you gave the necklace to me? I was quietly praying 
at the temple and now you have landed me in jail 
for no fault of mine. ”The priest looked apologetic. 
He pointed towards the landlord and said, ”I didn’t 
know what to say. He set the guards on me. I was 
simply passing by his house and was on my way 
to the temple. ”The landlord looked at the priest 
sheepishly. Then he turned towards the poor farmer 
and yelled, ”You lazy good-for-nothing man, why 
did you say that I had the necklace? ”The farmer, 
trembling under the angry gaze of all three men, 
said, ”I was just walking home. The guards caught 
me and I did not know what to say. On hearing this 
conversation, the chief minister understood that 
all the four men were innocent. He immediately 
ordered the royal guards to search thoroughly, 
near the pond. The guards searched high and low 

till they saw something glinting on the tree. On 
the tree sat a monkey with the princess favourite 
necklace around his neck. It took a lot of coaxing 
and bananas before the monkey threw the necklace 
on the ground. The king apologized to all the four 
men and gave them gold coins as compensation. 
He requested his daughter to wear the necklace 
only indoors.

Q.151. Why did the king present the diamond necklace to 
his daughter?

 (1) The king liked to give expensive gifts to his 
daughter

 (2) The king did not like ornaments and had no use 
of the necklace

 (3) She had demanded the necklace from him
 (4) She liked ornaments and had grown very fond 

of the diamond necklace
 (5) The king wanted to test the princess' ability to 

handle expensive things
Q.152. What did the old servant realise when she woke 

up?
 (1) That there were monkeys in the place garden
 (2) That the princess necklace was missing from 

her hands
 (3) That a poor farmer had stolen the necklace
 (4) That the princess had snatched the necklace 

from her hands
 (5) That the princess had already left
Q.153. Why did the poor farmer run?
 (1) He was in a hurry to reach home and hide the 

stolen necklace
 (2) He was worried that the guards would reach his 

house before him
 (3) He had stolen the necklace and did not want to 

be interrogated by the guards
 (4) He wanted to reach the landlord’s house before 

the guards reached there
 (5) He saw the royal guards running after him and 

thought they would arrest him
Q.154. Why did the landlord lie about the necklace?
 (1) He wanted to prove that the old servant was 

lying
 (2) He didn’t know anything about it and wanted 

to get rid of the guards

Sydney Thunder won the Women's Big Bash League (WBBL) title for second time, 
beating favourites Melbourne Stars by seven wickets at the North Sydney Oval.
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 (3) He did not like the priest and wanted to get him 
punished

 (4) Bhupati had ordered him to lie about the 
necklace

 (5) It was a conspiracy between him and the poor 
farmer

Q.155. Why did the chief minister decide to intervene in 
the case of the stolen necklace?

 (1) He suspected that the old servant was the actual 
culprit

 (2) He knew that the poor farmer was dim-witted 
and that he had created all the confusion

 (3) He knew that Bhupati was an honest minister 
and would never do such a thing

 (4) He knew that Bhupati was an honest minister 
and would never do such a thing

 (5) He already knew that all four men were 
innocent

Q.156. What did the chief minister do in order to find out 
who the actual culprit was?

 (1) He sent a spy and asked him to find out the 
actual culprit

 (2) He directly asked Bhupati if he had stolen the 
princess necklace

 (3) He asked the soldiers to keep a thorough watch 
on the old servant

 (4) He hid near the jail and overheard the 
conversation among the four men

 (5) He interrogated all the four men
Q.157. Who among the following was the actual culprit?

iz-121&130- uhps fn, x, x|ka'k esa dqN fjä LFkku fn, x, gSa 
ftudh la[;k ogha ij fufnZ"V dh x;h gS vkidks ml fjä 
LFkku ij lcls mi;qä 'kCn dh iwrhZ djuh gS ftlds fy, 
çR;sd ç'u esa ik¡p&ik¡p fodYi fn, x, gSa &

 yksdra= dks gh __________ ¼A½ dh laKk nh xbZ gS] 
ftldk vFkZ&turk }kjk pqus x;s çfrfuf/k;ksa dk tufgr esa 
'kklu djukA yksdrkaf=d 'kklu ç.kkyh dks pykus ds fy, 
turk dks LoPN vkSj lgh rjhds ls ________ ¼B½ esa 
dk;Z djus okys lq;ksX; ç'kkldksa dk pquko vius ernku 
ds vk/kkj ij djuk iM+rk gSA yksdra= esa ________¼C½ 
gh 'kfä gS ftlds }kjk vke turk vius fgrksa dks /;ku 

 (1) The monkey
 (2) Bhupati, the minister
 (3) The poor dim-witted farmer
 (4) The old and trusted servant
 (5) One of the royal guards
Q.158. Which of the following is true according to the 

passage?
 (1) The necklace was made of big and small rubies
 (2) The royal guards did not hear the old servant 

scream
 (3) The royal guards were polite to all four men
 (4) The priest was on his way to the temple
 (5) None is true
Q.159. Arrange the following incidents in a chronological 

order as they occurred in the passage.
 (A) The landlord pointed towards the priest
 (B) The old servant dozed off
 (C) The monkeys were offered bananas
 (D) A jeweler visited the king
 (1) DBCA (2) DBAC (3) BDAC
 (4) DABC (5) BDCA
Q.160. What did the king do after the necklace was found?
 (1) He rewarded the chief minister and thanked 

him
 (2) He rewarded the guards
 (3) He took the necklace away from the princess
 (4) He apologized to all the four men
 (5) Not mentioned in the passage

HINDI LANGUAGE
esa j[krs gq, ç'kklu esa ,d rjg ls gLr{ksi dj ldrh 
gS] vokafNr vkSj v;ksX; ç'kkldksa dks cny ldrh gS vkSj 
fuf"Ø; ç'kklu dks mfpr fn'kk esa ________ ¼D½ dj 
ldrh gSA ;gh dkj.k gS fd yksdra= dks 'kklu&O;oLFkk dk 
çk.k&rRo dgk x;k gSA yksdra= esa pquko lÙkk&ifjorZu dk 
lk/ku vkSj mldh çkfIr dk ek/;e Hkh gSA pquko ,d ,slh 
çfØ;k gS tks lÙkk:<+ vkSj ________ ¼E½ nksuksa nyksa ds 
fy, fo'ks"k çdkj dk vkd"kZ.k dsaæ gqvk djrh gSA lÙkk/
kkfj;ksa ds fy, blfy, fd og vke tu dh dfBukb;ksa dks 
nwj djsa mudh leL;kvksa dks bl çdkj lqy>k, fd lcksa 
ds fgrksa dh j{kk gks lds vke tu ds eu esa fuf'aprrk 

The Cabinet approved setting up of public Wi-Fi networks to provide public Wi-Fi service 
through Public Data Offices without levy of any License Fee.
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vkSj yksdra= ds çfr ______¼F½ dk Hkko mHkj lds] 
rkfd vxys pqukoksa esa Hkh mldh __________ ¼G½ cuh 
jgsA fojks/kh nyksa ds fy, blfy, fd os lÙkk:<+ nyksa dh 
detksfj;ksa vkSj ukdkfe;ksa dks ml lhek rd ys tk ldsa fd 
vxys pqukoksa esa og lÙkk:<+ gksdj turk dh lq[k&lqfo/kk 
vkSj lqj{kk ds dk;Z viuh ekU;rkvksa vkSj uhfr;ksa ds vuq:i 
dj ldsaA

 turk ds ikl yksdra= esa pquko gh og ______¼H½ 
gqvk djrk gS] ftlds }kjk og 'kkld&ny vkSj fojks/kh 
ny nksuksa ij vadq'k vkSj fu;a=.k yxk, j[k ldrh gS] ij 
vius bl vpwd vL= ds ç;ksx ds fy, yksdra=kRed 
O;oLFkk okys ns'kksa esa turk dk lHkh çdkj ls tkx:d 
rFkk ______¼I½ gksuk cgqr vko';d gSA lkekftd] 
vkfFkZd vkSj jktuhfrd vkfn lHkh igyqvksa ls tkx:d 
turk gh pquko ds ek/;e ls ns'k ;k çkarksa ds ç'kklu esa 
,sls O;fä;ksa dks Hkst ldrh gS tks okLro esa vius fufgr 
______¼J½ ls Åij mBdj tu&lsok ds dk;ksaZ esa :fp 
j[kus okys gksA R;kx vkSj cfynku dh Hkkouk ls vksr&çksr 
gksa jktuhfrK gksa] i<+s&fy[ks gksa vkSj jk"Vªfgr dks gh vius 
thou dk vkn'kZ ekuus okysA

iz-121- ¼A½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ ijra= ¼2½ fu;a=.k ¼3½ tura=

 ¼4½ lapkyu ¼5½ ifjpkyu

iz-122- ¼B½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ turk ¼2½ tufgr ¼3½ ;ksX;rk

 ¼4½ vadq'k ¼5½ ijfgr

iz-123- ¼C½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ pquko ¼2½ futrk ¼3½ vf/kdkj

 ¼4½ /kjuk ¼5½ turk

iz-124- ¼D½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ fujLr ¼2½ iw.kZ  ¼3½ fufgr

 ¼4½ fØ;k'khy ¼5½ lfØ;

iz-125- ¼E½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ ç'kklu ¼2½ yksxksa ¼3½ fojks/kh

 ¼4½ efgykvksa ¼5½ U;k;ky;

iz-126- ¼F½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ tkx:drk ¼2½ lekurk ¼3½ egÙkk

 ¼4½ vkLFkk ¼5½ fuf"Ø;rk

iz-127- ¼G½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ yksdfç;rk ¼2½ lÙkk ¼3½ v[kaMrk

 ¼4½ futrk ¼5½ ojh;rk

iz-128- ¼H½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ 'kfä ¼2½ 'kL= ¼3½ nk¡o

 ¼4½ cy ¼5½ vL=

iz-129- ¼I½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ deZBh ¼2½ lko/kku ¼3½ /;s;h

 ¼4½ ifjJeh ¼5½ ç'kklfud

iz-130- ¼J½ ds fy, lgh fodYi dk pquko djsa&

 ¼1½ drZO;ksa ¼2½ ekudksa ¼3½ LokFkksaZ

 ¼4½ ekU;rkvksa ¼5½ dYiukvksa

iz-131&135- uhp fn, x, okD;ksa esa fn, x, eqgkojksa dks uhps 
fn, x, fodYiksa ¼a½] ¼b½] ¼c½] ¼d½ esa ls fdlh 
,d mfpr fodYi ls LFkkukarfjr dfj,A ;fn fdlh 
LFkkUukUrj.k dh vko';drk ugha gS] rks fodYi ¼e½ dk 
pquko dhft;s&

iz-131- fiNyh Qly rks ck<+ ls [kRe gks xbZ] bl ckj lw[ks us 
daxkyh esa vukt xhyk dj fn;kA

 ¼1½ cngkyh esa vukt xhyk

 ¼2½ daxkyh esa ck<+ vkuk

 ¼3½ daxkyh esa vkVk xhyk

 ¼4½ cngkyh esa vksys iM+uk

 ¼5½ LFkkUukUrj.k dh vko';drk ugha

iz-132- og tc ls fnYyh ls vk;k gS fnu Hkj csdkj ?kwerk jgrk 
gS] vkSj mlds firkth pDdh ds cSy cus jgrs gSaA

 ¼1½ dksYgw ds cSy  ¼2½ pDdh ds x/ks

 ¼3½ cSyksa dh tksM+h ¼4½ dksYgw ds Qdhj

 ¼5½ LFkkUukUrj.k dh vko';drk ugha

iz-133- ljdkjh dk;kZy;ksa esa flQZ cukoVh ?kksM+s nkSM+rs gSa] gksrk 
dqN ugha gSA

 ¼1½ dkxth ?kksM+s pyrs gSa

 ¼2½ cukoVh ?kksM+s pjkrs gSa

 ¼3½ LFkkUukUrj.k dh vko';drk ugha

 ¼4½ cukoVh [khj cukrs gSa

 ¼5½ dkxth ?kksM+s nkSM+rs gSa

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs approved assistance of three thousand 500 
crore rupees for sugarcane farmers.
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iz-134- ns'k dh vktknh ds fy, Lora=rk lsukfu;ksa us otwn dh 
ckth yxkdj ns'k dks vktkn djok;kA

 ¼1½ otwn dh dher yxkdj

 ¼2½ çk.k dh ckth yxkdj

 ¼3½ tku dh dher yxkdj

 ¼4½ tku dh ckth yxkdj

 ¼5½ LFkkUukUrj.k dh vko';drk ugha

iz-135- mldh rkRdkfyd vkfFkZd lgk;rk ls mudks jkgr fey 
xbZ bl çdkj Mwcrs dks fruds dk lgkjk fey x;kA

 ¼1½ ejrs dks nok dk lgkjk fey x;k

 ¼2½ LFkkUukUrj.k dh vko';drk ugha

 ¼3½ Mwcrs dks fdukjk fey x;k

 ¼4½ Mwcrs dks uko dk lgkjk fey x;k

 ¼5½ tyrh vkx esa ?kh iM+ x;k

iz-136&140- uhps fn, x, okD;ksa ¼a½] ¼b½] ¼c½] ¼d½] ¼e½] 
¼f½] vkSj ¼g½ dks lqO;ofLFkr Øe esa yxkb, fQj muds 
vk/kkj ij iwNs x, ç'uksa dk lgh mÙkj nhft;s&

 ¼A½ vkt iwjk fo'o bldk na'k >sy jgk gSA

 ¼B½ ijUrq oS'ohdj.k vkSj mnkjhdj.k ds pyrs rks fdlh 
Hkh ns'k dk vlarqyu iwjs fo'o dks nksyk;eku dj nsrk gSA

 ¼C½ ekuo&thou ls tqM+h mu reke phtksa dk ,d 
fo'kky tu lewg dh igqap ls nwj gks tkuk gh eagxkbZ gSA

 ¼D½ ljdkjh fu;a=.k detksj gks tk, vFkok fofHkUu 
çkd`frd çdksi ;k ;q) fNM+ tk,A

 ¼E½ bl rjg dh fLFkfr çk;% vfodflr vkSj fodkl'khy 
ns'kksa esa ns[kh tkrh FkhA

 ¼F½ tSlk fd vesfjdk dh vkfFkZd eanh dk vlj vkt 
vU; ns'kksa esa Hkh Li"V :i ls ns[kk tk jgk gSA iwathoknh 
vFkZO;oLFkk esa vf/kd equkQk[kksjh dh ço`fÙk gh eagxkbZ 
dks tUe nsrh gSA

 ¼G½ eagxkbZ c<+us ds dbZ dkj.k gSa] tc oLrqvksa ds 
mRiknu ls vf/kd miHkksäk gks tk,a ¼,slk cgqr de 
ns[kk x;k gS½] O;kolkf;d çfr;ksfxrk c<+ tk, eqæk dk 
voewY;u gks tk,] vfr mRiknu vkSj Hk;kud vkfFkZd 
eanh gks tk, dkykcktkjh c<+ tk,A

iz-136- fuEufyf[kr esa ls dkSu lk okD; nwljs LFkku ij gksxk\

 ¼1½ C ¼2½ G  ¼3½ A

 ¼4½ D ¼5½ F

iz-137- fuEufyf[kr esa ls dkSu lk okD; vafre LFkku ij gksxk\

 ¼1½ B ¼2½ C  ¼3½ G

 ¼4½ F ¼5½ A

iz-138- fuEufyf[kr esa ls dkSu lk okD; NBs LFkku ij gksxk\

 ¼1½ G ¼2½ D  ¼3½ F

 ¼4½ B ¼5½ C

iz-139- fuEufyf[kr esa ls dkSu lk okD; ikaposa LFkku ij gksxk\

 ¼1½ A ¼2½ F  ¼3½ E

 ¼4½ G ¼5½ B

iz-140- fuEufyf[kr esa ls dkSu lk okD; rhljs LFkku ij gksxk\

 ¼1½ A ¼2½ E  ¼3½ F

 ¼4½ D ¼5½ B

iz-141&145- fuEu ç'uksa esa ,d okD; fn;k x;k gS] tks pkj Hkkxksa 
esa foHkkftr gSA okD; dks i<+dj ;g irk yxkb, fd 
blds fdl Hkkx esa Hkk"kk] O;kdj.k] okD; jpuk ;k 'kCnksa 
ds xyr ç;ksx dk dksbZ nks"k gS ;k ughaA ;fn gS] rks fdlh 
,d Hkkx esa gksxkA ml Hkkx dk mÙkj uhps fn;s ¼a½] 
¼b½] ¼c½] ;k ¼d½ esa gksxkA ;fn okD; =qfVjfgr gS] rks 
mÙkj ¼e½ nhft;s&

iz-141- ¼a½ bl ckYVh esa @ ¼b½ chl yhVj @ ¼c½ ikuh Hkjus 
dh @ ¼d½ ;ksX;rk gS @ ¼e½ =qfV jfgr

 ¼1½ ;ksX;rk gSA  ¼2½ chl yhVj

 ¼3½ ikuh Hkjus dh  ¼4½ bl ckYVh esa

 ¼5½ =qfV jfgr

iz-142- ¼a½ fo|ky; ds @ ¼b½ lHkh Nk=ksa esa @ ¼c½ xksiky 
cgqr @ ¼d½ Js"B gSA @ ¼e½ =qfV jfgr

 ¼1½ xksiky cgqr  ¼2½ lHkh Nk=ksa esa

 ¼3½ fo|ky; ds  ¼4½ Js"B gSA

 ¼5½ =qfV jfgr

iz-143- ¼a½ eSa eksVjlkbZfdyksa @ ¼b½ ij lokj gksdj @ ¼c½ dy 
fnYyh @ ¼d½ x;k FkkA / ¼e½ =qfV jfgr

 ¼1½ x;k FkkA  ¼2½ ij lokj gksdj

 ¼3½ dy fnYyh  ¼4½ eSa eksVjlkbZfdyksa

 ¼5½ =qfV jfgr

iz-144- ¼a½ çfrfnu lhrk rFkk xhrk @ ¼b½ vkSj jk/kk ,d lkFk 
@ ¼c½ ,d dejs esa @ ¼d½ i<+rh gSaA / ¼e½ =qfV jfgr

The Cabinet gave nod to the proposal of Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to 
sign Bilateral Memorandum of Understanding between India and Luxembourg.
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 ¼1½ ,d dejs esa  

 ¼2½ vkSj jk/kk ,d lkFk

 ¼3½ çfrfnu lhrk rFkk xhrk

 ¼4½ i<+rh gSa A

 ¼5½ =qfV jfgr

iz-145- ¼a½ MkWDVj dh nh gqbZ @ ¼b½ ;g nkok jksx @ ¼c½ dks 
lewy ls @ ¼d½ u"V dj nsxhA @ ¼e½ =qfV jfgr

 ¼1½ MkWDVj dh nh gqbZ ¼2½ ;g nkok jksx

 ¼3½ =qfV jfgr  ¼4½ u"V dj nsxh

 ¼5½ dks lewy ls

iz-146&150- uhps fn;s x, ç'uksa esa nks fjä LFkku fn;s x, gSa vkSj 
mlds uhps 'kCnksa ds ik¡p tksM+s fn;s gSa buesa ls lokZf/kd 
mi;qä tksM+s dks pqudj okD; dks vFkZiw.kZ cukb;s &

iz-146- dqN yksx Kku çkfIr dks gh f'k{kk dk ,d _________ 
ekurs gSaA ,sls yksx pkgrs gSa dh fo|kFkhZ iqLrdsa gh i<+sa] 
vU; dqN u djsa] rHkh muds Kku esa ________ gksxhA

 ¼1½ mís';] vfHko`f) ¼2½ lgkjk] iwfrZ

 ¼3½ vkStkj] miyfC/k ¼4½ ek/;e] çkfIr

 ¼5½ buesa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-147- egaxkbZ dh leL;k dk __________ djus ds fy, ;g 
vko';d gS fd ___________ ij rqjar jksd yxkbZ tk,A

 ¼1½ yksi] f'k{kk  ¼2½ 'kks/k] Ø; & {kerk

 ¼3½ l`tu] pkfyr eqæk ¼4½ la/kku] mRiknu

 ¼5½ lek/kku] tula[;ko`f)

iz-148- ftlls bZ";kZ dh tkrh gS ml ij bZ";kZ dk ______ D;k 
iM+rk gS ;g Hkh ns[k ysuk pkfg,A bZ";kZ vçs"; _____ gSA

 ¼1½ vkfoHkkZo] voxq.k ¼2½ /;ku] xq.k

 ¼3½ çHkko] euksfodkj ¼4½ mís';] fopkj

 ¼5½ oSHko] fparu

iz-149- Lokeh foosdkuan us vesfjdk tSls HkkSfrdoknh ns'k esa 
________ vkSj fgUnw thou _________ ds laca/k esa 
J)k mRiUu dhA

 ¼1½ xq.koÙkk] /kkj.kk ¼2½ v/;kfRedrk] n'kZu

 ¼3½ fgUnw 'kfä] Kku ¼4½ HkkSfrdrk] çn'kZu

 ¼5½ buesa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-150- lekU;r% ns[kk x;k gS ftu yksxksa us xjhch vkSj ________ 
vHkkoksa dks ns[kk gS] os xjhch dks nwj ls ns[kus dh rqyuk 
esa ________ ls çk;% de ?kcjkrs gSaA

 ¼1½ lq[k] nq[k  ¼2½ vkfFkZd] ifjfLFkfr;ksa

 ¼3½ HkkSfrd] yksxksa  ¼4½ uSfrd] Hkfo";

 ¼5½ lkekftd] lq[kksa

iz-151&160- uhps fn;s x;s x|ka'k dks /;kuiwoZd if<+;s rFkk x|ka'k 
esa of.kZr rF;ksa ds vk/kkj ij ç'uksa ds mÙkj nhft;s &

 O;fä Hkys gh mez dh fdlh fLFkfr esa igq¡p tk,] fdUrq 
og vius Lo.kZ dky dks vFkkZr~ vius cpiu dks foLèr 
ugha dj ikrk gSA Hkys gh mldh ;g voLFkk foiUurk vkSj 
vHkkoksa ds e/; O;rhr gqbZ gks ;k fQj lèf) ;k oSHko ds 
fgaMksys esa] ckY;dky dks thou dk Lo.kZdky ekuus ds ihNs 
fufgrkFkZ ;gh gksrk gS dh ml nkSjku euq"; iw.kZr% ruko o 
fpark eqä gksrk gS] fu'py vkSj ifo= gksrk gSA fdlh çdkj 
ds }s"k] bZ";kZ ;k vijk/k Hkkouk ls iwjh rjg eqä gksrk gSA 
bl dky esa Hkksykiu] Lo;a dh vo';drk vkSj nwljksa ds 
le{k viuh mifLFkfr gh ek= /;s; gksrh gSA

 thou esa vusd ,sls iM+ko vkrs gSa tc cPpksa ds eq[k ls 
;g lquus dks feyrk gS fd tYnh ge cM+s gks tk,¡A ge 
esa ls çR;sd dks ;g ekywe gS fd ,d ckj ckY;dky iw.kZ 
gksrs gh fofHkUu okLrfodrk,¡ euq"; dks D;k&ls&D;k cuk 
nsrh gSa vkSj rc jg jgdj ckY;dky dh og mUeqärk 
vkSj LoN~anrk euq"; dks ;kn vkus yxrh gSA O;fä dks 
ckY;dky dh lokZf/kd ;kn vius o`)dky esa vkrh gSA 
vkRekuqHkwfr mls vU; cPpksa dks ns[kdj mRiUu gksrh gSA 
,slk 'kk;n blfy, Hkh gksrk gS dh O;fä o`)koLFkk esa 
,d ckj fQj ckY;dky dh Hkk¡fr ijkJ;h gks tkrk gSA 
fdUrq] varj ;g gksrk gS dh cpiu esa ijkJ;h gksuk mls 
[kyrk ugha gS] tcfd o`)oLFkk dh ikjkJ;rk mlds 
vusd nq%[kksa dk dkj.k cu tkrh gSA cpiu dh ,d vU; 
fo'ks"krk ;g Hkh gS fd ml dky fd xyfr;ksa dks dksbZ 
Hkh ljyrk ls misf{kr dj nsrk gSA dksbZ O;fä fdruk 
Hkh Øksf/kr D;ksa u gks mls cPps dh Hkksysiu esa dh x;h 
gjdr eqLdqjkus ij etcwj dj gh nsrh gSaA bl dky esa 
nwljs yksx gh mlds fo"k; esa fpafrr jgrs gSaA og Lo;a 
mUeqärk iwoZd LoN~Un fopj.k esa O;Lr jgrk gS vkSj dksbZ 
fpark mlds ikl ugha QVdrh gSA

 ekuk cpiu esa ckSf)d&Lrj okLrfod js[kk rd ugha gksrk] 
fdUrq ;g Hkh laHko ugha fd cPpk nwljs dks ns[kdj u 
lh[ksA og tSlk ns[krk& lqurk gS] mlh ds vuq:i Lo;a 

The Centre has announced the third stimulus package of Rs 900 crore for the Mission 
COVID Suraksha- The Indian COVID-19 Vaccine Development Mission.
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dks <yus fd dksf'k'k djrk gSA bflfy;s cPpksa fd ^dqEgkj 
fd feêh* ds lkFk rqyuk dh tkrh gS A ftl çdkj dqEgkj 
feêh dks Nkudj lkQ dj mlesa LoPN ty ds ç;ksx ls 
lqanj o vkd"kZd crZu rS;kj djrk gS] mlh çdkj ckyd 
ds efLr"d ds vKku :ih dadM+&iRFkj v/;kid }kjk 
gVk, tkrs gSaA rRi'pkr~ 'kq) fopkjksa dk ty nsdj ckyd 
dks ,d vPNk O;fä cukus dh dksf'k'k dh tkrh gS] tks 
ifjokj] lekt vkSj ns'k ds fy, xkSjoiw.kZ dk;Z djus dh 
lkeFkZ~; j[krk gSA

 ;gh dkj.k gS dh O;fä tc Lo;a dks çfrdwy ifjfLFkfr;ksa 
ls f?kjk eglwl djrk gS rks og ckY;dky dh nqgkbZ nsus 
yxrk gSA thou esa vusd ,sls volj vkrs gSa] tc O;fä 
Lo;a dks vdsyk o vlgk; eglwl djrk gS] rc cpiu 
dh Le`fr;k¡ mls {kf.kd gh lgh] fdUrq lq[k çnku djrh 
gSA os mlds volkn dks gYdk djrh gSa vkSj iqu% uohu 
LQwfrZ o mRlkg ds lkFk dfBu ekxZ ij vkxs c<+us dh 
çsj.kk nsrh gSaA ;g u dsoy mlesa uohu çsj.kk dks l`ftr 
djrk gS] oju~ Hkfo"; ds çfr mldh vkLFkk dks Hkh iq"V 
djrk gSA blfy, O;fä ckj&ckj dgrk gS] ̂ ^dk'k! cpiu 
ykSV vkrkA**

iz-151- çLrqr vorj.k esa ys[kd us fdl pht dks o`)oLFkk esa 
nq%[k dk dkj.k crk;k gS\

 ¼1½ e`R;q ds Hk; dks

 ¼2½ fpark ls xzLr gksus dks

 ¼3½ /ku dh deh dks

 ¼4½ nwljksa ij vkfJr gksus dks

 ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-152- vkids vuqlkj mi;qZä x|ka'k dk mi;qä 'kh"kZd D;k gks 
ldrk gS \

 ¼1½ mez ds iM+ko  ¼2½ lqgkuk cpiu

 ¼3½ çfrdwy ifjfLFkfr;k¡ ¼4½ o`)koLFkk dk Hk;

 ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-153- mi;qZä xí;ka'k esa ys[kd us cPpksa dh rqyuk fdLls dh gS\

 ¼1½ uohu dfy;ksa ls ¼2½ pgpgkrs if{k;ksa ls

 ¼3½ baæ/kuq"k ds jaxksa ls ¼4½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

 ¼5½ dqEgkj dh feêh ls

iz-154- çLrqr vorj.k esa ys[kd us fdl voLFkk dks euq"; ds 
thou dk Lo.kZdky dgk gS\

 ¼1½ ;qokoLFkk dks  ¼2½ ckY;koLFkk dks

 ¼3½ çkS<+koLFkk dks  ¼4½ fd'kksjkoLFkk dks

 ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-155- çLrqr vorj.k esa ys[kd us iRFkj dks D;k dgrs gq, n'kkZ;k gS\

 ¼1½ iquhr ¼2½ 'kqfp ¼3½ ikgu

 ¼4½ ikou ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-156- çLrqr vorj.k esa ys[kd }kjk fdlh ckyd ds vKku 
:ih ^dad.k & iRFkj* dks fdlds }kjk gVk, tkus dh ckr 
dkgh x;h gS\

 ¼1½ ckyd dh ek¡ }kjk ¼2½ ifjokj ds cM+ks }kjk

 ¼3½ çd`fr }kjk  ¼4½ v/;kidksa ds }kjk

 ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-157- ys[kd us cpiu dks Lo.kZdky ekuus ds ihNs fdls 
fufgrkFkZ crk;k gS\

 ¼1½ ruko o fpark ls eqfä dks

 ¼2½ ØhM+kvksa dh cgqyrk dks

 ¼3½ cM+ks ds }kjk fn;s tkus okys Lusg dks

 ¼4½ buesa ls dksbZ ugha

 ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-158- mi;qZä vorj.k esa ç;qä ^bZ"kZ~;k* 'kCn dk foykse fuEu 
esa ls dkSu &lk 'kCn gS\

 ¼1½ eRlj ¼2½ Mkg ¼3½ Li/kkZ

 ¼4½ ç.k; ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-159- çLrqr vorj.k esa ys[kd ds vuqlkj O;fä dk thou 
o`)koLFkk esa ,d ckj fQj ckY;dky dh Hkk¡fr D;k gks 
tkrk gS\

 ¼1½ fuHkhZd ¼2½ ijkJ;h ¼3½ dqeqn

 ¼4½ ve"kZ ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

iz-160- mi;qZä x|ka'k ds vuqlkj O;fä tc Lo;a dks çfrdwy 
ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa f?kjk eglwl djrk gS] rks fdldh nqgkbZ nsus 
yxrk gS\

 ¼1½ viuh le`f) vkSj oSHko dh

 ¼2½ foiUurk vkSj vHkkoksa dh

 ¼3½ viuh ;qokoLFkk dh

 ¼4½ ckY;dky dh

 ¼5½ mi;qZä esa ls dksbZ ugha

The Competition Commission of India approves acquisition of shares of Odisha Power 
Generation Corporation Ltd (OPGC) by Odisha Hydro Power Corporation Limited (OHPC).
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COMPUTER kNOWLEDGE
Q.161. Pick the one that is used for logical operations or 

comparisons such as less than equal to or greater 
than.

 (1) Arithmetic and Logic Unit
 (2) Control Unit
 (3) Both of above
 (4) Registers
 (5) None of these
Q.162. The brain of any computer system is
 (1) Control Unit
 (2) Arithmetic Logic Unit
 (3) Central Processing Unit
 (4) Storage Unit
 (5) None of these
Q.163. Which of the following is not an example of 

operating system?
 (1) Windows 98  (2) BSD unix
 (3) Microsoft office XP (4) Red Hat Linux
 (5) None of these
Q.164. Which of the following is a wildcard that stands in 

the place of a series of letters?
 (1) % (2) *  (3) ( )
 (4) " " (5) None of these
Q.165. Check the odd term out ————-
 (1) Internet (2) Linux (3) Unix
 (4) Windows (5) None of these
Q.166. A file containing relatively permanent data is
 (1) Random file  (2) Transaction file
 (3) Master file  (4) Sequential file
 (5) None of these
Q.167. A subset of characters within a data field is known 

as
 (1) Record (2) File  (3) Data string
 (4) Byte (5) None of these
Q.168. Although it is the least costly method of connecting 

to the Internet, _______ is no longer the most 
common means of Internet connection in the 
United States.

 (1) satellite  (2) cable

 (3) DSL  (4) dial-up access

 (5) None of these

Q.169. Which of the following is a NOT an Internet 
backbone provider?

 (1) Qwest (2) Sprint (3) EarthLink

 (4) AT&T (5) None of these

Q.170. Electronic mailing lists of e-mail addresses of 
people who are interested in a certain topic or area 
of interest are known as:

 (1) listservs  (2) newsgroups

 (3) discussion groups (4) social networks

 (5) None of these

Q.171. Data items groped together for storage purposes 
are called a

 (1) Record (2) Title (3) List

 (4) string (5) None of these

Q.172. RAID stands for —————

 (1) Reproduce Array of Inexpensive Disk.

 (2) Reproduce Array of Intelligent Disk.

 (3) Redundant Array of Inexpensive Drives.

 (4) Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks.

 (5) None of these

Q.173. Computer uses the ———— language to process 
data?

 (1) Processing  (2) Kilobyte

 (3) Binary  (4) Representational

 (5) None of these

Q.174. The Internet was first developed in:

 (1) the 1960s. (2) the 1970s. (3) the 1980s.

 (4) the 1990s. (5) None of these

Q.175. Which of the following can help to narrow your 
search results when using a search engine?

 (1) Use single word searches.

 (2) Use the Boolean term OR.

 (3) Use the Boolean term AND.

 (4) All the options listed will help to narrow your 
search results.

 (5) None of these

The fourth edition of United Economic Forum World Summit along with Trade Expo is 
scheduled to be held from December 4.
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Q.176. _______ is an example of a subject directory.
 (1) Librarians' Internet Index
 (2) Dogpile
 (3) AltaVista
 (4) Alltheweb
 (5) None of these
Q.177. Fifth generation computer is also known as
 (1) Knowledge information processing system
 (2) Very large scale integration (VLSI)
 (3) Both of above
 (4) Process in batch mode
 (5) None of these
Q.178. Central Processing Unit is combination of
 (1) Control and storage
 (2) Control and output unit
 (3) Arithmetic logic and input unit
 (4) Arithmetic logic and control unit
 (5) None of these
Q.179. Analog computer works on the supply of
 (1) Continuous electrical pulses
 (2) Electrical pulses but not continuous
 (3) Magnetic strength
 (4) Digital pulse
 (5) None of these
Q.180. Digital devices are
 (1) Digital Clock
 (2) Automobile speed meter
 (3) Clock with a dial and two hands
 (4) All of them
 (5) None of these
Q.181. The computer that process both analog and digital 

is called.
 (1) Analog computer (2) Digital computer
 (3) Hybrid computer (4) Mainframe computer
 (5) None of these
Q.182. Which of the following is NOT a type of Microsoft 

Access database object?
 (1) Queries (2) Workbooks (3) Forms
 (4) Tables (5) None of these

Q.183. Which of the following terms does not describe a 
database structure used by a DBMS to link data 
from several files?

 (1) Relational  (2) Structural

 (3) Network  (4) All of the above

 (5) None of these

Q.184. IC chips used in computers are usually made of ?

 (1) Lead (2) Silicon (3) Chromium

 (4) Gold (5) None of these

Q.185. Which super computer is developed by the Indian 
Scientists?

 (1) Param  (2) Super301

 (3) Compaq Presario (4) Cray YMP

 (5) None of these

Q.186. 1 Gigabyte is approximately equal to?

 (1) 1000 000 bytes

 (2) 1000 000 000 bytes

 (3) 1000 000 000 000 bytes

 (4) 1000 00 bytes

 (5) None of these

Q.187. A process known as —— is used by large retailers 
to study trends ?

 (1) Data mining  (2) Data selection

 (3) POS  (4) Data conversion

 (5) None of these

Q.188. A Plan to overcome the risk is known as————-

 (1) Migration plan (2) Master plan

 (3) Maintenance plan (4) Mitigation plan

 (5) None of these

Q.189. Optimization, Defect prevention, and quality 
control. It comes under the ————-

 (1) CMM 2 (2) CMM 3 (3) CMM 4

 (4) CMM 5 (5) None of these

Q.190. SPICE means ————-

 (1) Software Process Improvement and Capability 
Determination.

 (2) Software Process Improvement & compatibility 
Determination.

 (3) Software Process Invention & Compatibility 
Determination.

The Greenfield airport being built in Uttar Pradesh's Jewar has been named Noida 
International Airport (NIA).
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 (4) Software Process Invention & Capacity 
Determination.

 (5)  None of these
Q.191. The access time refers to ————
 (1) Time required to locate and retrieve stored data.
 (2) Time required to locate the lost data.
 (3) Time required to delete specific data from a 

certain location.
 (4) Memory location
 (5) None of these
Q.192. Computer gather data, which means that they 

allow users to ———— data?
 (1) Present (2) Input (3) Output
 (4) store (5) None of these
Q.193. Artificial Intelligence is associated with which 

generation?
 (1) First Generation (2) Second Generation
 (3) Fifth Generation (4) Sixth Generation
 (5) None of these
Q.194. Which operation is not performed by computer
 (1) Inputting  (2) Processing
 (3) Controlling  (4) Understanding
 (5) None of these
Q.195. The executive responsible for the data processing 

function in an organization is

 (1) PM (2) DBMS (3) DP
 (4) DPM (5) None of these
Q.196. Unit testing will be done by —————-
 (1) Testers (2) End users (3) Customers
 (4) Developers (5) None of these
Q.197. A ______ search engine searches other search 

engines.
 (1) meta  (2) subject-oriented
 (3) content-oriented (4) keyword
 (5) None of these
Q.198. In which kind of disk does the read/write head 

physically touches the surface?
 (1) Hard disk  (2) Compact Disk
 (3) Floppy Disk  (4) RAM
 (5) None of these
Q.199. The complete picture of data stored in database is 

known as
 (1) System flowchart (2) Schema
 (3) record  (4) DBMS
 (5) None of these
Q.200. All of the following are search engines EXCEPT:
 (1) AltaVista  (2) Dogpile
 (3) Google  (4) Verisign
 (5) None of these

The Hospital Management Information System (HMIS) has been launched by Dr. B. P 
Nanda, Director General, Railway Health services, Railway Board through virtual means.
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EXPLANATION/REASONING
Q.1.(5) 

 
Q.2.(4)

 
Q.3.(5) S<Q, R<P<T
Q.4.(1) C > M > O < Q < L
 (I) O < L (True)
 (II) O > C (False)
Q.5.(1) V = D > F < X < B
 (I) F < B (True)
 (II) V < B (False)
Q.6.(4) Y < X < Q = A < L
 (I) X = A (False)
 (II) Y = L (False)
Q.7.(4) L > X > Y > Q < M
 (I) Y < M (False)
 (II) L < Q (False)
Q.8.(3) # V ©, © J*
Q.9.(5)
Q.10.(2) A $ 4
Q.11-15.

 
Q.11.(4) Q.12.(3) Q.13.(5)   Q.14.(1)   Q.15.(5)

Q.16-20.

 
Q.16.(5) Q.17.(4) Q.18.(4)   Q.19.(4)   Q.20.(5)
Q.21-25.

 
Q.21.(1) Q.22.(4) Q.23.(5)   Q.24.(4)   Q.25.(2)
Q.26-30.

Q.26.(1) Q.27.(3) Q.28.(2)   Q.29.(5)   Q.30.(2)
Q.31-35.

 
Q.31.(4) Q.32.(3) Q.33.(4)   Q.34.(1)  Q.35.(2)
Q.36.(2)

The Indian Space Research Organisation, ISRO, has successfully launched the country’s 
new communication satellite CMS-01 in the intended orbit in space.
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Q.37.(1) 

Q.38.(4)

Q.39.(1)

Q.40.(5)

EXPLANATION/NUMERICAL ABILITY
Q.41.(3)

 

Q.42.(2) Unit of work done by B = 

 Unit of work done by D =
 Total unit of work = 1200
 so the total work finished by E and F in 

 days

Q.43.(5) Let A takes x days; B takes 2x/3 days; C takes 

 days hence B and C together take days

 Also, D takes x days; E takes days; together 

D and E takes days

 given that =

 =>x=150

 A= 150 days ; E = days

 together A and E= 
Q.44.(1) 

 

 
 Now D work for 22 days so, he done 220 unit work 

unit of work left = 230

 Time taken by D and F together = 
days

Q.45.(5) All the statements above are true.
Q.46.(4) Neither Statement I nor statement II is sufficient 

to answer the question.
Q.47.(5) Form statement (I) A×25% ~ N×40% = 12000 

-----(i)
 From statement (II) A×75% ~ N × 60% = 10000 

-----(ii)
 Here two variable and two equation so we can 

find the value by both statement.
Q.48.(5) From Statement (I) D income in November = 

130% of C in April
 From statement (II) C monthly Income = 

4800/40%
 SO we can find the value of question by both 

statement.
Q.49.(3) 

Article CP SP
P 500 650
Q 240 288
R 300 384
S 280 392
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The Ministry of AYUSH and Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports announced the formal 

recognition of Yogasana as a competitive sport at a joint press conference.

T 250 290
U 440 550

 

500 440
Required Answer 100% 14%

440

−
= × ≈

Q.50.(1) Profit earned by Manoj =392-280=112

 Profit earned by Kamran =490-392=98

 Required answer=112-98=14 Rs.

Q.51.(5) CP=240

 MP=240+60=300

 SP=288

 Discount %= 

Q.52.(4) Required answer=

 

Q.53.(2)

 

Q.54.(4)

 A =

 B =

 C=

 D=

 E=

 F=

 G=

Q.55.(5) Students passed from schools A and D = 
(13+12)% of 12800 = 3200

 Students enrolled from schools C and E = 
(18+8)% of 18500 = 4810

 The required % is (4810-3200)/4810 * 100 = 
33%

Q.56.(1) Total passed from B and C = (16+18)% of 
12800 = 4352

 Total enrolled in B and C = (16+18)% of 18500 
= 6290

 So required % = 

Q.57.(3) Number of students enrolled from schools D 
and G = 2590 + 1850 = 4440

 Number of students passed from schools E and 
F = 896+3200 = 4096

 So difference = 4440 – 4096 = 344
 So average = 344/2 = 172
Q.58.(1) Aakash has a sum of INR 2500 which after 3 

years at compound interest @20% p.a. becomes 
a certain amount that is equal to the amount that 
is the result of a 3 year depreciation from INR 
8437.5.

 Principal amount = INR 2500
 Time period = 3years
 Interest rate = 20% p.a. @compound interest 

Amount after 3 years =

 
Amount = 2500(1.2)3

 Amount = 2500(1.728)
 Amount = INR 4320

 8437.5 ×  = 4320

 
R = 20%

 Required difference = 20 – 20 = 0%
 Quantity I < Quantity II
Q.59.(1) Quantity I: Average wt. earlier = (Sum of 14 

weights) / 14 = 56 (given)
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The Red Bull Racing Junior Jehan Daruvala is the first Indian to stand on the podium in an 

FIA Formula 2 Race.

 (Sum of 14 weights) = 56 × 14 = 784 kg …(1)
 Each reduced a weight of 1.5kg,
 Total reduced weight = 1.5 × 14 = 21 kg …(2)
 Added weight of new boy = 50kg …(3)
 Total weight now = 784 – 21 + 50 = 813
 So, Present average = 813/15 = 54.2 kg
 Quantity II: No. of ways (atmost one of them is 

a woman),
 = (3 men+ no woman) or (2 men+ 1 woman)
 = ( 3C3 ) + ( 3C2 × 3C1 ) = (1) + (3 × 3) = 1 + 9 

= 10 ways
 No. of ways to arrange them = 10 × 3! = 60 

ways
 So, Quantity I < Quantity II
Q.60.(1) 

 
 From the above figure

 ∠OTP = 90°, (∵ Radius makes an angle of 90° 
with the tangent at the point of tangency).

 Quantity I:
 In triangle OTP
 PO2 = PT2 + OT2 = 242 + 102

 PO = 242 + 102 = 26 cm
 Quantity II:
 Length of the hypotenuse2 = 152 + 82

 Therefore, hypotenuse = 17 cm
 Therefore, double of it = 34 cm
 Clearly, quantity I < quantity II
Q.61.(1) Number of column= 500/5=100
 Number of rows= 150/2=75
 total division=100×75
 I: P (top row) = 100/75×100= 1/75
 II: P(left most column)= 75/75×100=1/100
Q.62.(1) I. Sum of present dimension 48+30+52=130
 New dimension =156

 Increase in dimension = 26
 Ratio of dimensions = 48:30:52 = 24:15:26
 Therefore increase in the shortest side15×(26)/

(24+15+26)=6
 II. Sum of present dimension 48+30+52=130
 New dimension =156 – 8 = 148
 Increase in dimension = 18
 Ratio of dimensions = 48:30:52 =>24:15:26
 Therefore increase in the largest side = 26×(18) 

/ (24+15+26)= 7.2
 Hence I < II
Q.63.(3) Population of City C which is above poverty 

line =

 
Q.64.(2)

 Difference = 

Q.65.(1) Population of City A which is above poverty 

line = 
 Population of City D which is below poverty 

line =
 1:1
Q.66.(3) Population of City G which is above poverty 

line = 
 Population of City A which is below poverty 

line =

 =
Q.67.(4) Population of City B which is below poverty 

line = 
 Population of City D which is below poverty 

line = 

 = 

Q.68.(1) 21         31        43        57        73
 52–4   62–5   72–6    82–7     92–8
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Q.69.(2) 3.5 10 28.5 89.5 317.75 1276
   ×2+3   ×2.5+3.5  ×3+4   ×3.5+4.5   ×4+5

Q.70.(3) 2019    2023    2007    2071    1815
       +4        –16      +64      –256
         22         42              82            162

Q.71.(4) 20       35        63        117        210        355
     15        28        54          93         145
         3×1     13×2      13×3     13×4
Q.72.(2) P×21% +(P+200)×14%×4 = 6965
 77%P = 6965 -112= 6853
 P = 8900
 Total invested amount = 8900+8900+200 = 

18000
Q.73.(2) The mixture was sold at 767 per kg and 18% 

profit was earned
 (118/100)×CP = 767
 CP = (767×100)/118 = 650
 Type A                         Type B

 
 5 : 4
 5 = 35
 Then
 4 = 28 kg
 Hence option (2) is correct
Q.74.(3) A container contains a mixture of water and 

milk in the ratio of 7 :5
 Water in the container = 9×(7/12) = 21/4 litres
 Milk in the container = 9×(5/12) = 15/4 litres
 (7x- 21/4)/ (5x-15/4 + 9) = 7/9 = x = 3
 Initially,
 The container have (7x= 7×3) = 21 litres of 

water.
 Hence option (3) is correct
Q.75.(2) Let there be ‘x’ passengers in the bus in the 

beginning.

 x - x/(3 )+ 18 – (2x/(3 ) + 18) + 12 = 25
 2x/(3 ) + 18 – (2x/(3 ) + 18) + 12 = 25
 (2x/(3 ) + 18) + 12 = 25
 2x/(3 ) + 18 = 13 × 4 = 52 =2x/(3 ) = 34
 x = (34 ×3)/(3 ) = 51
Q.76.(2) Basant can cover 1 km extra reducing 15 min 

time. i.e.  km/hr
 Basant is travelling with 4 km/hr faster than his 

speed.
 t1 – t2 = 2

 

 
S2 + 4S-96 = 0

 S = 8, -12
 S = 8 km/hr.
 Basant Speed = 8 + 4 = 12 km/hr.
Q.77.(1) Sum the probability of getting 3,4,6,8,9 and 12
 

P(E)=

Q.78.(4)

 
Q.79.(3) V1 : V2: V3:V4:V5 = 1:1:8:27:27

 V1= a3 , V2= a3 ,V3= 8a3 , V4= 27a3 , V5= 27a3

 S1= 6a2 , S2= 6a2 ,S3= 24a2 , S4= 54a2 , S5= 54a2

 S1+ S2 +S3+S4+ S5 = 6a2 +6a2 + 24a2 + 54a2 + 
54a2 =144a2

 V = 64a3

 S = 96a2

 Respective Ratio = 144a2 : 96 a2 = 3 : 2

Q.80.(3) Cost price of 65 kg of mixture

 = 35×9.50+30×10.50

 = 332.5+315

 = Rs. 647.5

 Required answer = 

The second test launch of Russia's Angara-A5 heavy-class carrier rocket from the Plesetsk 
Cosmodrome is scheduled for December.
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EXPLANATION/GENERAL AWARENESS
Q.81.(3) The World’s oldest known natural pearl 

discovered at a Neolithic site on Marawah 
Island, off the coast of Abu Dhabi. Marawah is 
a low-lying island off the coast of the Western 
Region of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, the United 
Arab Emirates. The island is 15 km north of the 
Khor al-Bazm along the Abu Dhabi coastline in 
the southern Persian Gulf.

Q.82.(2) The Serengeti National Park is a Tanzanian 
national park in the Serengeti ecosystem in 
the Mara and Simiyu regions. It is famous and 
well known for its annual migration of over 1.5 
million white-bearded (or brindled) wildebeest 
and 250,000 zebra and for its numerous Nile 
crocodile and honey badger.

Q.83.(4) The New Arrangement to Borrow is the fund 
mobilization arrangement of the IMF to 
mobilise additional funds through borrowing 
from member countries. Under NAB, member 
countries and institutions can stand ready to 
lend to the Fund.

Q.84.(1) It is a new integrated economic model 
that ensures profits for farmers, quality for 
consumers through regenerative agriculture.

Q.85.(1) The Executive Committee of Society of Indian 
Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM), elected 
Kenichi Ayukawa as its new President.Ayukawa 
is the Managing Director and Chief Executive 
Officer, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd since 2013 and 
was the Vice President of SIAM.He succeeds 
Rajan Wadhera, Senior Advisor, Mahindra & 
Mahindra who served the apex body of the 
Indian automotive industry for the last two 
years.

Q.86.(1) The Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI) is the regulator of the securities and 
commodity market in India owned by the 
Government of India. It was established on 12 
April 1988 and given Statutory Powers on 30 
January 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992.

Q.87.(3) Bhutan, officially known as the Kingdom of 
Bhutan is a landlocked country in South Asia. 
Located in the Eastern Himalayas, it is bordered 
by Tibet in the north, the Chumbi Valley of Tibet 
and the Indian states of Sikkim and West Bengal 
in the west, and the Indian states of Assam, West 
Bengal and Arunachal Pradesh in the south and 
east. Bhutan is geopolitically in South Asia and is 

the region's second-least-populous nation after the 
Maldives. Thimphu is its capital and the largest 
city, while Phuntsholing is its financial center.

Q.88.(3) Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is the 
rate of return that would be required for an 
investment to grow from its beginning balance 
to its ending balance, assuming the profits 
were reinvested at the end of each year of the 
investment's lifespan.

Q.89.(5) Interest rate risk is also known as Market 
risk. Interest rate risk is the risk of increased 
volatility due to a change of interest rates.

Q.90.(3) The BRBNMPL manages 2 Presses one at 
Mysore in Karnataka and the other at Salboni 
in West Bengal. The present capacity for both 
the presses is 16 billion note pieces per year on 
a 2-shift basis.

Q.91.(2) Jana Small Finance Bank, along with the 
National Payment Corporation of India, has 
launched a UPI QR-based loan instalment 
payment facility for its customers. The move 
comes at a time when banks are advising their 
customers to carry out banking services from 
the safe confines of their home.

Q.92.(1) Prime Minister Narendra Modi dedicated 
to the Nation three key projects related to 
the Petroleum sector in Bihar through video 
conferencing. The projects include, the 
Durgapur-Banka section of the Paradip-Haldia-
Durgapur Pipeline Augmentation Project and 
two LPG Bottling Plants in East Champaran 
and Banka. The Bottling Plants will empower 
the Atmanirbhar Bihar' by meeting the rising 
demand for LPG in the state.

Q.93.(4) Historian Ramachandra Guha will come out 
with a book on cricket in November, which will 
trace the entire arc of the game in India, across 
all levels at which it is played and also present 
vivid portraits of local heroes, provincial icons, 
and international stars. The Commonwealth 
of Cricket: A Lifelong Love Affair with the 
Most Subtle and Sophisticated Game Known 
to Humankind will be co-published by 
HarperCollins India and William Collins UK.

Q.94.(3) September would be celebrated as the nutrition 
month and schools should have not just report 
cards but also nutrition cards and nutrition 
monitors along with class monitors.

The UK government has appointed Nadhim Zahawi, an MP for Stratford-on-Avon, as a 
new health minister to oversee rollout of the Covid-19 vaccine in England.
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Q.95.(1) State Bank of India (SBI) received Brandon 
Human Capital Management(HCM) 
Excellence Award(also known as the Academy 
Awards of Learning & Development)2020, a 
global recognition for its HR initiative, ”Nayi 
Disha”.

Q.96.(3) Ms. Sudha Painuli has been selected for 
National Award to Teachers 2020. She is among 
the 47 outstanding teachers selected for the 
National Award to Teachers 2020. The teachers 
have been selected by the Independent Jury 
at National Level, constituted by the Union 
Ministry of Education, Department of School 
Education & Literacy.

Q.97.(1) NPCI has appointed Ritesh Shukla as Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) of NIPL. In this new 
role, Ritesh's primary responsibilities would 
involve formulation of business strategy, leading 
business development and driving profitability 
by deploying NPCI's pre-existing technology 
and solutions in international markets.

Q.98.(3) ICICI Lombard General Insurance has said 
it has entered into a definitive agreement to 
acquire Bharti Enterprises-promoted Bharti 
AXA General Insurance in all stock transaction. 
Bharti Enterprises currently owns 51 per cent 
stake in Bharti AXA General Insurance, while 
French insurer AXA has 49 per cent.

Q.99.(1) Chutak power station is run-of-the-river scheme 
with an installed capacity of 44 MW(4X11 
MW) to harnesses the Hydropower potential of 
river Suru (a tributary of Indus river) which is 
located in Kargil district of Union Territory of 
Ladakh.

Q.100.(4) The 78th anniversary of the August Kranti Din 
or Quit India Movement, which is considered 
as one of the important milestones in the 
history of freedom struggle of our country, is 
being observed on 8 August 2020. On 8 Aug 
1942, Mahatma Gandhi gave a clarion call 
to end the British rule and launched the Quit 
India Movement at the session of the All-India 
Congress Committee in Mumbai.

Q.101.(5) Iranian commandos fast-roped down from a 
helicopter onto the replica in the footage aired 
from the exercise called “Great Prophet 14.” 
Anti-aircraft guns opened fire on a target drone 
near the port city of Bandar Abbas.

Q.102.(1)  US Congressional Committee passes bill to 
promote legacy of Mahatma Gandhi and Martin 

Luther King Jr.The newly passed bill will aim 
at establishing an exchange initiative between 
India and the United States to study the work 
and legacies of Martin Luther King Jr. and 
Mahatma Gandhi.

Q.103.(1) Dr. Rajiv Kumar is a leading Indian economist 
and has recently been appointed, the Vice 
Chairman of NITI Aayog by the government 
of India. He is the author of several books on 
India's economy and national security.

Q.104.(5) Narendra Singh Tomar is an Indian politician 
and a member of the 17th Lok Sabha. He is the 
Minister of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare and 
Minister of Rural Development in the Second 
Modi ministry. Previously he was the Minister 
of Mines and Minister of Parliamentary Affair 
in the Government of India. He is a leader of 
Bharatiya Janata Party. He was also a member 
of Sixteenth Lok Sabha from 2014 to 2019 from 
Gwalior. In 2019, he changed his constituency 
and was re-elected to the Lok Sabha from 
Morena.

Q.105.(1) Indian Institute of Rice Research formerly 
Directorate of Rice Research or IIRR is a rice 
research institute located in Rajendranagar near 
Hyderabad.

Q.106.(2) With the Rafales arriving in the country in the 
middle of a dispute with China, the Indian Air 
Force is further boosting the capabilities of 
the combat aircraft by equipping it with the 
HAMMER missiles from France.

Q.107.(2) India will have around 60 per cent of its installed 
electricity generation capacity from clean 
sources by 2030, Power and New & Renewable 
Energy Minister R K Singh said.

Q.108.(5) Former Olympian Anita DeFrantz took office 
as the first vice-president of the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC). She was welcomed 
at her first Executive Board (EB) meeting as 
first vice-president on by IOC president Thomas 
Bach.

Q.109.(2) Bank of Baroda has launched 'Insta Click 
Savings Account', a digital self-assisted online 
savings account, for all its customers.

Q.110.(1) Google CEO Sundar Pichai announced a $10 
billion investment in India at the Google for 
India virtual live-stream event. The event 
focused on contributing to accelerate India's 
digital economy with this investment over the 
next five to seven years.

The Union Minister of State for Communication Sanjay Dhotre launched five star village 
postal scheme in Dehradun for rural areas of Uttarakhand.
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Q.111.(2) The central government has re-appointed B P 
Kanungo as deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of 
India for a further period of one year with effect 
from April 3, 2020, or until further orders, 
whichever is earlier, upon completion of his 
existing term on April 2, 2020," the RBI said in 
a release.

Q.112.(2) The legendary historian and educationist, 
Professor Arjun Dev passed away. He was born 
on November 12, 1938, in Leiah, West Punjab 
(now in Pakistan). He served as a historian at 
the National Council of Education Research 
and Training (NCERT).

Q.113.(3) The United Nations observed The International 
Day for South-South Cooperation on 12 
September 2020. The day is celebrated to 
recognize the economic, social and political 
developments that have been made in recent 
years by regions and countries in the south. 
It also highlights the efforts made by United 
Nations in order to work for the technical 
cooperation among the developing countries.

Q.114.(5) CRISIL has projected India’s GDP rate at -9% 
for the financial year 2020-21 (FY21). CRISIL 
revising its forecast down from 5% owing to 
uncertainty over the spread of Covid-19 and 
lack of adequate financial support from the 
government. For FY22, Crisil has projected 
India’s GDP to grow at 10%. For the next three 
years, between fiscals 2023 and 2025, CRISIL 
projects the Indian GDP to average a growth of 
6.2% annually.

Q.115.(1) State Bank of India is planning to launch a loan 
product named “SAFAL” for organic cotton 
growers. The product Safe and Fast Agriculture 
Loan (SAFAL) is primarily focussed on organic 
cotton growers who don't have any credit 
history. SBI will use Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Machine Learning (ML) for this purpose.

Q.116.(3) Former England batsman Ian Bell has announced 
his retirement from professional cricket.

Q.117.(2) Global Depository Receipt (GDR) is an 
instrument in which a company located in 
domestic country issues one or more of its 
shares or convertibles bonds outside the 
domestic country.

Q.118.(4)  The Government has provided Rs. 2,000 to 
farmers in the first week of April under existing 
PM Kisan Yojana.

Q.119.(2) PLAN BEE is an amplifying system imitating 
the buzz of a swarm of honey bees to keep 
wild elephants away from railway tracks. It 
is a unique strategy adopted by Northeast 
Frontier Railway (NFR). It has earned the best 
innovation award in Indian Railways for the 
2018-19 fiscal. Speakers that play the sound 
of bees scare the elephants away. Elephants 
have long been known to be frightened by the 
buzzing of bees and stings.

Q.120.(2) The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi has approved for 
signing of a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) between India and Japan for cooperation 
in the field of quality textiles.

EXPLANATION/ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Q.121.(3) Menace
 For other options:
 Customary (adj.)- routine
 Vivacity (n)- liveliness
Q.122.(2) 
Q.123.(1) Starved (V): suffer or die or cause to suffer or 

die from hunger.
 For other options:
 Provoke (v)- arouse
 Suspended (v)- lifted in the air
Q.124.(5) Offered
 For other options:
 Actualized (v)- realized

 Traced (v)- located
Q.125.(3) Going
 For other options:
 Consuming (Adj.)- (of a feeling) completely 

filling one's mind and attention.
 Influence (v)- have an effect on.
Q.126.(4) Occasion
 For other options:
 Convenience (n)- the state of being able to 

proceed with something without difficulty.
 Occurrence (n)- the fact or frequency of 

something happening.
Q.127.(2) Idols
 For other options:

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has declared 
‘Invest India’ as winner of the United Nations Investment Promotion Award 2020.
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 Epic (n)- a long film, book, or other work 
portraying heroic deeds and adventures or 
covering an extended period of time.

Q.128.(5) Live
 For other options:
 Venom (n)- poison
 Swift (adj.)- quick
Q.129.(2) Offence
 For other options:
 Temper (n)- attitude
 Proceeds (n)- money obtained from an event.
Q.130.(3) Brutality (n)- great cruelty.
 For other options:
 Alacrity (n)- alertness
 Sham (n)- imitation
Q.131.(3) ‘Access’ is followed by ‘to’
Q.132.(1) ‘End up in’ means ‘result in’
Q.133.(5) To takes v1 hence the correct verb form is 

‘avert’.
 Avert any untoward (inconvenient) incident, is 

correct.
Q.134.(4) ‘Set on fire’ means ‘make something burn’.
Q.135.(2) ‘On the rise’ means ‘rising’.
Q.136.(2) The arrangement is DFAGCEB. The paragraph 

discusses the much debated issue of what should 
be the pattern of CSAT exam.

Q.137.(5) The arrangement is DFAGCEB. The paragraph 
discusses the much debated issue of what should 
be the pattern of CSAT exam.

Q.138.(3) The arrangement is DFAGCEB. The paragraph 
discusses the much debated issue of what should 
be the pattern of CSAT exam.

Q.139.(5) The arrangement is DFAGCEB. The paragraph 
discusses the much debated issue of what should 
be the pattern of CSAT exam.

Q.140.(4) The arrangement is DFAGCEB. The paragraph 
discusses the much debated issue of what should 
be the pattern of CSAT exam.

Q.141.(1) 'requested/ requests should replace request' , 
either make it in the past tense (requested) or in 
the present (requests)

Q.142.(1) use 'has' instead of 'have'
Q.143.(4) 'by the end of the day' in the appropriate phrase.
Q.144.(3) 'despite all the problems' should replace despite 

the all problem.
Q.145.(5) No error
Q.146.(1) 
Q.147.(5)
Q.148.(3)
Q.149.(2) prefer takes 'to' with it and 'rather than' is a 

complete structure.
Q.150.(2) FILED a complaint is correct.
Q.151.(4) The answer lies in the first line of the passage.
Q.152.(2) The answer lies in the last of the second 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.153.(5) The answer lies in the beginning of the third 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.154.(2) The answer lies in the beginning of the last 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.155.(3) The answer lies in the fourth line of the last 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.156.(4) The answer lies in the fifth line of the last 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.157.(1) The answer lies in the second last line of the last 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.158.(4) The answer lies in the third line of the last 

paragraph of the passage.
Q.159.(2) Read the passage thoroughly in order to get the 

proper sequence.
Q.160.(4) The answer lies in the last line of the last 

paragraph of the passage.

EXPLANATION/HINDI LANGUAGE
iz-121-¼3½  iz-122-¼2½ iz-123-¼1½ iz-124-¼5½

iz-125-¼3½  iz-126-¼4½ iz-127-¼2½ iz-128-¼5½

iz-129-¼2½  iz-130-¼3½ iz-131-¼3½ iz-132-¼1½

iz-133-¼5½  iz-134-¼4½ iz-135-¼2½ iz-136-¼2½

iz-137-¼5½  iz-138-¼3½ iz-139-¼5½ iz-140-¼4½

iz-141-¼1½ ^d* Hkkx esa ;ksX;rk ds LFkku ij {kerk gksuk pkfg,A

iz-142-¼1½ ^c* Hkkx esa ^cgqr* 'kCn dk ç;ksx ;gk¡ ij vuko';d 
gS A

iz-143-¼4½ ;gk¡ ij eksVjlkbZfdyksa ds LFkku ij ^eksVjlkbZfdy* 
gksuk pkfg,A

iz-144-¼3½ çfrfnu lhrk] xhrk vkSj jk/kk ,d lkFk ,d dejs esa 
i<+rh gSaA rFkk ugha yxsxk

The US has approved India's request to purchase USD 90 million worth of military 
hardware and services in support of its fleet of C-130J Super Hercules aircraft.
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EXPLANATION/COMPUTER kNOWLEDGE

iz-145-¼5½ ^lewy u"V dj nsxh* ;g gksuk pkfg,] lewy ls ugha 
gksxkA

iz-146-¼1½  iz-147-¼5½ iz-148-¼3½ iz-149-¼2½

iz-150-¼2½  iz-151-¼4½

iz-152-¼2½ D;ksafd ys[kd dk iwjk /;ku mi;qZä vorj.k esa cpiu 
dh [kwfc;ksa dks crkus ij dsfUær gSA

iz-153-¼5½ ftl çdkj dqEgkj feêh dks Nkudj lkQ dj mlesa 
LoPN ty ds ç;ksx ls lqanj o vkd"kZd crZu rS;kj 
djrk gS] mlh çdkj ckyd ds efLr"d ds vKku :ih 
dadM+&iRFkj v/;kid }kjk gVk, tkrs gSaA

iz-154-¼2½ O;fä Hkys gh mez dh fdlh fLFkfr esa igq¡p tk,] 

Q.161.(1) Arithmetic logic unit.
Q.162.(3) Central processing unit.
Q.163.(3) Microsoft office XP is not an operating system.
Q.164.(2) *
Q.165.(1) Internet is odd term in group.
Q.166.(3) Master file contain relative permanent data.
Q.167.(3) Data string
Q.168.(4) Dial-up access
Q.169.(3) EarthLink is not a backbone provider for 

Internet connection.
Q.170.(1) Listservs
Q.171.(1) Record
Q.172.(4) Redundant array of inexpensive disk.
Q.173.(3) Binary language use to process data in computer.
Q.174.(1) 1960
Q.175.(3) Use the boolean term AND
Q.176.(1) Librarians Internet index.
Q.177.(1) Knowledge information processing system.
Q.178.(4) Arithmetic logic and control unit.
Q.179.(1) Analog computers works on the supply of 

continuous electrical pulses.
Q.180.(1) 
Q.181.(3) Hybrid computer.

fdUrq og vius Lo.kZ dky dks vFkkZr~ vius cpiu 
dks foLe`r ugha dj ikrk gSA

iz-155-¼3½ ikgu dk vFkZ iRFkj gksrk gSA

iz-156-¼4½

iz-157-¼1½ ckY;dky dks thou dk Lo.kZdky ekuus ds ihNs 
fufgrkFkZ ;gh gksrk gS dh ml nkSjku euq"; iw.kZr% ruko 
o fpark eqä gksrk gSa

iz-158-¼4½

iz-159-¼2½ O;fä o`)koLFkk esa ,d ckj fQj ckY;dky dh Hkk¡fr 
ijkJ;h gks tkrk gSA

iz-160-¼4½

Q.182.(2) Workbooks
Q.183.(2) Structural
Q.184.(2) IC chip in computers are made of silicon.
Q.185.(1) Param is super computer and develop by Indian 

Scientist.
Q.186.(2) 1000,000,000 byte equal to 1 gigabyte.
Q.187.(3) POS
Q.188.(4) Mitigation plan.
Q.189.(4) CMM5
Q.190.(1) Software process improvement and capability 

determination software for software quality 
assurance.

Q.191.(1) Time required to locate and retrieve stored data.
Q.192.(2) Input
Q.193.(3) Fifth generation
Q.194.(4) Under standing
Q.195.(2) DBMS is responsible for data processing 

function in an organization.
Q.196.(4) Developers
Q.197.(1) Meta search engine searches other search 

engines.
Q.198.(3)  Floppy disk.
Q.199.(2) Schema
Q.200.(4) Verisign is not a search engine.

The World Malaria Report (WMR) 2020 released by WHO, India is the only high endemic 
country which has reported a decline of 17.6% in 2019 as compared to 2018.
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Q.1. Which of the following is not a noble gas?
 (A) Fluorine (B) Argon
 (C) Helium (D) Neon
Q.2. The atoms, in which the number of protons are 

same but the number of neutrons are different, are 
known as-

 (A) Isomers (B) Isobars
 (C) Isotopes (D) Isotones
Q.3. Who out of the following had told ‘Destruction 

is the best method of dealing with the foreign 
clothes’?

 (A) Mahatma Gandhi
 (B) Ravindra Nath Tagore
 (C) Subhash Chandra Bose
 (D) Jawaharlal Nehru
Q.4. Who is the head of world Trade Organisation?
 (A) Pascal Lamy (B) Meke Moore
 (C) Roberto Azevedo (D) Peter Sutherland
Q.5. Who has written ‘Two Lives’?
 (A) Kiran Desai (B) Vikram Seth
 (C) Khushwant Singh (D) Chetan Bhagat
Q.6. Who discovered Insulin?
 (A) Louis Pasteur (B) F.G Benting
 (C) William Harvey (D) None of these
Q.7. Who among the following was the ruler of Delhi at 

the time of the invasion of Nadir Shah?
 (A) Shah Alam II (B) Alamgir II
 (C) Muhammad Shah (D) Muhammad Shah
Q.8. Who among the following had won the 2019 

Wimbledon females Singles title ?
 (A) Maria Sharapova (B) Serena Williams
 (C) Simona Halep (D) Victoria Azarenka
Q.9. Which one of the following Article provides 

‘Abolition of Untouchability’?
 (A) Article - 14 (B) Article - 17
 (C) Article - 19 (D) Article - 20
Q.10. Which of the following saints is related to Shivaji?
 (A) Tukaram (B) Ramanand
 (C) Ram Das (D) Chaitanya

Q.11-13. Read the following passage and answer the 
questions based on it.

 There are six members of a family. One couple has 
parents and their children in the family. Arjun is the 
son of Raju and Elamathi is the daughter of Arjun. 
Divya is the daughter of Rani who is the mother of 
Elamathi and Banu is the mother of Arjun.

Q.11. Which of the following pairs are the parents of the 
children?

 (A) Raju and Banu (B) Arjun and Banu
 (C) Raju and Rani (D) Arjun and Rani
Q.12. What relationship to Divya and Elamathi bear to 

each other respectively?
 (A) Sisters
 (B) Mother and Daughter
 (C) Grandmother and Granddaughter
 (D) Cannot be determined
Q.13. How many female members in the family?
 (A) 2  (B) 3
 (C) 4  (D) Cannot be determined
Q.14. Which of the following is correctly matched?
 (A) Sharada Sadan - Kasturba Gandhi
 (B) Forward Block - Bhagat Singh
 (C) Khilafat Movement - Ali Bandhu
 (D) Swaraj Party - Mahatma Gandhi
Q.15. Which of the following is an example of 

Metamorphic Rock?
 (A) Halite and Potash (B) Pegmatite and Basalt
 (C) Chalk and Coal (D) Marble and Syenite
Q.16. Which of the following is a Cold Ocean Current?
 (A) Peru Current 
 (B) El- Nino Current
 (C) Gulf Stream Current
 (D) Florida Current
Q.17. Which of the following causes the blue color of the 

sky?
 (A) Refraction of Light
 (B) Reflection of Light
 (C) Diffraction of Light
 (D) Scattering of Light

RRB NTPC MODEL PAPER 2020

Top Indian tennis player Ankita Raina won her third doubles title of the pandemic-hit 2020 
season, clinching the Al Habtoor challenge with Ekaterine Gorgodze.
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Q.18. What is the full form of IFRS?

 (A) Indian Financial Reporting Standards.

 (B) Indian Financial Reporting Systems.

 (C) International Financial Reporting Standards.

 (D)  International Financial Reporting System

Q.19. What is the ancient school of law?

 (A) The Philosophical school

 (B) The Historical School

 (C) The Analytical School

 (D) The Sociological School

Q.20. What happens when dilute hydrochloric acid is 
added to iron fillings?

 (A) Chorine gas and iron hydroxide are produce

 (B) Hydrogen gas and iron chloride are produce

 (C) Iron salt and water are produced

 (D) No reaction takes place

Q.21. Vinegar is an aqueous solution of -

 (A) Acetic acid (B) Citric acid

 (C) Oxalic acid (D) Hydrochloric acid

Q.22. Ustad Amjad Ali Khan is related to -

 (A) Sarod  (B) Santoor

 (C) Sitar  (D) Bansuri

Q.23. Under which act the board of control was 
established?

 (A) Charter Act, 1833

 (B) Pitt’s India Act, 1784

 (C) Regulating Act, 1773

 (D) Government of India Act, 1858

Q.24. Two water taps together can fill a tank in 9  hours. 
The larger takes 10 hours less than the smaller one 
to fill the tank separately. Then find the time taken 
by smaller tap to fill the tank.

 (A) 25 hours (B) 24 hours

 (C) 20 hours (D) 16 hours

Q.25. Transfer of heat through horizontal movement of 
air is called -

 (A) Radiation (B) Convection

 (C) Advection (D) Conduction

Q.26. There are 10 observations given below:

 20, 24, 18, 36, 14, 44, 46, 32, 38, 60. Find the 
range of the given set of observation.

 (A) 60 (B) 48 (C) 44 (D) 46
Q.27. The value of sin265o + sin225o + cos235o + cos255o 

is:

 (A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 
Q.28. The value of 192 ÷ 24 × 3 + 3 is
 (A) 39 (B) 7 (C) 2 (D) 72
Q.29. The sum of the number of the boys and girls in 

a school is 150. If the number of boys be x, the 
number of girls is 150% of the boys. The number 
of girls in the school is-

 (A) 60 (B) 90 (C) 100 (D) 110

Q.30. The simple interest accrued on an amount of Rs. 
22,500 at the end of four years is Rs. 10,800. What 
would be the compound interest accrued on the 
same amount at the same rate at the end of two 
years?

 (A) Rs.16908 (B) Rs.5724

 (C) Rs.28224 (D) Rs.8586

Q.31. The product of the ages of Swati and Aparna is 
120. If thrice the age of Aparna is more than 
Swati's age by 2 years, find the age of Swati.

 (A) 18 (B) 20 (C) 24 (D) 16

Q.32. The people of the Indus Valley worshipped -

 (A) Vishnu  (B) Pashupati

 (C) Vayu  (D) Brahma

Q.33. The most abundant metal in the earth’s crust is -

 (A) Aluminium (B) Magnesium

 (C) Calcium (D) Iron

Q.34. The humidity of air is measured by the instrument 
called-

 (A) Hygrometer (B) Hydrometer

 (C) Barometer (D) Seismometer

Q.35. The human eye forms the image of an object at its-

 (A) Retina  (B) Pupil

 (C) Iris  (D) Cornea

Q.36. The country which has become the 28th nation to 
join the European Union is-

 (A) Bulgaria (B) Slovakia

 (C) Slovenia (D) Croatia

Top security officials of India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives agreed to further strengthen 
cooperation and ensure peace for common benefit.
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Q.37. The average of some natural numbers is 15. If 30 
is added to first number and 5 is subtracted from 
the last number the average becomes 17.5 then the 
number of natural numbers is –

 (A) 15 (B) 30 (C) 20 (D) 10
Q.38. The area of a figure formed by a square of side 8 

cm and an isosceles triangle with base as one side 
of the square and perimeter as 18 cm is

 (A) 80 cm2  (B) 84 cm2

 (C) 104 cm2 (D) 76 cm2

Q.39. The Allahabad Pillar inscription describes the 
achievements of -

 (A) Ashoka
 (B) Harsha
 (C) Chandra Gupta Vikramaditya
 (D) Samundra Gupta
Q.40. Select the correct set of symbols which will fit in 

the given equation?
 5 ? 0 ? 3 ? 5 = 20
 (A) +, -, +  (B) x, +, x
 (C) -, +, x  (D) x, x, x
Q.41. Rural Employment Generation Programme was 

launched in-
 (A) 1992 (B) 1993 (C) 1995 (D) 1999
Q.42. Rs.1310 is divided among three persons A, B and 

C such that 40 more than  of A, 20 more than  

of B, 10 more than  of C all are equal to each 
other. What is the share of B?

 (A) Rs.559  (B) Rs.375
 (C) Rs.595  (D) Rs.569
Q.43. Rearrange the jumbled up letters in their natural 

sequence and find the odd one out.
 (A) LAFC  (B) UKCGIDLN
 (C) RILNIGHE (D) BCU
Q.44. Rearrange the jumbled up letters in their natural 

sequence and find the odd one out.
 (A) UTNA  (B) EINEC
 (C) OMEHRT (D) ROBEHRT
Q.45. Price and output are determinants in market 

structure other than-
 (A) Monopoly (B) Perfect competition
 (C) Oligopoly (D) Monopsony

Q.46. Poverty level in India is established on the basis 
of -

 (A) Per capita income in different states.
 (B) House hold consumer expenditure.
 (C) Slum population in the country.
 (D) House hold average income.
Q.47. Ozone present in the upper layers of atmosphere 

absorbs?
 (A) Inert gasses
 (B) Dust particles
 (C) Ultraviolet solar radiation
 (D) Electrically charged particles
Q.48. One of four words is a class to which the other 

three belong. Identify the class.
 (A) Hawaii  (B) Cuba
 (C) Island  (D) Greenland
Q.49. MATHEMATICS is related to NUMBERS in the 

same way HISTORY is related to ___________.
 (A) EVENTS (B) PEOPLE
 (C) WARS  (D) DATES
Q.50. Lichens are -
 (A) Symbiont (B) Parasites
 (C) Chemoautotrophs (D) Decomposers
Q.51. Let 'a' be an odd natural number. If 'a' is divided by 

6, it leaves a remainder 'b'. If b2 is divided by 4, it 
leaves remainder c. Which of the following must 
be true for c?

 (A) c = 3 (B) c = 5 (C) c = 1 (D) c = even
Q.52. J.J Shobha is relate to which sports?
 (A) Tennis  (B) Hockey
 (C) Cricket  (D) Athletics
Q.53. International teacher day is celebrated on-
 (A) 5 Sep (B) 5 Oct (C) 5 Nov (D) 5 Dec
Q.54. In which state of India is Cholamoo Lake is 

situated?
 (A) Bihar  (B) Uttarakhand
 (C) Sikkim  (D) Uttar Pradesh
Q.55. In the following number series, one number is 

wrong. Find out the odd number.
 2, 8, 20, 44, 92, 184, 380
 (A) 8 (B) 44 (C) 380 (D) 184

Ukrainian tennis player Stanislav Poplavskyy has been given a lifetime ban for 
participating in match-fixing activities, the Tennis Integrity Unit said.
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Q.56. In the balance of payments account, requisitioned 
receipts and payments are also regarded as-

 (A) Bilateral transfers

 (B) Unilateral transfers

 (C) Capital account transfers

 (D) Invisible transfers

Q.57. In how many ways can eight different rings be 
worn on four fingers of one hand?

 (A) 12 (B) 84 (C) 48 (D) 32

Q.58. In each of the following questions. Select the 
related letter/ word/ number/figure from the given 
alternatives.

 Doctor : Stethoscope : Sculptor : ?

 (A) Anvil  (B) Chopper

 (C) Chisel  (D) Trowel

Q.59. In covering a distance of 30 km A takes 2 hours 
more than B. If A doubles his speed, then he would 
take 1 hour less than B. A's speed (in km/hr.) is

 (A) 5 (B) 6 (C) 6.25 (D) 7.5

Q.60. In an entrance exam Ritu scored 56 percent 
marks, Samita scored 92 percent marks and Rina 
scored 634 marks. The maximum marks of the 
examination are 875. What are the average marks 
scored by all the three girls together?

 (A) 594 (B) 640 (C) 690 (D) 643

Q.61. If  , the value of  is -

 (A) 125 (B) 140 (C) 155 (D) 170

Q.62. If  and  what is the value of 

 ; it is given that θ and φ are acute 

angles?

 (A)  (B)  (C)  (D) 

Q.63. If the given interchanges namely: signs + and ÷ and 
numbers 2 and 4 are made in signs and numbers, 
which one of the following would be correct?

 (A) 4 + 2 ÷ 6 = 1.5 (B) 2 + 4 ÷ 6 = 8
 (C) 2 + 4 ÷ 3 = 3 (D) 4 ÷ 2 + 3 = 4
Q.64. If STUDENT is coded as 103, what is the code for 

SCHOOL?

 (A) 72 (B) 27 (C) 37 (D) 73
Q.65. If points A (1, – 1), B (5, 2) and C (9, 5) are 

collinear, then which option is correct?
 (A) AC + BC + AB = 0
 (B) AC > AB + BC
 (C) AC = AB + BC
 (D) AC < AB + BC
Q.66. If 'P' means 'divided by', 'T' means 'add', 'M' means 

'subtract' and 'D' means 'multiplied by', then what 
will be the value of the following expression?

 12 M 12 D 28 P 7 T 15
 (A) 21 (B) 15 (C) 30 (D) -15
Q.67. If NCLAGJ stands for PENCIL, then AMJMSP 

stands for --------.
 (A) ERASER (B) PAPERS
 (C) KOLOUR (D) COLOUR
Q.68. If IRON is written as GOKI, then KNIFE may be 

written as-
 (A) IKAEY (B) IEKAY
 (C) IKEAY (D) IAKEY
Q.69. If BORDER is coded as 579649, then ORDER can 

be coded as-
 (A) 79469 (B) 79649 (C) 76949 (D) 79667
Q.70. If 8219x is divisible by 11, then what is the value 

of x?
 (A) 5 (B) 4 (C) 3 (D) 2
Q.71. If 3A + 7 = A2 + N = 7A + 5, what is the value of 

N?

 (A)  (B)  (C)  (D) 

Q.72. If , then the value of  is

 (A) 8 (B) 9 (C) 10 (D) 12
Q.73-75. The following questions are based on the 

information given below:
 An advertising agency finds that, of its 170 

clients, 115 read Indian Express, 110 read The 
Hindu and 130 read Times of India. Also, 85 read 
Indian Express and Times of India, 75 read Indian 
Express and The Hindu, 95 read The Hindu and 
Times of India and 70 read all the three.

Q.73. How many read-only The Hindu?

Union Cabinet has approved Atmanirbhar Bharat Rojgar Yojana at an expenditure of Rs 
1,584 crore for the current financial year.
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 (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 25 (D) 35
Q.74. How many read only Indian Express?
 (A) 15 (B) 25 (C) 5 (D) 10
Q.75. How many read Indian Express and Times of India 

but not The Hindu?
 (A) 10 (B) 20 (C) 15 (D) 30
Q.76. Circumference of a circle is equal to 277.2 cm. 

What is the circumference of another circle whose 
diameter is seven times the radius of first circle?

 (A) 902.8 cm. (B) 970.2 cm.
 (C) 1078.6 cm. (D) 1940.4 cm.
Q.77. Choose the pair which is related in the same way as 

the words in the first pair from the given choices.
 Mosquito : Malaria : : ? : ?
 (A) Housefly : Food (B) Road : Accident
 (C) Soil : Erosion (D) Tobacco : Cancer
Q.78. Choose the one which is odd from the following 

options.
 (A) Coffee  (B) Rice
 (C) Tobacco (D) Sugarcane
Q.79. Chemical nature of laughing gas is -
 (A) Nitrous oxide (B) Sulphur dioxide
 (C) Nitric oxide (D) Hydrogen Chloride
Q.80. By selling 4 toffees for 1 rupee, a man loses 4%. 

Had he sold three toffees per rupee, the profit 
would have been

 (A) 30% (B) 28% (C) 16% (D) 12%
Q.81. Brij can paint a wall alone in 7.6 days, while Madhu 

would need 11.4 days. If they work together, how 

many days will they take to paint  of the wall?
 (A) 4 days (B) 3 days (C) 2.5 days (D) 1.9 days
Q.82. Birsa Munda revolt took place in which state?
 (A) Punjab  (B) Jharkhand
 (C) Bihar  (D) Tripura
Q.83. Based on the analogy given, find the missing word 

from the given options.
 Mother: Child :: Cloud : ?
 (A) Rain  (B) Thunder
 (C) Water  (D) Weather
Q.84. Based on the analogy given, find the missing pair 

from the given options.

 32 : 13 : : ----------

 (A) 51:36 (B) 83: 121 (C) 71 : 81 (D) 47: 65

Q.85. Based on the analogy given, find the missing 
number from the given options.

 7528 : 5306 :: 4673 : ?

 (A) 2351 (B) 2541 (C) 2451 (D) 2531

Q.86. Balance of Payment includes-

 (A) Debts  (B) Visible Trade

 (C) Invisible Trade (D) All of these

Q.87. AB = 8 cm. and CD = 6 cm. are two parallel chords 
on the same side of the centre of a circle. The 
distance between them is 1 cm. The radius of the 
circle is -

 (A) 5 cm. (B) 4 cm. (C) 2 cm. (D) 3 cm.

Q.88. A sum becomes Rs.9680 in 2 years at compound 
interest and it becomes Rs. 10648 in 3 years. What 
is the percentage rate of interest?

 (A) 6% (B) 8% (C) 10% (D) 12%

Q.89. A man marks his goods at a price that would give 
him 20% profit. He sells 3/ 5 of the goods at the 
marked price and the remaining at 20% discount. 
What is his gain percent on the whole transaction?

 (A) 15% (B) 12% (C) 10.4% (D) 8%

Q.90. A man covered a certain distance at some speed. 
If he increases his speed by 4 km/hr. then he will 
reach 9/2 minutes early than usual time. If he 
decreases his speed by 6 km/hr. then he will reach 
8 minutes late. Find the original distance.

 (A) 40 km. (B) 72 km. (C) 50 km. (D) 60 km.

Q.91. A man can row three quarters of a km. against the 

stream in  min. and return in  min. The 

speed of the stream is -
 (A) 1 kmph (B) 1.5 kmph
 (C) 2 kmph (D) 2.5 kmph
Q.92. A girl of height 90 cm. is walking away from the 

base of a lamp-post at a speed at 1.2 m. /sec. If the 
lamp is 3.6 m. above the ground, find the length of 
her shadow after 4 seconds.

 (A) 1.2 m. (B) 1.6 m. (C) 2.4 m. (D) 2.0 m.
Q.93. A family went out for a walk. Daughter walked 

before the father. Son was walking behind the 
mother and ahead of father. Who walked last?

Union Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ has set up a task force for 
preparing a roadmap on imparting technical education in Mother Tongue.
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 (A) Son (B) Father (C) Mother (D) Daughter
Q.94. 10 years ago, Manish was 5 times older than 

Abhishek but later 20 years from now he will 
be only 2 times older than Abhishek. How old is 
Abhishek?

 (A) 20 years (B) 30 years
 (C) 40 years (D) 50 years
Q.95. In each question given below one statement is 

followed by two conclusions numbered I and 
II You have to take the given statement to be 
true even if they seem to be at variance from the 
commonly known facts. Read the conclusions 
and decide which logically follows from the 
two given statements disregarding commonly 
known facts:

 Statement: The commissioner of police has 
appealed people not to put up banners which 
obstruct pedestrian or motor traffic.

 Conclusions:
 (I). Some of the people may respond and will not 

put up such banners.
 (II). Policemen will have to keep watchful eye 

on the new banners which are being put up on the 
roads.

 (A) Only I  (B) Only II
 (C) Either I or II (D) Neither I nor II
Q.96. Below are given statements followed by two 

conclusions I and II. You have to take the given 
statements to be true even if they seem to be at 
variance from commonly known facts.

 Statements:
 All mothers are aunts.
 All aunts are ladies.
 Conclusions:
 I. All ladies are mothers.
 II. All ladies are aunts.
 Decide which of the below options logically 

follows the given Statement.
 (A) Only conclusion I follows.
 (B) Only conclusion II follows.
 (C) Both conclusion I and II follows.
 (D) Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Q.97. An Assertion (A) and a Reason (R) are given 
below.

 Assertion (A): Earthworms are not good for 
agriculture.

 Reason (R): Earthworms break down the soil into 
fine particles and make it soft.

 Choose the correct option.
 (A) A is true but R is false.

 (B) A is false but R is true.

 (C) Both A and R are true and R is the correct 
explanation of A.

 (D) Both A and R are false.

Q.98. An Assertion (A) and a Reason (R) are given 
below.

 Assertion (A): In India judiciary is independent of 
the executive.

 Reason (R): Judiciary favours the government 
and helps in the implementation of its plans.

 Choose the correct option.

 (A) A is true but R is false.

 (B) A is false but R is true.

 (C) Both A and R are true and R is the correct 
explanation of A.

 (D) Both A and R are false.

Q.99. An Assertion (A) and a Reason (R) are given 
below.

 Assertion (A): We feel comfortable in the hot and 
humid climate.

 Reason (R): Sweat evaporates faster in the humid 
climate.

 Choose the correct option.

 (A) A is true but R is false

 (B) A is false but R is true.

 (C) Both A and R are true and R is the correct 
explanation of A.

 (D) Both A and R are false

Q.100. ‘Tappatikkali’ is a folk dance associated with the 
state of -

 (A) Kerala  (B) Gujarat

 (C) Tamil Nadu (D) Andhra Pradesh

Union Home Minister Amit Shah inaugurated two flyover bridges in his parliamentary 
constituency Gandhinagar through video conference from New Delhi.
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Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways Nitin Gadkari inaugurated the three lane 
1.5 km long Koilwar bridge over Sone river in Bihar through Video Conferencing.

Q.1.(A) Noble gases - Helium, Argon and Neon.
Q.2.(C) The atoms, in which the number of protons is 

same but the number of neutrons is different, are 
known as Isotopes.

Q.3.(A) Mahatma Gandhi had told ‘Destruction is the 
best method of dealing with the foreign clothes’.

Q.4.(C) Roberto Azevedo is the head of World Trade 
Organisation. The World Trade Organization 
is an intergovernmental organization that is 
concerned with the regulation of international 
trade between nations.

Q.5.(B) Vikram Seth has written ‘Two Lives'.
Q.6.(B) Canadian physician Frederick Banting and 

medical student Charles H. Best discovered the 
hormone insulin in pancreatic extracts of dogs. 
On July 30, 1921, they injected the hormone 
into a diabetic dog and found that it effectively 
lowered the dog's blood glucose levels to 
normal.

Q.7.(C) Muhammad Shah was the ruler of Delhi at the 
time of the invasion of Nadir Shah.

Q.8.(C) Simona Halep had defeated Serena Williams 
in the final, 6–2, 6–3 to win the Ladies' 
Singles tennis title at the 2019 Wimbledon 
Championships.

Q.9.(B) Article 14 - Right to Equality, Article 19 - Right 
to Freedom, Article 20 - mainly deals with 
protection of certain rights in case of conviction 
for offences.

Q.10.(A) Tukaram Saint was associated with Shivaji. 
Tukaram, also referred to as Sant Tukaram, 
Bhakta Tukaram, Tukaram Maharaj, Tukoba and 
Tukobaraya, was a 17th-century Hindu poet and 
sant of the Bhakti movement in Maharashtra, 
India. He was part of the egalitarian, personalized 
Varkari devotionalism tradition. Tukaram is best 
known for his devotional poetry called Abhanga 
and community-oriented worship with spiritual 
songs known as kirtans.

Q.11-13. 

 

Q.11.(D) 
Q.12.(A)
Q.13.(C)  
Q.14.(C) The Khilafat movement, also known as the 

Indian Muslim movement (1919–24), was a 
pan-Islamist political protest campaign launched 
by Muslims of British India led by Shaukat Ali, 
Mohammad Ali Jauhar and Abul Kalam Azad to 
restore the caliph of the Ottoman Caliphate, who 
was considered the leader of Sunni Muslims, as 
an effective political authority.

Q.15.(D) Example of Metamorphic Rock- Granita, 
Syenite, Slate, Schist, Marble, quartzite etc.

Q.16.(A) Peru Current is a Cold Ocean Current.
Q.17.(D) The Scattering of Light causes the blue color of 

the sky.
Q.18.(C)  
Q.19.(C) The Analytical school is the ancient school of 

Law.
Q.20.(B) When dilute hydrochloric acid is added to 

iron filings hydrogen gas and iron chloride are 
produced.

Q.21.(A) Vinegar is an aqueous solution of acetic acid.
Q.22.(A) Amjad Ali Khan Bangash is an Indian classical 

sarod player, best known for his clear and fast 
ekhara taans. Khan was born into a classical 
musical family and has performed internationally 
since the 1960s. He was awarded India's second 
highest civilian honor Padma Vibhushan in 
2001.

Q.23.(B) Pitts India Act provided for the appointment 
of a Board of control, and a joint government 
of British India by both the company and the 
Crown with the government holding the ultimate 
authority.

Q.24.(A) Let smaller tap fills the tank in x hours.

 
 (2x – 10) 75 = 8(x2 – 10x)
 150x – 750 = 8x2 – 80x
 4x2 – 115x + 375 = 0
 4x2 – 100x – 15x + 375 = 0
 4x(x – 25) – 15 (x – 25) = 0

 x = 25, x = 
 Required answer = 25 hours
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Q.25.(C) Transfer of heat through horizontal movement 
of air is called advection.

Q.26.(D) Range = Highest value – Lowest Value
 = 60 – 14 = 46
Q.27.(C) sin265o + sin225o + cos235o + cos255o = sin265o + 

sin2(90o – 65o) + cos2(90o – 55o) + cos255o

 = sin265o + cos265o + sin255o + cos255o

 = 1 + 1
 = 2
Q.28.(A) 192 ÷ 16 × 3 + 3 = ?
 12 × 3 + 3 = ?
 36 + 3 = ?
 ? = 39
Q.29.(B) According to the question,

 
 Number of girls = 150 – 60 = 90

Q.30.(B) Rate = = 12%

 Rate of compound interest for 2 years

 = 12 + 12 + = 25.44%

 Compound Interest = = Rs. 5724

Q.31.(A) Swati x Aparna = 120
 3 Aparna = Swati + 2
 3 (120/ Swati) = Swati + 2
 360 = Swati2 + 2 Swati
 Swati2 + 2 Swati – 360 = 0
 Swati = 18 years
Q.32.(B) The people of the Indus Valley worshipped 

Pashupati.
Q.33.(A) The most abundant metal in the earth’s crust is 

aluminium.
Q.34.(A) The humidity of air is measured by the 

instrument called hygrometer.
Q.35.(A) The human eye forms the image of an object at 

its Retina.
Q.36.(D) The country which has become the 28th nation 

to join the European Union is Croatia.

Union Minister for Road Transport, Highways and MSMEs Nitin Gadkari inaugurated and 
laid foundation stone for 33 highway projects worth nearly Rs.11,000 crore in Karnataka.

Q.37.(D) Number of natural numbers = x
 Their sum = 15x
 According to the question,
 15x + 30 – 5 = 17.5x
 17.5 x – 15x = 25
 2.5x = 25
 x = 10
Q.38.(D) Area of the figure formed = 82 + 4 × 3 = 64 + 12 

= 76 cm2

Q.39.(D) Allahabad stone Pillar Inscription is written in 
stone pillar during the term of King Samudra 
Gupta. It is located in Allahabad which mentions 
events during his tenure in and around his 
empire.

Q.40.(C) 5 – 0 + 3 x 5 = 20
 5 + 15 = 20
 20 = 20
Q.41.(C) Rural Employment Generation Programme was 

launched in 1995 .The aim of the programme is 
to create self-employment opportunities in rural 
as areas and small towns .A target for creating 
25 lakh new jobs has been set for the programme 
under the Tenth Five year plan.

Q.42.(C) Given: = k (Let)

 A = , B = , C =

 According to the question,

 
 On solving above, k = 190
 Share of B = Rs.595
Q.43.(C) LAFC = CALF
 UKCGIDLN = DUCKLING
 RILNIGHE = HIRELING
 BCU = CUB
Q.44.(D) UTNA = AUNT
 EINEC = NIECE
 OMEHRT = MOTHER
 ROBEHRT = BROTHER
Q.45.(C) Price and output are determinants in market 

structure other than oligopoly.
Q.46.(B) A common method used to measure poverty is 

based on the income or consumption levels. A 
person is considered poor if his or her income or 
consumption level falls below a given 'Minimum 
level' necessary to fulfil basic needs.
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Union Minister Prakash Javadekar said Foreign Direct Investment into India surged by a 

healthy 15 percent to 30 billion dollars in April - October this year.

Q.47.(C) A layer of ozone gas is found in ozone layer 
which absorbs the infrared rays coming from the 
sun.

Q.48.(C) All three are island.
Q.49.(A)
Q.50.(A) Lichens are composite organisms consisting of 

a fungus and a photosynthetic partner growing 
together in a symbiotic relationship.

Q.51.(C) Let it solved by taking x = 7
 When 7 is divided by 6
 Remainder = 1
 Now, 12 is divided by 4
 Remainder = 1
 So, c = 1
Q.52.(D) Javur Jagadeeshappa Shobha is an Indian 

professional track and field athlete from a 
village called Pashupathihaal near Dharwad in 
Karnataka. She participated in the heptathlon 
and was the winner of the event at the inaugural 
Afro-Asian Games in 2003.

Q.53.(B) International teacher day is celebrated on 5th 
October.

Q.54.(C) Cholamoo lake or Tso Lhamo lake is the India's 
highest lake, located at a mighty elevation of 
18 thousand feet from the sea level in North 
Sikkim, India.

Q.55.(D)

 
Q.56.(B) In the balance of payments account requisitioned 

receipts and payments are also regarded as 
unilateral transfers.

Q.57.(C) Required number of ways = 48
Q.58.(C) Stethoscope is used by doctor similar chisel is 

used by sculptor.
Q.59.(A) Let speed of A and B is x and y kmph respectively.
 According to the question,

   … (I)

   … (II)

 From (I) and (II), we get
 x = 5 kmph

Q.60.(D) Mark scored by Ritu =  × 875 = 490

 Marks scored by Samita =  × 875 = 805

 Marks scored by Rina = 634

 Average Marks =  = 643

Q.61.(B)

 
Q.62.(D)

 
Q.63.(B) 4 ÷ 2 + 6 = 8
 2 + 6 = 8
 8 = 8
Q.64.(A) STUDENT = 19+20+21+4+5+14+20 = 103
 SCHOOL = 19+3+8+15+15+12 = 72

Q.65.(C) AB=  = 5

 BC =  = 5

 AC =  = 10

 .'. AC = AB + BC
Q.66.(A) 12 - 12 x 28 ÷ 7 + 15
 = 12 – 12 x 4 + 15
 = 12 – 48 + 15 = 27 – 48 = -21
Q.67.(D) +2 in each letter
Q.68.(C)
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United Spirits Ltd (USL), a part of global liquor giant Diageo, appointed Hina Nagarajan 

as the company''s new CEO.

 
Q.69.(B) B - ORDER = 5 - 79649
Q.70.(D) (8 + 1 + x) – 11 = 0
 9 + x – 11 = 0
 x = 2
Q.71.(B) 3A + 7 = 7A + 5
 4A = 2

 A = 

 and, 7A + 5 = A2 + N

 

 

  = 

Q.72.(C) 

 
Q.73-75.

 
Q.73.(B) 
Q.74.(B) 
Q.75.(C)
Q.76.(B) 

 

 
Q.77.(D) 
Q.78.(B) All except Rice are cash crops, while rice is a 

food crop.
Q.79.(A) Chemical nature of laughing gas is nitrous 

oxide.
Q.80.(B) Selling price in first case:
 S.P. of 1 toffee = Rs. (1/4)

 C.P. of 1 toffee = Rs. 

 Selling price in second case:

 S.P. of 1 toffee = Rs.

 Profit = (1/3) - (25/96) = Rs.(7/96)

 Profit% = 

Q.81.(B) 

 

 Required time =  = 3 days

Q.82.(B) The main rebellion took place in the region south 
of Ranchi in 1899-1900.The rebellion aimed to 
drive away the British and establish Munda Raj 
or Munda rule in this region.

Q.83.(A) 
Q.84.(D) 
 32 + 22 = 13
 72 + 42 = 65
Q.85.(C) 2 in each digit of the number.
Q.86.(D) Balance of Payment includes debts, visible trade 

and invisible trade.
Q.87.(A) 
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US President-elect Joe Biden has appointed former Barack Obama administration's State 

Department spokesperson Jen Psaki as his White House press secretary.

 
Q.88.(C) Interest for 1 year = Rs. (10648 – 9680) = Rs.968

 Rate of interest =  = 10%

Q.89.(C)

 
Q.90.(B) Let total distance be 'd' km and speed of man be 

's' kmph.
 According to the question,

  ... (I)

 and  ... (II)

 From (I) and (II), we get
 d = 72 km.

Q.91.(A) Speed upstream =  = 4 kmph

 Speed downstream =  = 6 kmph

 Speed of the current =  = 1 kmph

Q.92.(B)

 

 
Q.93.(B) Daughter > Father
 Mother > Son> Father
Q.94.(A) Let Abhishek's age and Manish’s age be x and y 

years respectively.
 (x – 10) = 5(y – 10)
 x – 5y = – 40 __________ (I)
 and (x + 20) = 2(y + 20)
 x – 2y = 20 ___________ (II)
 On solving,
 y = 20 years
Q.95.(A) Clearly, the appeal has been made keeping in 

mind the fact that it would create awareness and 
have some effect. So I follows. However the 
statement is a general appeal and not strength 
directions. So, II does not follow.

Q.96.(D) 

 
Q.97.(B)
Q.98.(A)
Q.99.(D)
Q.100.(A) Tappatikkali is a very famous dance that is 

practiced by the women of Kerala. There is 
much of grace, much of co-ordination amongst.






